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INTRODUCTICN 

This is a summation of the first year's work under our Crop Plant Disease 
Forecasting Project. It is a summary of an active year of disease observa- 
tion and reporting on the part of key pathologists and cooverators, forming, 
as it does, the informational background for accurate forecasting in the 

years to come. Nothing is included here on the regional studies on epi- 
demiology. in later years it is hoped that these epidemiological studies, 
together with the information gained from observing and reporting disease 
occurrence, development, and spread, will furnish the basis for forecasting 
disease appearance and distribution and for advice on the most timely and 

effective preventive or control measures. 

The diseases included in the hae late blight of potato and tomato 
(Phytophthora infestans (Mont.) de Bary), blue mold of tobacco (Peronospora 
tabacina Adam), and downy mildew of cucurbits (Pssudoperonospora ct cubensis 

B. & C.), varied somewhat in distribution, spread, and destructiveness but 

all followed a set pattern of deveionoment -. dependence upon cool, wet weather 
for initiation, development, and soread. In most cases, along with the 

proper use of spray and dust materials, hot, dry weather checked activity. 

Beginning with tomato late blight, Phytophthora infestans (iont.) de Bary, 
infection this year was of several types, namely, foliar and petiolar, fruit 
infection, and the stem canker type of infection. The stem cankers com- 
pletely circled ereas-of main and lateral stems, causing a girdling effect 
which induced toppling of the plant. In some cases very littl¢e foliar 
damage could be seen after the fruits showed infection and in other cases 

more foliar damage occurred than was noted on the fruits. Infection in 

other cases showed up after the avoarently healthy fruits, having been 
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Bane ‘green, Hed yes eer ed. yin some ae In some cases differences 

in type between the potato and tomato strain of late blight could be 

noted. In cases reported, virulence expressed itself sometimes in heavy 
foliar damage and et other times with little foliar damage but heavy 
fruit damage. In some cases the fungus appeared to be transitional be- 
tween the potato strain and the typically virulent tomato strain. 
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Concerning the dissemination of blight, spread has. been revorted from 
-aerial spore showers, blowing from infected potato plants and evll piles) 
to tomatoes in adjacent fields and from blight cerried into northern 
regions on healthy-appearing tomato transplants received from Tifton, 
Georgia, area. In many cases the stem canker- ene of Pea a ee was. re= 

ported on.nlants from this. southern area. 9 «+ -°** ea 

The disesse as a whole seemed more severe than in 1947 in certain 
tocalities. It was, perhaps, more scattered but followed a general line 
all along the Atlentic Coast seaboard end extended into the tomato canning 

acreage in some midwestern states. Losses were less than in 1946 as this 
year's late blight, controlled by adequate spraying or dusting and the 
hot, dry weather, did not reach the epidemic proportions of the 1946 blight 

attack. The losses on late blight infected tomatoes ranged from 2 to 40 
percent of the ecreage planted. On the whole these losses were, now 
severe and 2 see crop was obtained. 

Fixed conpers, gee ‘Bordeaux, acrlate, ‘Parzate; used | as spreys; with 
neutral coppers, Bordeaux, Phygon, Dithene: p= 14-zine sulphate-Lime , Perzate, 

and Zerlate, used as dusts , were enployed with varying degrees of effective- 
ness by 10 - 80 percent of the growers who utilized ground’ machines or .’ 

airplanes, Effectiveness seemed tg be governed by time and regularity — 
of application and the coverage ‘obtained, rather than by the material 
itself. Without spraying and dusting Losses would have gone rach higher 
‘than the modest figures noted: in some of the reports (see reports Lor: the 

individual states). 

Pota to late blight, Phytophthora infestans (Mont. ) de Bary, appeared in 

the fall crop of potatoes in Louisiana; ina; In ‘Florida it: appeared in December 
‘and was intermittently active’ in several loraltites fer aint extended ‘period . 

of time, depending more on nights of heavy dew and cooler temper ratures for 

its Hevcvarnen and spread rather than on heavy rains. Its origin was . 
traced in some instances to cull Sin disezsed seed, and infection from : 

tomato vlantings. | ‘ 

——— 

_ Potato late blight-was not-severe in 1948, present, as it was, however, 

along the castern seaboard statés.. It was also reported in Minnesota, . , 

Iowa, Colorado, Manitoba, eastern Canada, and in an isolated case i | { 
‘British Columbie. Dry weather scoeme ye Wa vO Dee limiting. factor in its 

development and spre ad, Along with the dry weather adequate soreying. ; 

end dusting prevented loss. Reduced yields occurred in some instances 
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where foliage was destroyed by disease, in the hastening of vine metura- 
tion with chemicals, and also in the destruction of the vines by chemicals. 
An insignificant amount of tuber rot accounted for some losses. Losses, 

on the whole, did not exceed in some cases those for the year 1947, ranging 

as they did from 1 to 20 percent. inadequate spraying and vossibly poor 
hilling and harvesting could then account for most loss. 

Control measures for potato late blight included among the sprays Dithane 
D-14, Bordeaux Mixture, a program of fixed copper early, Bordeaux later, 

tribasic copper sulphate, copper oxychloride sulphate, cuprous oxide (Peren- 

ox), Basicop, Phygon, Parzate, and among the dusts neutral covper and zinc 
ethylene bisdithiocarbamate were the most widely used by growers. 

BLUE MOLD 

Blue mold, Peronospora tabacina Adam, in this past season was generally 

distributed along the Atlantic Coast, chaacterized in its action by a mild 

spread with no great severity noted in any particular area. It was first 
noted late in February in the tobacco=growing area of northern Florida 
on cigar-wrapper tobacco in Gadsden County. The source of inoculum was 

presumed to be oospores in the soil. Application of fungicide 2nd dry 
weather in March seemed to retard its activity. 

In south Georgia reports indicrted thet all tobacco beds throughout the 
entire tobacco-growing area of southern Georgia became affected by blue 
mold between eerly February and April 15th. Disease spread was slow with 
no marked peak of activity. Overall damage was slight and merkedly less 

than in 1947. : 

In this mid-April period blue mold was reported in castern Tennessee 
‘and the Cumberland area (burley tobacco). Likewise in mid-Avoril South 
Carolina reported blue mold with the stert noted about March 15th. 
Spread was slight owing to the wrm weather. At the end of April Kentucky 
reported blue mold in Simpson County with northward movement in the state 
noted in the next ten days, but it was generally mild over the entire 
tobacco-growing areas of Kentucky. North Carolina's entire eastern half 

of the state suffered attack by blue mold as shown in Fig. 3. 

About middle May Canada reported blue mold in the new tobacco belt seed- 

beds of Ontario, = few days later noting its occurrence in the old tobacco 

belt. During the latter part of the transplanting season the disease was 
prevalent throughout 211 Ontario tobacco-growing districts. (except east 

of Toronto) although overall damage was consistently mild owing to the 

large percentege of growers using control measures. Some field demage 

was noted in Ontario, some places suffering severe leaf-spotting. Quebec, 

oldest Canadian tobecco=growing ares, remained free of the disease. 
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Pennsylvania first observed blue mold on August 4th in Lancaster County 
with spread noted as being slow and with little loss incurred. 

Blue mold in the New England states area was not severe, Connecticut 
reporting attacks mild in type and with little loss owing to adequate 
spraying and dusting. Massachusetts reported about middle August the 

presence of blue mold, just prior to harvest, on mature vlants in the 

field. Overall damage was negligible; occurrence noted on man, Fig. 3. 

Consideration of the blue mold picture in the 1948 season voints to an 
emphasis vlaced by coeperators on the role of cospore infection as being 
the initial cause in most cases. The checking of infection was ow’ ing, in 

this year, to hot, dry weather at optimum time for infection and, if the 

weather were suitable for infection, to the adequate use of fungicides, 

in particular dithiocarbamates. Also, the isolated cases of field infec- 
tion in Massachusetts, Canada, and Connecticut, present no hazard that 

biue mold would be a threat when plants ‘are in the full-grown stage. 

DONNY MILDE‘ 

The 1948 season in the initiation end spread of downy mildew, Pseudo- 
peronospora cubensis B. & C. was quiet, the fungus appesring in early 
February in frost-free areas in cozstel south Florida on squash end 
cucumber plantings. It spread slowly along the eastern seaboard to the 

Virginia state line where dry weather arrested its development. After 
a three-week interval it graduelly moved northward at a time when harvest 
was already underway and thereby caused little damage. It was reported 
as far north as Messachusetts, hot, dry weather checking the spread and 

severity of the disease. 

Losses are estimated in low figures, the greater percentage of growers 

using sprays and dusts,with copper sprays and biscarbamates apparently 

holding the diseése in check. 
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WEATHER 

The known high correlation between ¢cisease incidence, development, 
and spread of these mildews with wet, cool weather prompts us to present 

at this time a summary of weather data in the form of maps. Since the 
daily records for different places will not be published for some time 
to.come, we present the maps showing cverall conditions in the localities 
covered by the Varning Service without any data at this time regerding 
extreme differences in weather between short distances, any variations in 

a given locelity, or differences in the microclimate in one planting. 
. These mavs ere én attempt to show in combination temperature and pre- 

ipitation extremes below snd above normal, the material for these maps 
being taken from the “eether Bureau's Weekly Weather and Crop Bulletin 
hich gives departure from normal tempereture and vercentage of normal 

precipitation for the entire country. These maps, then, orcsent an 

estimate only of the season's weather. . 

An analysis of the monthiy weather maps presented in Figure 5 will-indi- 
- cate to a marked degree the overall weether factors which avparently were 

responsible for.the development 2nd spread of the mildews. Beginning 

with April, which is the starting point for this year's presentation, 
reports from Florida indiceted the continued activity of potsto late 

blight. Temperetures reported were in the 80's, dropping at night to 
62°, 57°, and 59° in the Everglades area. Heavy dews were renorted also. 
The weather picture on the map.in Avril bears out the overall varm and 
wet weather for Florida, ranging into normal and wet for northern Florida, 
eastern Georgie, end South Carolina, from which latter state late blight 

en potatoes was reported from Charleston: County. In North Carolina 
norm?1, dry weether prevailed at this time also, with no reports of late 
blight being found in that stete. Virginia likewise experienced a normal, 
wet period during this month with late blight reported on April 27th on 

tomato transvlents shipped in from southern Georgia, These transplents 
had been reccived about two weeks earlier, shipped at a time when Georgie 
was.experiencing a normal, wet period but just prior to which there 
existed, although not presented in this’ series of maps, an overall warm, 

wet condition for the month of March over the larger portion of eastern 
United States. This Merch wet period encompessed the whole Atlentic sea- 
board up to 2nd including Illinois, half of Missouri, Arkansas, and 

all of Louisiane. In the southern Georgia area for March percentage of 
normal precipitation wes as high as, 200% with a +4° mean departure from 
the normal tempereture. On the transplants from this area Virginia 
reported tomato lete blight as being of the stem canker type. 

In another vein poteto and tomato late blight in Mississippi and Florida 

in May was reported as occurring during periods when weather was un- 

favorable for late blight development. Ohio's blight epidemic on tomato 

transplants from Georgia likewise was initiated and developed st a time 

rae 
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when the weether on the whole was:cold and dry. Also, in June, North 
and South Carolina reported late blight when weather was not too favor- 
able for its development. However, Kentucky's, Virginia's, and New York's 
late blight seemed to follow the more general: weather pattern as is 
given for blight. development, in the former two-states developing during 
we oe wet weather, ond in the Jin ther jponciied a cold, wet es 

a ne June ive Hiieht was’ ea an ie rylend, ites jason New York, 

Connecticut, Pennsykvania,’ Rhode Island,’ Virginia, and “est Virg ginia, at 

which time in all these eastern sta eS temperatures with vrecipita- 

.tion above normal were prevailing. Mississippi reported in June the 
cessation of tomato late blight whe n, as shown on the manos, weather. was 

norma | in temperature and dry. 3 a) 

Dorine July's Ss rather extended wet seers through Georgia, gees middle — 
Kentucky, extending across the middle section of the country; reports of 
late pete of potatoes came from Iowa,¢ Massachusetts, New Vou lsy Indiana, 

New Jersey, and on potatoes and tomatoes from Pennsylvania and Ohio. This 
was probably the most active time of disease spread in commercial cenning | 
areas. - Delaware, dry during this period, noted the checking of the progress 

of. late blight. However, in early August in Delaware, late blight developed 

and spread, aided by ‘the warm, — wet. weather. | | 

ana ae this summer period also active late blight was coined in. Canada in 
. the various eastern provinces: on both. tomato and potato, correla ted with 

‘-rains.and favorable temperatures. -We have not shown on maps nor will dis- 
cuss here the reletion of weather to disesse in Canada as we do not heve 

-any weather dete to tie in with the reports from the various provinces 

except those which are noted in their acces an reports. 
: 

Tn opiieroe ie somewhat, dry ° algal tee ond  euohacuiae ie hot. spell 
towards the end of the month, ‘late blight. on tomatoes continued,to be 

active in Indiéna, Connecticut, Tennessee, and Virginia; on potatoes in 

Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Massachusetts ¢: potatoes and tomatoes in Rhode 

Island. and Michigan, |: Ho owever, in early September, from mpegs bc Wis- 

consin, and Michigen came aebaue reports that the weather was too het 
for active sporule ‘tion: and spread, uh 

September's we? ther vresents a-warm, ‘dry area. over most of the northern 
mid-western stetes with spotty areas of cool, wet weather in southern 

-and. lower. ; castern states. Normal, wet weather occurred along the Lower 
eastern seeboerd and; extending” from upper .Atlantiec. Coast seaboard in 

serpentine frshion to the Lower southern states, as a.wide band of normal, 
‘dry weather.. It.is probebie that the advent of this hot, dry weather, 

along with en adequate spray program employed by many. growers,. he lped 
check the widespread, destruction of ‘tomato 2nd potata. crops oy late blight. 

uy 
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Blue Mold 

- Early reports from northern Florida. end southern Georgia in March 

indicated the vresence of blue mold - weather was cool 2nd wet, March's 

weather date showing a high percentage of normal precipvitation with normal 

mean temperature in this area. =n Georgia tobacco blue mold had made 
a progressive spread from the first of February but with no marked general 

-peak of activity. Reported during the latter part of March and in early 
April in North Carolina and in*the latter part of April in Maryland, blue 
mold's occurrence in North Carolina ceme et a time when warm, dry weather 

occurred. In South Carolina in April, -too, blue mold was revorted as being 
slow owing to the warm weather. A survey of the map will show a normal, 
dry stretch of weather renging from western Georgia, eastern Alabams, up 
through South Carolina and North Carclins. A-warm, dry area also extended 
over a smail portion of western Virginia end a warm, dry area over most of 

Tennessee. 

In this werm, dry period Virginia's report in Avril noted the presence 
of blue mold, whereas. Tennessee at tke time of this dry weather had a 

“negative report. For the greater part this hot, dry weather checked the 
advance of blue mold - weather, plus the adequate oop eee of Fermate 
and' Dithene Z-78 by growers, Maryland's weather at-time.of reporting in 
April was normel in temperature 2nd above in precipitation, with additional 

spreed in Marylend and. Virginia during May 2t a time when ths: weather was 
warm and wet. - However, Kentucky's and Tennessee's weather during May's 
spread was normal in temperature and dry... Sonnecticut's, Massachusett's 
and Pennsylvania's reports during the letter part of May were in a period 
of cold, wet weather, as ee on the mep in the New England stetes area. 

Subbreak of blue ae in Canada also came in May.after a.vcriod of- wet 

weather and wes’ checked in early June by: abundant sunshine. 

In June tobacco-setting was delayed in the North Atlantic st states because 
of almost continuous rain during May nd June. Summer activity of the 
fungus was merked by the unusual occurrence of field infection on mature 
plants in Massachusetts in August at < time when the weather for .the 
previous pcericd in thst state was normel in temperature and dry. This 
occurrence vroposes in p2rt the cuesticn of how closely does the Ye aces 

tie in with blue mold. July's weather scross- Pennsylvenia and New Jersey 
wes normal in temperature and wet, Massachusett's June wether eneea and 
dry preceded by normal in temperature and wet. Until. we know more about 

Spore showers trevelling from an infection area where conditions ¢re 

optimum for discese development and spread: into a disease-free arca. where 

heavy dews and/microclimate et plant bed meke conditions hunid,. cool, end wet, 
even if the overell westher in the disease-free area were iry, disease 

occurrence 2nd existing weather are simply noted. 
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"and cucumbers in early February. Spread was not rapid but by the end of 

Downy Mildew 

“Downy mildew first appeared in the Everglades area of Florida on squash 

' Februery and et the beginning of early March reports. gave occurrence in 
the “Iest'-Palm Eeach, Stuart, Senford,. and Bradenton areas. At the. end of 

“March Mascotte and “ebster zreas were added. By the middle of April 
-. the ‘overall conditions for the state. for the month being. warm and wet, 
. downy. mildew had reached the epinhytotic: stage on cucumber vlants in the 
Fort Lauderdale-Pompano region, severe on.cucumbers in the Bartow, 
‘Wauchula, and Arcedia areas, and increasing in severity in the Mascotte 

“cand “lebster ereas. At the end of April downy mildew was observed: in 
‘the Gainesville srea. By the middle of April infection was found on water~ 

- melons in the Leesburg area. At the end of May downy mildew on watermelons 
in the Leesburg area and north to Ocala were reported in a warm, ae 

period but one with heavy dews. 

“With the warmer end drier westher cof May, and at the end of the season, 
downy mildew was not observed in the Belle. Glade area. By that time 
spread had taken place northward end at the end of. May it was found in 

Charleston County, South Carolina,’.in e warm,-wet area: and by: carly June 

chad spread into three additional counties: “By early June, also, it had 
spread into North Cerolim. In early July D. E. Ellis reported: finding 
downy mildew at Norlina near the: Virginia line, reporting that while 
downy mildew developed rapidiy and caused severe defoliation in-the 
south centrel portions of the state up to June 22nd, the warm, dry weather 
(as borne out by the MAPS » sdebalegey 5) apparently slowed milidew development 
in areas: farther north. It was’ not until the .end of July that downy mildew 

wes reported in Virginia, having been unreported in Maryland (July 30th), 

“Delaware (before ‘July: 26th), New York; and checked in North Carolina. 
Normal, dry wééther is indicated on the map for July in this middie- 
decal Areas 

At ied Bettie ae eae, downy nae on’ psut aeanean was meponted in 
Virginiy and found in Delaware’ distributed throughout lower Delaware on 
cucumbers.’ By miédle August Massachusetts reported: non-aposarance (a 
dry ‘period es depicted on the map). By middle August; too, Virginia 
reported continued incréase’ in. severity of downy mildew on. cucumbers and 

*- eantaloups iin’ e warm, wet’ area. In southern Pennsylvania, bordering on 
this warn, wet-eres, downy mildew on cucumbers“was reported in northern 
and southern Lancéester County. In early September Massachusetts, reporting 
an extended dry pericd, borne out by the map, observed: mildew on cucumbers 

daa in Bristol Panne the reports on cunnepat a chip bans season. 

ths ssoie She ey the “maps, eased he ee brian factor in: the 

development end spread of dowmy mildew of cucurbits was its check in June 
and July in the middle-Atlantic states area by the extended normal tempere- 
ture and dry weather conditions, stopping the infection oractically at tke 
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Fig. S-MONTHLY WEATHER CONDITIONS - April through September 

Unshaded - 
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1948 

Temperature and precipitation below normal - Cd 

Temperature and precipitation above normal - Ww 

Temperature above, precipitation below normal- Wd 

Temperature normal , precipitation above normal - Nw 

Temperature below, precipitation dbove normal - Cw 

Temperature normal, precipitation below normal- Nd 
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ree ah Roe august, its 5 apreed, into Delaware, Pennsylvania, and 
Massachusetts. See: 

in discussing this relation of weather to the development and spread 
of these mildews, there may be some discrepancies between this overall 
weather picture and the “actual facts in specific cases. cabana: ay 

is brought to ettention that in discussing these reports, we are dealing 

with monthly avereges on temperature and vcrecipitation on one oe and with 

individual, carefully itemized reports on the other. Until such time as 
_-microclimatic records are available, or even macroclimate reports for 

stations other than first order. weather. stations, we offer these comments 

~ solely as an analvsis of. existing. conditions surrounding the development 
of these mildews and as.an expression of the trends toward which our 

phytopathological . thinking seems to be turning. | 

_ The individual reports of ihe States end Canada for all diseases are 
' included in this. supplement to. permit. your closer serutiny of conditions 

-in-any state, 2 eee ee een oh county, or towne 
ae 

; 

ie : ; 

iE top ire ss ons | ij a 

if Cts te ' Will you please note on Pages’ 289-'! 
e 3 1.291 a useful index which will help! 
e 3 si t you in locating. the subject matter! 
ie: ' in which you are particularly | : 
i -! interested. es | 
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LATE BLIGHT ON POTATO IN 1948 

LATE BLIGHT IN ALABAMA IN 1948 
Coyt Wilson 

The first report of late blight in Alabama in 1948 was on April 5 when 
the disease was found in.a field of potatoes about five miles south of 
Fairhope in Ealdwin County. The disease appeared to have originated from 
diseased seed. ‘A second outbreak occurred a few days later at Fairhope 
on the Gulf Coast Substation. In this instance the disease originated _ 
in plots where blighted seed had been plented, am 

Weather was favorable for development and-spread of late blight during 
the first two weeks of April. In the last half of the month, however, and 

throughout May the weather was fair and humidity was generaliy low. The 
spread of the disease was reasonably slow efter April 15. Blight wes 
present in practicelly all fields in the southern helf of Baldwin County 
by the time the potatoes were dug in May. 

Probably one-half of the growers in the affected area practiced some 

kind of control vrogram. The most commonly used fungicide was one of 
the neutral copner dusts. Some growers tried @ zine ethylene bisdithio- 
carbamate dust. Fost of this was mixed te contain 3.9 per cent of the 

effective ingredient, but some 6 ver cent dust wes used. These orgenic 

dusts wereeoual to, or verhaps, slightly better than, the copper dusts. 

The effectiveness of the materinl was governed more by the thoroughness 

of avplication then by the material itself. Most of the dusts were 
applied with trector dusters. Dithane D-14 spray, =s-usual, gave excellerit 

control, but very few growers in Alabame are equipped to s»oray. 

Losses from lete blight in Alabama varied from none to avoroximately 
20 per cent. The overell loss in the state would not exceed 5 ver cent. 

Dry weather efter April 15 apnears to have been the limiting factor in 

late blight development in 1948. 

ALABAMA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIVENT STATION 
AUBURN, ALABAMA 
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MANITOBA 3 ee . : 

by EP Es Machacek 

ae blight Upsened ‘Pirst:on aay 13th in. the. aumbtietiat corner of x 

Manitoba. Aided by continued cool, moist’ weather the disease spresd: 
rapidly northwerd.end westward until by the ‘end of ‘August all agricul- 
tural areas of the: province were affected.’ A considerable amount of . 
tuber-rotting in soil ‘occurred inthe more northern areas, while in the 

south such rotting was checked by a vrolonged rain-free period from the 
early pirt of September until the first frost in late September. Losses 

from rotting in-storege will ESE ‘bly be less thon those anticipat ted - 
Boobs bly not more then | LOR. ess ar 

DOMINTON LABCRATCRY OF PLANT PATHOLOGY 
FORT sats a ce i 

NEY BRUNSWICK” 

3 by J, L. Howat. 

In the province of New ees Caneda, ee blight of penauces was 

first detected in commercial fields during the last week in July, when 

local outbreaks ‘were detected st Grand Fells and New Denmark in Victoria 
County, and et Bath and Heartland in Cerleton County. The Hartland out- 
break was definitely traced to an infected cull pile. The counties 
involved ere edjecent to the United States border end are the concentrated 

potato-producing areas of. the orovince. Abundant rainfall with fevour- 

able temveratures (max. 72°, min. IOP Es ) for a three-day period, 
July 25-28, esteblished the infection and blight spread ravidly for e few 
‘days. Intermittent showers during the period August 6-15 maintained’ the 
infeetion but the spread was not rapid owing to day temperatures beyond 
the optimum. However, during this veriod infestztions were common in 

potsto fields in thesouthern half of the province. A hot period; average 
day temperature above 83, from August 16-29 effectively checked blight 

during the last two days of fuagust and the first: four days of September 
caused a rapid spread of-the. infection and during this time blight'wes ri 
generally distributed throughout the province. Every indication pointed 
to 2 severe epidemic but hot, dry westher followed for: the next three: 
days. and 3& in the es was” effectively Sinaia Favourable. coger ie ies ed 

and the enidanie wes ee enaied arity ne ‘be checked by. 2 few, Sidecadine 
days of hot, dry weather. Temperature «nd moisturs conditions were’ again 
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favourable to infection over the period September 16-26, but ash day 

temperatures during the last three days of the month considerebly slowed 

down; but did rot stop, the ravages of the disease. 

The timely intervention of short veriods of unfavourable weather condi- 
tions during the months of July, August, and September were chiefly 

responsible for the failure of an impending epidemic. The effectiveness 
of these periods, enhanced by timely applications of fungicides, enabled 
the greater number of our growers to control the. disease. Ample hilling ~ 
of the potatoes, the common use of potato top killer, end the killing 

effect of slight frosts during the latter part of September contributed 

greatly to the reduction of rot in the tubers. On the whole, a very 
large crop of relatively sound tubers is being harvested. 

Bordeaux, Copper basic sul:phates, copper sxychloride, and Dithane D14 
are the common fungicides used in the province of New Brunswick to combat. 
late blight. About 75 percent of the growers use wet soravs and 25 percent 

use dust. ‘All these materials are anplied by ground machines. One half 
of the acreage (69,CO0) is sprayed with Bordeaux of a 4-2-40 or h--4-40 
formula. The remainder of the wet svoray acreage is chiefly sprayed with 

fixed cooper compounds, Dithane being utilized on but a small acreage. 

The average number of®sorays or dusts applied is about four. Seven 
applications are commonly msde by the better growers and occasionally as- 
many as ten acolicetions are anvlied. Practically all the dusts used are 

ready mixed coppers basic sulphates. DDT in powder or emulsion form is 
generally used es an insecticide. The use of DDT has enhanced and pro- 

longed vine -growth, necessitating better spraying and the use of top 

killers. Growers, generally were of the cpinion that fixed copver sprays 
hastened vine meturetion with cone reduction in yield, but this 
effect appears a have been compensated for by DDT- In general, Bordeaux, 

in the hands of growers or experimentélists, has proven the best fungicide 
for the control of blight. On the whole, the standard or commonly 
available copper fungicides are more efficient in their action then is _ 
the availeble mchinery for adplicstion. While destruction of the vines 
is chiefly respnonsible for aoe in es poor hilling .and harvesting 
while viable ees ere present account for most of .the tuber rot... 

Spray’tests conducted at the Dominien Laboratory of Plant Pat thology 

this season, utilizing (1) Zine ethylene bisdithiocarbamate (S. We Co.),_ 
(2) Perenox, (3) Basi Cop, (4) Puratized, (5) Coppa Tone, (6) Conper A, 
(7) Dithane ae (8) Spray.Cop, (9} Gapeei Hydrv 40, (10) Phygon XL, 
(11) C.0.C.S., (12) G 658, (13): Bordeaux (4-2-0), (14) 629 = 308, 
(15) 629, and (16) Parzate (C.I.L.), revealed 100 per cent late blight. 
vine infection in treatments 4, 15, and checks. Vine infection in the 

other treatments was as follows: No.-11 = 40%; No. 16 — 30%; No. 10 -. 
25%; No. 14 - 25%; No. 7 -.8%; No. 8 - 5%; Nos. 6, 9, 12 ~ 24, and 
Was. hy 2. 3,5, 13° = oe %. Seven applicetions were made between. 
July 30 and August 17. 

DOMINION LABORATORY OF PLANT PATHOLOGY 
FREDERICTON, NEW BRUNSWICK, CANADA 
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NOVA _SCOTTA 

by K. A. Harrison 

Late blight of potatoes was first found July 17 on plants on a cull 
. pile at Gentreville, Kings County. The disease had been ective for over 
a week. This cull pile was burnt down immediately and covered with sand. 

It was not found in a commercial plenting until Lugust Ath 2nd it was 

not until August 12th that the Potato Inspectors reported late blight in 
the Soott ‘Bay seed growing area. Late blight was found generally from 
Yarmouth County to Gumberland County by. August 20th. .The rest of the 
province wés not visited. Fields in Queens-Lunenburg were bl-ck on. 
September 13. The disease became est*blished e#rly in the summer in 
many widely seperated localities 2nd then progressed rather slowly due 
to low rainfall. Temperatures in Nove Scotia are always favorrble for 
the disease and when once established it spreads when r2infall and 
humidity are suiteble. This year the reinfall was not sufficient for 
a destructive outbreak. Rain early in September enzbled blight to spread, 

and unsprzyed fields slong the .tlantic shore were killed by the middle 
of the month, 

The votato crop in Nova Scotiz was plented late this year owing to 
excessive rains during Mey and June. The summer and early fall hed a 

low rainfall which resulted in 2 siow development of the disease. 

Losses may reech 2C percent for unspreyed fields. 

*\ great variety of spray mterials is used. The commonest is 2 
commercial product known es Basicop sold by "Green Cross" agencies. 
There sre 2a number of brands of fixed coppers from other manufacturers. 
Dithane is: used to a very slight extent. Bordeaux Mixture is used with 
widely varying emounts of hydrated lime. Ten-five-one hundred is recom- 
mended but many growers use larger auentities of lime. Dust is not used 
and the size of fields does not vermit application by airnlanes. Con- 
trol of lete blight was good when spraying wes carried out regularly. 

DOMINION LABORATORY OF PLaNT PATHOLOGY 
KENTVILLE, NOVA SCOTIA, CANADA 

MARITIME PROVINCES - Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick 

by L, C. Callbeck 

Late blight of potato was observed on the young sprouts in a small cull 
“pile near Cherlottetown, P.E.I. on July 3, and a severely infected cull 

pile was found at Centreville, King's County, N.S., on July 17. Field 

infections were observed almost simulteneously in Prince Edward Island 
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end New Brunswick, the first {July 26) being a field of Cobblers at: 
Harrington, Queens County, P.E.I. During the next several davs iffected 

fields were found in all three counties of Prince Edward island and in 
Carleton, York, Victoria, and Queens Counties in Mew Brunswick. No 
‘blight was reported from Nova Scotia until the second week:of August 
when infected. fields were found in the counties of Kings and Yarmouth. 

In some instances field infections were definitely traced to local. cull 
piles. The epiphytotic in Prince Edward Island was quite severe, but in 
ee Brunswick only slight damage was observed in most areas. ; 

‘The meee during July was probably ideal for the initiation of the 
epiphytotic in Prince Edward Island. “eather. data were taken daily at 
8: 130. aeMas 2:30. p.m. 5 and 8: 30 p»m..and weekly weather charts were 
prepared.. The table that accompanies this summary revort has been com- 

“posed from these. charts. . The total precipitation of 10.49 inches at 
Charlottetown for the months of. July, August, and September was slightly 

below the .26-year everage (10:53 inches) for this veriod and, therefore, 
cannot be eonsidered | Gxt¢essi Ve. Some ycers of much greater vrecipitetion 
have been biightless. The freauency of .the rains rather than the cumule- 

tive amount .may be the chief factor in bringing on and sustaining the 

attack in 1948. During the period of July - September there were 41 
days in which rain or light showers occurred. The table shows that only 
9 times. during the season did single-day rains occur, most wet veriods 
consisting of two-day or three-day parade of showers, end the foliage 

was kept damp for long veriods. The season was thus charact2 rized by 

series of overiods of weather favourable to sporulation » and germine ‘tion 

by Phytophthora infestans. 

By August 20 meny unsprayed or inadequately sprayed. fields were dead 
in Prince Edward Island, but growers who followed a persistent spray 

program mainteined. control in their fields. Failure to spray until the 

disease had become established was the main. reeson for. oe In only 
two. or three fields was the amount of tuber rot so great that digging 

was abandoned, but in most fields the losses from late blight tuber rot 

will be slight. ‘The destruction of the vines by chemical sprays or 
mechanic2l besters has been very general this season and the practice 
has been a big fector in saving.the crop. . The main loss to the movince 
will be ceused by e reduction in yield brought about by the reduction 
of foliage or its premature death from diseasé. It is difficult to 
estimate the yicld for the province -t time of writing. The Cobblers 

are being dug end yields are running from about 100 bushels to 350 
bushels per acre. Few fields of Green Mountains, Sebagoes, ‘or Knitahdins, 

the three leading lete varieties, ‘have been harvested. . However, with 

en increase in screege, and with higher everage yields in dlantings 
where blight hes been sontrolled, the production is likely to be about 
the same as in 1947. | See Ps} 3 
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ngicides | een oe He oor ene arevude Bordeaux Mixture, tribsasic 
-eopoer sulphate, copper oxychloride sulphste, cuprous oxide (Percnox) * 
end 2 small amount of Dithane. Spraying wes the chief means of ap- 
plicttion especially in Prince Edward. Islend where few dusters are used. 
In tests conducted at Charlottetown two organic fungicides, Phygon and 
Parzate, ‘shoved Sutistentline Slain 4 Zine: ‘nitrodithioacetate was worth- 
‘Less. geet. ae he eae Ra eee ba aNiitn cant : 
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EASTERN ONTARIC 

by L. T. Richardson 

The first repert of late blight on potatoes in Eastern Ontario was 

from Prescott County on August 14. The same week it was revorted on 

potatoes in Grenville County (August 18) and Renfrew County (August 20). 
The weather at this time was hot and humid, with freauent showers and 

heavy dews. The following week late blight became general in these areas 
and attacked tomatoes in Prescott County. It was found on both potatoes 

and tomatoes in a County on August 26 and on potatoes in Dundas 
County on September 3. 

After the initial infections the disease spread rapidly, particularly 
in those fields that were not adeauately protected. In fields that were 
well sprayed or dusted, the injury was confined to the new terminsl growth. 

The disease was checked in September by a prolonged period of dry weather. 
- Considerable tuber rot was found on harvesting on some farms, especially 
where the soil was heavy. In the development of late blight on tomatoes, 
the initial infections, ‘which appesred at the same time as those on 
potatoes, chiefly affected the foliage. Later in the season it was almost 

. impossible to find infected leaves even where a high percentage of the 

fruit was infected. The greatest amount of damage was caused to late 

harvested fruits, especially those lying on the ground. In one case 
where fruits were pee? green for indoor ripening, 100% developed tate 

—plieht rot 

Tomatoes are not grown on a large scele in Eastern Ontario and virtually 
no fungicides were applied. Practicslly 211 potato fields in this district 

- were treated with fungicides, sprays.and :dusts. being used about equally. 
Bordeaux, 10-10-100 or 10-5-100 (Imperial measure), was the spray most 

- commonly used. VWMost.of the dusts used contained fixed conver. ‘There 
either sprays or dusts were apolied thoroughly at regular ie 

- damage owing to late blight was slight. Data are not availsble on 
acreage of potatoes in pesncee Cntsrio or pereraees loss owing to lcte 

blight. 

- DIVISION OF BOTANY AND PLANT PATHOLOGY 

CENTRAL =XPERIMENTAL FARM 

OTTAWA, ONTARIO, CANADA 

ONTARIO 

by J. D. MacLachlan 

This report concerns all of Ontario except the extreme northwest portion 

adjoining the Manitoba border. A report for the extreme eastern part of 

Ontario is being submitted by Dr. Richardson, Ottawa. [directly above ]. 
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The principal tomato districts in Ontario extend along Lake Erie, 
through the Niagara Peninsula, and east along Lake Ontario. In addition, 
some tomatoes are grown on the south side of Georgian Bay. Potatoes are 
grown generally throughout Ontario, the northern limits being along Lake 

Superior. In the extreme southwest part early potatoes are 2rown, 
primarily, and ere usually harvested before the late blight season. 

Late blight was first reported in Ontario on July 19 - on tomatoes in 
the Niagara district and on potatoes in Dufferin County (Central Ontario). 
The degree of infection in these loci would indicate that the initial 
appearance of late blight in Ontario was not later than July 15. 

Weather conditions during the latter pert of July and early August were 
conducive to the spread of late blight and by mid-August late blight had 
been reported in 4ll the major tomato and potato areas of Ontario. 

The stage was set for a severe epinvhytotic of late blight but the 
advent and continuance of hot, dry weather from mid-August through most 
of E ahoenane orevented significent losses. There were only a few isolated 
fields of tomstoes in which severe losses were experienced. Likewise, 

only a few scattered records of tuber rot in notatoes were. reported. 

Little or no informetion was obtained on the effectiveness of sorays 
or dusts for the control of late blight owing to the minor extent of loss 

experienced in fields where fungicides were not used. 

Sun scald, during the intensive hot, dry weather, caused some loss in 

certain tomato districts. The effect of fungicides on the transpiration 
rate during the hot, dry weather was quite evident in tomato spray-test 

plots at the Ontario Agricultural College. In contrast to the checks, 

plots receiving repeated applications of Bordeaux showed the grestest 
amount of wilting with less wilting in the fixed-copper plots, and the 
least wilting in plots' where organics such as Dithane were used. 

In reviewing the pattern in which late blight developed, it was quite 
evident that diseesed potatoes are a primary source of inoculum for © 

tomatoes in Cnterio. Garden patches of. potatoes and tomatoes ee in 

many cases, the initial loci of infection. 

DEPARTMENT OF ECTANY 
ONTARIO AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
GUELPH, CANADA 
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sea 

a CG. Pamradty 

Late blight on potatoes was general throughout the Province of Quebec 
this year although late to appear and generally slow to- ‘spread. It-.was 
first observed at Lennoxville in the Eastern Townships and in Temiscouata 
County, Lower St. Lawrence Valley, on July dl. In other districts the 

disease was observed much later. ne se 

Original infection in most of the fields under observation is attributed | 
to spores carried along with air currents. Four of these fields were | 
isolated. (one of them was five miles in the woods away from any other 

potato fields or “possible source of infection). During the week of 

August a2 late blight was reported from most potato—growing centers. 

At that time growers were beginning to dig the early crop in the Montreal 

district, whereas in the lower St, Lawrence and Lake St. John eager tes : 

_ potatoes had just passed the | ee pera 

Infection was favoured eS ‘the heavy jews that jewel ated ates yo N the 
forenoon. Fortunately enough, precipitation was exceptionally light, 

particulerly in Western Quebec and were it not for the long drought. 
period that extended up to October 10, growers would have sustained heavy 
losses. Asa matter of fact, the alae of damage on tubers is insigni- | 

ficant as compared with the eet of the disease on foliage. Well-. : 
sprayed potato fields were practically free from disease, whereas 

neighbouring unsprayed fields were destroyed within a few weeks on account 

| of the high degre>:of air humidity. Along the Lower St. Lawrence, however, 
the disease was checked much longer on account of atmospheric conditions 

pare difterent to those oe See inland. Be 

Generally speaking, goderot measures, where Han erent, applied, were 

quite satisfactory. They consisted meinly of four to eight applicetions 

of 4-4-40 Bordeaux Mixture according to districts and time that growers 
could dispose of. In the Lower St. Lawrence, few sprayings are generally 

required on account of ‘the later appearance of the disease. An exceeding— 

ly small percentage of growers dust their potetoes with C.0.C.S, This 
practice is confined to ea limited number of fees where water supply is 
inadequate. 

DOMINION LABORATORY OF PLANT PATHOLOGY 
STz, ANNE DE LA POCATIERE, QUEBEC, CANADA 

LATE BLIGHT IN CONNECTICUT IN 1948 

Saul Rich 

Although we had late blight feirly early in the State, our long, dry 

spell stopped any serious damage by the disease. The greater majority 

of potato grower use either Bordeaux or Dithane D-14 (plus zinc sulfate 
and lime). In spite of our attempts to tell them otherwise, most of the 
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Bordeaux users apply concentrations. up, in, the. tose LOO prenge sib as 
probably fair to say that this -year- the-Dithane. fields outyielded the 
Bordeaux fields. Many of our. tomato growers attempt to squeeze through 
the season without spraying. “However, ‘those who do spray use Bordeaux, 
inert coppers, Dithane, and Phygon, in bout that erder of popularity. 
There is no airplane fungicide avplication on potatoes and tomatoes in 

this State. All work is done by. ground application. | We try to«dis- 
courage dusting ¢é gainst late ba baht | ‘Dub. many growers prefer it to - 
spraying because ‘aE ease of. apslication.. “We pei. that although dusting 
may be. effective in light b] light years, under ‘our conditions: it is. a 

eis 8 effort and money when heavy, blight . infections Pes 

vee plight was first noticed on potatoes in a cull pile near Hartford 

on Juae 1). . The first. report of blight on field plants was on August 2 

near New Haven. The potatoes were unsprayed. The early o¢currencé of 

. late blight (June 14) was owing to a several week period of cool nights 
and wet, cloudy days. Late blight on. tomatoes was not réported until 
the second week in August, appearing first in the New Haven area. = 
the same week serious localized tomato infections were reported near 

Windsor. During this same period, late blight was ‘first found in the 
commercial potato fields north of Hartford. For a while it looked as. 

if late blight would be serious, but a record drought during pert of Au-- 

gust through September and into October stopped any further Coes of the 
disease. 

- Southern tomato transplants are not used to any great extent in this i 

area so thet lete blight introduction in this manner is not important. 
r 

2 
4 

» 

Within the past two weeks, since the breaking..of the longs, dry spell, 
[early October] late blight has reappeared on both late potatoes and 
tomatoes so thet if the potato growers do not take some precautions, they 

may suffer losses from storage rot. , . 

On the whole, 1948 was 2 very light late blight year. - 

* * * Ue 

In a Tebter a ted. Uctober 13, 1948, Dr. J. G Horsfall comments as 
follows: 

~"T may say thet in my own garden late blight on small shea tomatoes 
-has suddenly. appeared and wiped out my crop, but the disease Hes not 

: appeared on Rutgers nearby. The outbreak of this disease came along with 

e . the advent of cool, fall-weather and a little bit of rain. “le have had 
a terrific drought here since early in August". 

@ -- ‘THE CONNECTICUT AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT “STATTON- 
4 NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT 
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“sde-Wy Heuberger 

RF. Stevens 

Late blight of potatoes was first found on June 4 in two potato fields 
in the vicinity of Dover. Source of infection appeared to be infected 

seed. Soread wes very rapid up to the middie of June as weather condi- 
tions were favorable. By June 15th 40 ver cent of the votato fields in 
the state were infected. Unfavorable weather the end of June and during 

July, coupled with control measures, slowed down the progress of the 

disease. Most of the growers used dusts. However, the disease was 
serious in many untreated fields. Loss is estimated at 15 ver cent. 

Numerous surveys throughout the growing season showed that the various 
diseases were much less serious in treated fields than in untreated fields. 

As to method of control, it was observed that ground spraying was most 
effective, sround dusting was next most effective, and airplane dusting 
was least effective. On tomatoes and potatoes, most of the: growers 

used cooper compounds as dusts but those who sprayed used Dithane meinly. 

Z > 

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE 
UNIVERSITY OF DELAT ARE 
NEWARK, DELAWARE 

LATE BLIGHT IN. FLORIDA IN 1948 

BELLE GLADE 

by David L. Stoddard 

Potato late blight appeared at Belle Glade about December 6th. 

Source of inoculum. Apparently spread from tomatoes just across the 
road. No attempt to find source'of infection in fields infected ata 

later date. | 

Spread. Not determined. During the entire season all the growers but 

one did such a geod job of spraying thet the disease wes hard to find. 
One man in the spring deal did a pitiful job end finally lost about 75 

per cent of ris crop. Most of my observations were made in this field. 

Environmental fectors. Data readily evailable for Belle Glade only. 
For eight days before first anvenrance temperatures had averaged 73.5°F. 

during the dey end 65.3°F. eat night for en overall average of 65.3°F. 
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During this pericd 1.54 inches of rain fell. In spite of the fact 
that little rain fell during the 5 December - May period, dews and fogs 
were apvoarently heavy enough to provide the necessary moisture for the 
fungus. In fact it is a rare morning here when there is not a heavy 

dew... From Townsend's report in Plant Disease Reporter [P-D.R. 31:58, 
369. 1947], his verbal reports to me, “and my observations this year, 

it is aoparent that the classic conception of temperature as it relates 

to late blight development and continuation is not quite accurate. 
Possibly temperatures below an average of 70°F. are necessary for the 

initiation of infection. Once established, however, the disease spreads 
around nere long after the average temperatures have risen over the 70 
mark, 

Control. The figures in the table are rough estimates but probably 

accurate within 10 percent. The vercentage figures are based on total 
acreage rather than on number of growers. The grower number was small 
and I felt that any figures given on that basis would be misleading. 

MATERIALS US#D AS DUSTS IN 1948 

Control of Jate bli ight of potato: 

Percent Percent applied by 
growers Ground 

Fungicide Formula using Machine Airplane Results 

Belle Glade 
Dithane 10% Z-78 80 @) 100 See note 

| CuA 7% Cu 10 0 100 ae 

) Note: Dust applied last three weeks before harvest when grower considered 

vines too big for spray machine to pass over without excessive 

wheel damege. Blight appeared following dust application but did 

not affect totel yield avoreciably. 

MATERIALS USED 4S SPRAYS IN 1948 

| Control of lete blight of potato: 

| Percent Percent avplied by 

| ; | growers Ground 

Fungicide Formula . using Machine Airplane Results: 

Belle Glade | e j 

Dithane D-14 2-1-1/2-100 100 100 Sai 5% loss 

= ee A a ae eee SS rr 

* This loss represents a 75% loss in 160 acres where crop was sprayed 

improperly. 

EVERGLAD"S EXPERIMENT STATION, UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA, BELLE GLADE 
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GAINESVILLE _ 

"by cores. F. “Weber 

Late blight, Phytophthora infestans (font. ) ‘de Bary, was orevalent in 

South Florida ‘and killing tomato plants-in extensive’ commercial olantings 
on the first of January 19483; also some potato infections werd orésent.. 
The disease of this. host was less severe and control, by using Dithane 

D Iii at tess than weekly intervals, was more effective. By the end of 

January the disease was reported on. ‘both hosts in Central Florida in ‘the | 
Gulf. Coast and interior areas and in scattered ‘Atlantic coastal regions. 

Fungicidal avplications gave control where intelligently apolied. * 

By the end of February the. disease had advanced, or at. least aynveared 

on a broad.front in north central. regions of. the ‘state, ‘being orevalent. 
south of a line east and west. from 3b. Augustine © - ‘Leesburg - Clearwater, 
where by March-first most tomato | plantings were killed’ and 30 tato plant- 

ings showed the disease more or less orevalently except where dusti ng with 
copper or dithane spraying had.given some control along with dry, warmer 

weather. Through March-the: importance: of the. disease. on both hosts was 
erratic in severity end locality and largely controlled in commercial 
areas by intensive and extensive spray and dust programs and hisher......... 

temperatures. 

. ‘By t the middie of April the disease hed époarently been seriously hindered 

in its*develonment ‘by werm weather and had elmost..ceased to be a.factor . 

in south centrél end east Florida counties. By the first of May the 
crest of the crop seasons had passed. SUL OA See ae 

UNIVERSITY OF FLCRIDA 

HOMESTEAD 

by pone D. Ruehle 

Late blight of eee to was eee Poseih on ijesegees 15th (environmertal | 

conditions are discussed -under late: blight..of:tomato), The source of 
inoculum in this field probably was infected seed pieces although the 

disease was vresent on tomatoes at the time in the vicinity. Control . 
in commercial fields was very ae with the standard Dithane-zine- 
sulfate spray eppliied with groun m-chines. Losses from late blight 

were light, with the exception of a few fields where Bordeaux } epee 

‘ or-one of the. fixed: copper. fungicides was used. 
ia ce. oir ny 

SUB=TROPICAL EXPERINANT STATION he ey UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA ; frre! a 
HOMESTEAD, FLORIDA 
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iL. R. Tehon Ceca cue} ; y: . 

See report for ILLINOIS under section "Late Blight of Tomato in 1948". 

‘ LATE BLIGHT IN INDIANA IN 1948 | a 
Rk. “. Samson - non . ee mn 

As of September 1, tomto late blight hed been henoeted from or observed es 
in Vanderberg, Werrick, Daviess, Knox, & orgen, ‘Johnson, Hendricks, Madison, 
Tipton, Tippecanoe, Clinton, Howard, Grant, Henry, and Wells Counties, y 

thus representing all but the artaene southeastern and northern Indiana vag 

counties. Potato late blight was on record from Starke, Jasper, Elkhart, a 
and DeKalb Counties in the general muck potato area of the state; In-all a 
instances, occurrence of the disease was correlated with the known requis- ars. 

1 ite environmental conditions and heavy foliage growth. No evidence was ae 
observed of vrogressive spread from one area to another. Infection in ag 
either potatoes or tomatoes varied froma few, localized quite severe a 
cases to generally very light. | aS Ree , 

= , 3 ? + es 

ie Subsequent to September 1, the disease could be found generally through- 

out the state in any tomato fields still retaining much foliage after mt 

severe early blight infection and in late-meturing home garden potato a 

plantings. 

Temperature and rainfall conditions generally varied from somewhat - a 

marginal to fiarly favorable for late blight from late June until onset Bilt 
of a high tempereture period on August 22. Fréquent showers and faifly 
high humidity levels appeered to be the main factors, plus dense foliege a 
cover in most tometo fields and in 211 muck potato plantings by late - i 

July. ‘Yeather conditions egain became favorable from about the middle Ss 
of Seotember until frost on October r 17, except in-some very local areas RS 

that remained cuite dry. However, only verv late potatoes and tomatoes ae 
were subject to damage. . ie 

‘Possible sources of lete blight: | : Weak S x 

No clear-cut indications of sources of late blight infection were ” 
‘observed. The first two severely blighted tomato fields observed were ae 

set partly or eritirely with early plants out of southern Georgia. How- ay 
ever, it is known that blight infection: was equaliy’ severe in many : 

: direct-sec ded tomato fields at the same time. As in the previous three me 

+ seasons the most severe late blight was generally observed in dcirect- an 

= seeded ficlds and first observed in such fields by canning company 4 

officials. This seems clearly related to the dense foliage canopy that a 
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develops in such fields by late July or early August. 

Late blight tuber infection: was present in many home-grown potato seed 
stocks vlanted in southern Indiana in Merch and April and in northern 
Indiana in ley. This infection eee ground-soaking September rains 

on late-maturing pvctatoes in the fail of 1947. Planting of such potatoes 
was rather senéral in March in southern Indiana, but we failed to find 
any potato late blight there in late June, contrary to the situation in 

the previous three Junés. From nineteen to twenty~one consecutive rain- 
less days starting on May 15th may have effectively prevented much spread 
from any blighted seed that was vlanted. 

Late Late blight control: 

The more progressive growers in the intensive muck aac area of 

northern Indiana followed a. weekly spray schedule, starting in mid-June 

and continuing until death of vines. Dithane D-14 or Bordeaux, or D-14 

until late July and Rordeaux the remainder of the season, were the 

materials mostly used. These materials and schedules apparently were 

effective in preventing late blight from gaining a foothold in July and 
early August. Dry weatner-throughout the muck area from about August 22 

until eecse prevented further late blight development. ; 

We noted tee of a eds Dithane schedule to afford adequate pro- 

tection of a mick potato field against a heavy spore drift from a 

severely blighted field immediately to the windward. . Heavy applications 

at 4 day intervels seemed necessary to check the heavy infection resulting 

from this source. te | 

Tomato spraying wes generally of indifferent character. Very few 

canners and growers applied as many as.five sprays, mostly of fixed 
copper. A few undertook the alternating schedule, and fewer followed 
it through. Aereages receiving five coppper sprays definitely were less 
troubled by late blight, but-the spraying was insufficient to give much 

control of early blight. Considerable acreage was dusted from 2irplanes 

with very unsatisfactory results. Anplication of dust with orchard type 

dusters oR. Sates See ee eye gave unsatisfactory results. 

Late blight loss eae 

“e estimate tomato, lete blignt to.neve caused a loss ‘or nov, more than 

two per cent. Eerly blight was far more destructive. lb aac 

It may be too carly to make an.estizate of loss from potato late blight 

because of tuber infection yet to became a apparent in very late-meturing 

plantings [report deted Cctober 18]. Loss owing to vine and foliage 
destruction hes been very. small, except in a very few cases. Tuber 
infection hes been elmost absent.in crops m- ‘turing by mid-Seotember or 
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the first of October in:the‘muck’aréas. This has‘been owing. to’ lack 
of drenching, ground- soaking rains. : The: reverse occurred in the fell of 

1947 when heavy: reins on rather! lave-me turing ‘crops resulted in. extensive 
tuber blight. Considerable: tubér' infection of late-meturing Home gerden 

potetoes and July—plented commereial fields in De ang daiee ca expected. 

DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY AND a ees 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY eee a ee 
LAFAYETTE, INDIANA 

Lats ‘BLIGHT Iv Towa | a 1948 

W. F. Bacnholts 

Late blight was first observed on potatoes at Armstrong, Iowa, on July 
22nd. The source of inoculum was not known. It: was probably traceable 

to infected tubers and not likely treceabie to tomatoes. By August 19th 

it was found ‘on all muck land potetoes in north central Iowa, from Fertile 

(Worth County) to Armstrong (Emmet County), Swan City (Kossuth County) , 
and Webb (Clay County). It was found on tomatoes 1 near - Columbus Jundtion 
ae County)” “Dy oo 20th. 

Disease Pe ecneat was held in cneck ees fairly dry, warm weather during 

the daylight periods. There were few periods of continuous rainy--weather, 

but periodic, moderate. rainfall was obviously conducive to some spread. 

Regular spraying with Bordeaux was universally practiced by growers of 

muck -land potatoes but not intensively enough to check the local epi- 

phy totics near Armstrong and Swea City. Spread was continuous except for 

a brief period late in August and early in September ye the weather 

was ee ee hot and ie 

Be iiteo! + Potato growers aoe use Bordeaux Mixture, applied with 8-row 

pressure sprayers. Spraying probably held the disease in check and 

increased potato yields 10-15 per cent under local epiphytotic conditions 

at Armstrong and Swea City although control there was not entirely success- 

ful. Tomato growers near Pella applied one precautionary dust with © 

insoluble copper. No blight development was noted. 

' Summary: 

(1) No active development was traced to tomato transplants. 

(2) Spore dispersal must have been-involved. in. spread. . Probable | 

sources not determined. te: | EY 

(3) Development leter and less active on tomatoes but in warmer 

part of state and on upland rather than on muck soil 

locations, ; - 
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(4) July 22nd is the e-rliest thet late blight hes been reverted in 
the state since 1940. This fect is surprising in view of the 

-relatively unfevorable weather curing early July. The absence 
of whet is usually considered fevorsble weather throughout the 

season made the. occurrence of any late biight in Iowa in 1948 

somewhat surprising. 

(5) Control: Grower practice and control on potztoes hes been given 

above. Experimental control was measured in spray plots at 
Crystal Lake [table at end of this report]. 
No control practices (other than copper dusting mentioned above) 
by commercial growers of tometoes. .There was little or no blight 

development on tomatoes. No a blight was present in experimen- 
tal tomsto spray plot. - 

(6). Potato loss estimated’ at 2 per cent..on commercial muck lend 
acreage in northern Iowa. Tomato loss was virtually nil. 

CONTROL OF POTATO DISEASES ON IRISH COBBLER - 
POTATOES AT CRYSTAL LAKE, IO“%A, IN 1948 

SEX SPRAYS EMPLOYED ea Ax 

rm | Percentage defoliation Yield,U.S. ra per A. 
Fungicide “8729: ~erag . 8/2k nee 9/8). 

Check Dp cr ee eee ou 

Bordeaux : mee a icy forse ges So | Ste 

Tribasic Cu SO, 6 ge eee aha 

Copper: zinc chromate... 23... Sane omen 82 L05 

Zerlate 27 i ee yee ean ee 

Dithane D 14 | Ae ay [Oe 

Dithane Z 78 : Bo Oe ae ee | 410 

Bane cth., brs dita. 20 3 76 os BRR. 

Mn. eth. bis dith. Ze 43 ieee! greece! 
feds | ee ee 

Note: Late ard esrly blights present in moderate amounts. 

BOTANY AND PLANT PATHOLOGY SECTION 
IOWA STATE CCLLEGE 
AMES, IOWA 
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LATE BLIGHT IN MAINE IN 1948 

M. T. Hillborn 

Late blight has been generally pieent in Maine during the 1948 season © 
and no data. are available on control measures at present. After visiting 
most of the commercial plantings of tomatoes in the central and south- 

eastern parts of haine, I came to the. conclusion that late blight was | 
probably at the lowest ebb I have ever seen. I do know that some’ late 
blight has been found on potatoes, but in the. better commercial fields it 

has been controlled rather easily and little information can ‘be obtained, 
Dr. Bonde, of the Experiment Station, hes data on the relative effects 

of newer fungicides when applied to artificially infected plots, but 

his data will not be available until late in the year when the yields | 

have been obtained and subjected to analysis. 

MAINE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
ORONO, MAINE -— : | yA a Oa 

LATE BLIGHT IN MARYLAND IN 1948 

Garrow): B.. Cox 

See report for MARYLAND under section "Late Blight of Tomato in 1928) 

LATE BLIGHT IN MASSACRUSETTS IN 1948 

Oper Beye 

Late blight of potatoes was first reported July 2 at Sheffield, Berk- 
shire County, with potatoes in early bloom, No particulars es to source. 

Second report: I observed spotty infestation in Worthington, Hampshire 

County, on-July 9 in Green Mountains not yet in bloom. Source undoubtedly 
blighted volunteer plents. Spotty infe stations also in Bristol County 

during first half of July. Weather more favorable than usual during late 

May and during June for development of the disease. Did not appear 
generally over the state, however, until first half of August, and then 
only as light, scattered infections in gardens and fields. Weather 
generally warm and dry during August se Seo aaa OF re rainy Shae 

Se 12-13. : | 

Following the wet period of Atgust 12 - 13, late blight made oS one and 

only real splurge and that was confined are ly to the Connecticut River 

Valley -- too dry in other parts of the state for appreciable development. 

‘The abnormally hot period on.August 26 - 28 literally rendered the ween 

inactive and it remained so during the rest of the season. 

Loss — about 5%, 
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Control: ; 

Percent -Percent applied by 
| 7 growers Ground 

Fungicide _ Formula using machine Airplane Results 

Dusts: 

Copper dusts ; ; 

(various) ocean OU. a 5 Traéé ~~ Poor to 
Py Te eee e: fair 

Sprays: ee. 
Bordeaux ee TO S5-108. LO LO é Good 

Neutral Copvers Ge eS : co waigie ? Fair to. 
Dithane D-14 D2 Bau 1000, 20 20 Co to : : : G 

meer crm = mm ee ne ee ee “ee es ee ee ee es ee ee ee ec re ee ee ee ee ee 

EXTENSION SERVICE 
MASSACHUSETTS STATE CCLLEGE 
AMHERST, MASSACEUSETTS 

(eee -BLIGET IN MIKVESCTA IN 1948 

Carl J; Hide 

Late a of votatoes was first found on July 30 two miles east of 

Mallory, Minnesota, About 1.25 inches of rein hed f2llen in the previous 

week, another 1.25 or 1.5 inches on July 30. Heavy mists were oresent on 

July 29 and 30 when it wesn't actuslly Up Saree 

Sources of incculum: The epidemic in the field neer Mallory heen 

came’ from.a_cull pile. Another cull; pile wes found later near anevkers 
heavily infested field a few miles north. No other cull piles were found. 
It cannot be assumed that. the epidemic all over the Valley came from these 
two cull piles elthough they were in the cénter of the worst blight area. 

During July 30 to August 3 blight wis found scattered in .n area =bout 
75 miles long end 25 or less wide, extending from a short distance south 
of East Grand Forks to north of Kennedy. By August 11 - 17 it wes present 
practically over this enitre area. By September 1 it hed killcd the vines 
in.many fields, being especially severe, eround Hast Grand Forks: 

Rainy veriods from July 21 to 31 and August 10 and .2L apparently were the 

weather facotrs thet favored the epidemic. July 29 and 30 were misty and 
windy in addition to having: over 1 inch of rain. 

S t 

. ‘ 

’ eh 
7 tae | 
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Blight developed primarily during the month of August. Some fields were 

approaching maturity while others matured later. The blight: seemed worse 
on the more meture fields with heavy vines. inet tuber infection occurred 

in August, the crop loss running from zero to almost.100 per cent 1) ore 

dividual fields. The average loss in the area probably won't run over 
10 ver cent. | ae oy : 

Control: imost growers dust with copper dusts plus DDT in July to control 

insects. A few have sprayers and use copper sprays or one of the carbamates. 
Casual examination indicated that contYol in*somée fields was good but in 

most it was poor. This is. probably owing to the fact that farmers can't 

get into the fields to spray or dust when the ground is wet. A few planes 
were used, but data on the efficiency of these applications are not avail- 
able. The use of mechanical beaters to cestroy the vines, dalayed harvest, 

and dry weather during September are expected to reduce storage decay to 

a minimum. At present (O¢tober 14) no reports of storage Sonia have been 
x received. Oy Eat ioc tag Mire Wee 

No blight was found in other’ narts of Vinnesota on potatoes except for 
traces around Duluth arid in Lake of th ‘oods Gouney - This Was probebly 
owing to the relé ey. dry ‘summer in ss ron | “innesota. 

DEPARTISNT OF PLANT PATHOLOGY ae BOTANY 

UNIVERSITY OF MINS RSCTA 

ST. PAUL 1,. MINNESOTA 

LATE BLIGHT IN NEW} “HAMPSHI RE IN 1948 

We Gy suehubae, 

Late piaeHt on Sti den was ee Pond “about July 15 in low-lying fields 

in central New Eempshire in connection with rains of 1.10 inches and cool 

nights (47-58°F) at that time. The source of inoculum was. from infected 
plants in the fields. Spread was general but not severe; by the middle of 

August it was general but not severe even on Houmas: which had been well- 

Sprayed. 

‘This: has been one the aa adt ‘patis: ‘on record: in New. Hampshire. Rain- 

fall das follovs at Durham: July 23 - 1.21 inch; July 27 - .52 inchs 

‘August 5 - .20 inch; August 12 - 1.1 inch; August 31 - 2.283 and. no rain 

during the pores season. | 

Control: Au Pe inerctet paeee growers in the state use fungicides. In 

- the central and southern part of the state neutral copper dusts are general, 

while in “the: northern part Bordeaux lixture 10-5-100 or aay oh is used 

“and neutral copners 26_ copper 6-8:-lbs. per 100. 
Free Guten ee ee 
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Loss from this disease was very smal]. this year... 

BOTANY DEPARTMENT | 
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
UNIVERSITY OF NE HAMPSHIRE - 
DURHAM, NEW HAVPSHIRE 

LATE BLIGHT IN NEW JERSEY IN.1948 

CG. M., Haenseler 

No extensive potato area was severely affected by blight but individual 
fields in various parts of the state had losses of 5 to 25 per cent de- 
pending on the blight control program used. Practically no losses were 

experiencedin fields properly sprayed or dusted with ground cauipment.. 

Most losses occurred where excessive rainfell prevented timely applicetions 

of fungicides, or where uneven distribution of dusts was obtained. This 
uneven distribution was most conspicuous where fungicides were applied by 
aircraft... As a whole, eirplane treatments gave less effective control 
J82 ground applicstion. 

The average loss on the state due to potato late blight was orobably 

NOU, OVer ‘> Derucentv. 

DEPARTM=NT CF PLANT PATHOLOGY 
RUTGSRS UNIVERSIT 
NEW BRUNSWICK, NEW JERSKY 

LATE BLIGHT IN NEW YORK IN 1948 

LONG ISLAND 

Bok acters § Cunningham 

General report on weather conditions: Rainfall was approximately normal 

for the months of June and July. August end September were hot and ary. 
Rainfall records at Se pe show the following: August 0.973 Sentember 

0. ie 

Late blight of pelitoes was first found at Orient (pean Suffolk county) 

on June 9.. This was a small area in a field and consisted of leaf and 
stem infection. On the whole late blight was general on Long Island and 
could be found in most fields.. It spread rather slowly up to the latter 

‘ part of July and stopped when the hot, dry weather set in. The disease 
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never was serious in fields. where ordinary control measures were followed. 

In a very few fields the plants were killed early. In these instances 

control measures were either not used 6r applications were made after the 

disease was well-established. 

Loss from late blight was practically negligible on the Island. 

Our growers are using either Bordo, copper oxychloride sulfate, tribasic 
copper suifate, or Dithane as sprays. The two insoluble coppers mentioned 
are used as dusts. I am not in a position to state which was the more 

effective tnis season. Hach one has its advocate and under existing condi- 

tions each served to keep the disease in control. 

Kew YORK STATE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
RIVEREHAD, LONG ISLAND, NZW YORK 

UP-STATE NEW | YORK 

by K.: H. Fernow 

First reports of late blight on potatoes were from Long Island June 9th. 

‘Spot infections in four fields in different areas. Up-state - Port Byron, 

Weather conditions were considered extremely favoreble for blight through-— 

out May, June, and most of July. August and September were extremely dry 
with some hot spells and.it is thought this was largely responsible for 

failure of a serious outbreak: to.occur, For about a week between August 26 

and September 2 extremely high temperatures were general. 

There is no information as to source of inoculum. Occasional blighted 

leaves could be found in most fields in western New York in August but the 

diseése never became prevalent except in ea very few fieids. 

Control;  In-recent years there has been a marked shift of potato growing 

away from the generel farm and towards professional potato growers, These 

men are mostly well-equipped with sprey machinery and do-such @ good job 

of protection that, evenin :years of epiphytotics, losses are moderate. | 

In a year like this losses will be negligible. Little information avail-— 
eble as to specific meterials or quantities. Most of the upstate growers 

ere using fixed coppers for the early spreys and Bordeaux for the later 

sprays. : 

Losses; Certainly not over 1%. Perhaps much less. 

New YORK STATE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
ITHACA, NEW YORK | 
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LATE BLIGHT poe NORTH: ge = gue 

Li We Hicieea 

The 1948 growing season in eastern North Carcisns was generally favor- 
able for potato production. ~The .temperstures remained cool and there was 
a fair distribution of rainfall. Late blight first appeared in Pamlico 

County, May 16th. “At - this time the vines were very ‘rank and the tubers 
“were approaching marketable size. -The last part of. May was generally wet, 

_ with frequent showers ‘and cloudy-days.. During geass peri Lod an epLDIy eur 

“of late blight’ developed ee the area. 

Harvesting began the es peel of June or the yields from early plant- 
ings were not appreciably reducéd by the disease. --In many cases growers 
harvested in excess of 200 sacks of U. S. #1: potatoes per-acre. - However, 

the yield of late planted stocks was appreciably reduced. Some late- 

planted fields ere known to have yielded as low as 80 ae 100 eae per 
acre. aes, Pras rig 

In general there wes little effort mede to control the disease. Late 
. blight occurs only rarely in eastern North Carolina and the growers are 

“not equipped ‘to cope with it. One large grower attemoted to control the 
disease by spraying with 6-8-100 Bordeaux Mixture. Two annlications of 

spray were appli jed to a part of the potato acreage following the initial 
outbreak on :fay 16th. The benefits derived from the,two spray ee 

tions” are not | ‘known as the crop was nesrly mture and ‘no ‘records -weré kept 
by the grower. es number of growers | tried to control the uae bya 

applying dusts cortaining 6 or 7% ‘metallic copper. ‘The proprietary ‘com- 
‘pounds used or the benefits are not known. In all cases where soreys or 
dusts were used, it is doubtful thet the materials did much good as the 

growers. were not awere of the thoroughness reouired in avolying fungicides. 
Coverage we S poor end in many cises only B single application was made. 

The sreatest losses from late blight oecurréd during ere Sporengia 
from actively sporuleting lesions on the foliage inoculated tubers during 

_ harvest and, in meny cases, serious infection develoved during transit. 

This tuber rot ceused some rejections at the terminal markets and: meny 

price adjustments. Some growers attempted to control ‘late blight tuber 

rot by killing the vines with chemicals.” One large grower killed ase 

vines’ with’ calcium cyanamide 7 to 10 deys before ha rvest. ‘Samoles of” 
potatoes were tsken from ‘this farm during the harvest: period, after a 
7-day incubation ocriod the sampl2s were ‘exemined snd‘in'no case did the 

amount of late blight tuber rot exceed 1 per cent. Potatoes coltected- 

from other farms in the same community were generally affected with | 

tuber rot end in some cases the rot reached 30 to 40 per’ cent. - 

The Roto-beater was used to destroy infected vines: by ‘some: growers in = 
the Elizabeth City section. This machines. wes used the lAtter part Hefe.. 
June. At this time the meximum air tempcretures were in excess of 90°F., 
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and late blight tuber rot did not develop in the samples collected. An 
evaluation of this practice in controlling late blight tuber rot was not 
obtained. As a rsult of this year's experience in eastern North Carolina, 
it aopears that the tuber rot phase of late blight in early votatoes can 
be effective by controlled killing of the vines with a satisfactory 
chemical a week or ten days before harvest. 

PLANT PATHOLCGY SECTION, DEPART.@NT OF BCTANY 
NORTH C’ROLINA STATE COLLEGE 
RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA 

= BLIGHT IN NORTH eoueiee IN 1948 

WY. E. Brentzel 

Late blight of potato made its first. appearance sometime about the 25th 

or 30th of July. The first outbreak that i learned of came from the 

northeast corner of the state near the Canadian border. I have no infor- 
mation as to the source of the inoculum. The diseasé spread very quickly 
and extensively. I think we are safe in saying that it was quite general 

“in the Red River Valley. 

. This rapid development avpeared to be checked rather quickly, probably 
owing to dry weather and.to the extensive use of fungicides. a variety 
of materials were used for controlling the blight, most of these being 
in the form cf dust. Quite a few large growers were using sprayers where 

there was a suoply of water and the fous se was available. 3 

We do not have weather data from several important points in the valley. 
The first report of the blight that I received came “from St. Thomas, a 

small town in Pembina County in the extreme northeast corner of the state. 
In this section of the state excessive rains fell during the month of 
July. At Gsavalier (according to officiel weather reports) rain fell on 

twelve days during the month of July, giving e total of 6.01 inches, 

3.37 in excess of norm] for this point. Cevalier is located about 20 
miles north of St. Thomas, At Pembine 2 little further north in Pembina 
County rain fell on 15 deys during the month of July, with a total of 

10.68 for the month, an excess of 8.27 inches for the month. Cf course, 
the rains were not ccnfined to Pembine County but they were more or tess 
limited to the northeast corner of our stzte and nearby points in linne- 

sove and Canede. This excessive rainf2ll no doubt provided an ideal 

condition for the development of blight. I do not have we2ther data 
for the month of August, but, in gencrel, the month was dry. Also, the 
develooment of blight was retarded r:ther. cuickly. We have not had any 
revorts of extensive tuber infestation. This probably was owing to dry 
weather, to the use of fungicides, and to the destruction of vines by 

ON PS i ee Sh. Pete eae pear h aS o Zon Wer 
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mechanical means. There was considerable early digging of votrtoes 
because of blight. and some oe was i APY. kb su who ne 

during warm oa. are a eg pera 

And, Dr. Wa -G. Hownied, comments as follows on ‘the North | Dakota blight 
situation: 

Blight was first noticed in Pembina County, North Dakota, during the 

latter oart of July, climatic conditions being fevorable - — ‘some spread, 
The source of inoculum was unknown. on ak 

Blight svreed from Pembina County, North Dakota, and from Polk County, 

Minnesota, to Walsh, Grand Forks, and. Treill Counties. in North Dekote 

and was most prevalent in eastern ‘Jalsh County. Weather was favorcble for 
spread the letter part of July’-and the foreport of August. «after thet 
the werther wes unfavorable. Host stage wes =bout midseason. 

‘ Dusts were most. commonly used in North Dekota> ‘and probably werc ‘not 

very effective. Copper-containing dusts wére most common and applied 

with. ground dusters. There was some Pipe dusting. A few growers ~.. 
used Dithane D- “Lh spray. me et ms 

es North Dakota hed the most izte blight on the vines: thes year 
of any year on record. The disease was confined to the Red River Veliey. 
Unfavorable’ climetic conditions, beginning the latter part of august, — 
were responsible for, no further infection. : Pee team as 

“I know of no veviivus tanGr ean Coes aes State but have seen @ 
small percentage of blighted tubers in some fields; -It-is possible - 
some growers my oo — in storage. 

NCRTH DAKOTA ST/.TE COLLEGE — 
FARGO, ‘NORTH. DAKOT. ae 

ads Bs Wilson ; 

Late blight on poteto was r-ther widely spreed in Ohio in 1948 but 
caused compe retively little loss in most instances. It also was checked 
in many localities by the hot, dry weather of: Tate August. It anperred 
in potatoes at the Marietta Truck Farm @ bout : mid-June and wis quite 

destructive in untreated plots. ‘However , loss in growers' fields in the 

vicinity was not serious. It was found end reported at vurious voints 

in Ohio from then on until mid-August but caused comp2ratively little 
loss in most fields where it was present. 4n other words the environmental 



Zerlate. “Airplane dusting or spraying of pee is seldom used in Ohio. te 

cons Horie: an epiiehe’ aia: not: exist except in svecial instances 
ee those were rate. Dneeia infection aid ‘occur’ in many instances, but 

either the advanced. stage of. maturity Of.Cobblers at the time of initial. 
infections and the high temperatures and low humidities that followed 
initial: infection in later varieties, ‘45 well as the fact that’ potatoes eye 

are quite ‘generally sprayed, prevented appreciable loss, A few muck ~ 

areas: did: show heavy defoliation in restricted areas of large fields and oN 
this: has ‘been followed by some tuber rot. As a result, fatal loss from | ae 
late blight: in potatoes:probably did not exceed aes percent in Chio pos: 

1948. | ‘ne 
wee pawns oo ae ane hive tsAFe : - a 

ane ~ ee ee ea - en vere te 

Most of the commercial potato acreage and many of bibee grown in home 

gardens are sprayed. Some dusting is done but mostly on small plantings 
or in gardens. Borde aun is still the most generally used spray in com-~ 
mercial plantings, but it is gradually being replaced by fixed coppers - JP 
and Dithane. Some Zerlate ‘and Parzate are also used. All of thésé = = 7 A 
materials’ have given good: control of late blight: with the exception of 

OHIO AGRICULTURAL EXPERDVENT STATION He is | ee Rae 
WCOSTER, OHIO . 3 coats oR Eig i th 

LAT a eet iN PENNSYLVANIA IN 1948 pt 

R. a Kirby 
O. D. Burke a : 

Potato Late blight was first observed on June 15th at Manheim in Lan- a 

caster County and ‘became general over the state within a month after ci ae 

being observed. ‘Cool, wet weather of June to August 23rd favored spread... ae 

The hot , ary. wee ther after August 23rd checked the blig ght and thorough 

spreying orevented it. The sour ce or most inoculum was seed-borne. Pie | 1 ae 

very little nay have: come in on tomato transplants. 

Control: en cane ‘ ney De, ae a Lael Nay LEO MMO AGE UR i a 

- Percent. "Percent (Percent, od) 0 eae 
. | a ea Growers Ground air- Pie 7: 

_ Sprays and Formulae using Sprays, plane, | Resye id 

ae Bordeaux RoE i tna Saas ae Hates aii ‘160 peta hi rae ' Very-fine .: 

“copper per a £1) EARN ai Sa ea he PE ANG Sec a eat ie enc Ma Me 
- 100, een s.25 Apne nae 100 (orate gape the oy . Very good: f 

' ; Z > rae =. me of “i erg 

HSS ald Shy aaa Cie a Aaa amie eae uty i “ trams rd : ; ie 5 
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‘Percent Percent-: Percent 
| a 3 growers ground See 3 

Sprays and Formulee “<siae spreys plene | Results 

Dithane —- 2 qts. D 14 20 100 ) Good -- if periods 
plus 1 1b. zinc ) between applicetions 
sulphete -) ere too long, con- 

| Sag . ! ) trol becomes poorer 
Parzete -— 2-lbs. per 100: 5. 100 ) and poorer. 

gallons 

===. = = - = —— = ee a 

Very little dusting in a ema Results ere usually much below 

spraying. : 

Loss for Fennsylveniea: in 1948 — ebout 5%. Without spreying loss would 

heve been over three-fourths of the crop, Neerly all poteto blight in 

1948 came from poteto tuber infection. In 1947 the tomato strein cerried 

over on potato tubers end then spreed to tometoes. 

PENNSYLVANIA STATE COLLEGE | 
STATE COLLEGE, PENNSYLVANIA 

LATS BLIGHT IN RECDE ISLAND IN 1948 

J. B. Rowell 

Late blight of potatoes was first found in Newport County on e field of 

Green Mountain potétoes on June 22, The infestetion wes estimated to he 
three days old, provably developing in the rainy period of June 19th. 
Infections were scattered evenly throughout the field and the source of. 
inoculum wes undetermined. Surrounding fields of Katahdin potatoes were 
free of blight. On June 29 a trace of lete blight was found in a field 

of Green Mountain potetoes in Kingston, Weshington County. Volunteer 
plents from infected hold-over tubers were probably the source of inocu- 
lum as severe late blight occurred in this field during the preceding 

yeer. However, such plants were not found in a careful search of the 

field, 

After the initial appearance of lete blight, it spreed throughout the 

potato-growing areas of the two counties. Hnwever, relatively dry 

weather in July and extresely ¢y weather in August end September aided | 

tremendously in controlling the diseese. Nevertheless, unprotected 

experimental plots were 95% defolisted by August 9.° Only two growers! 

fields were observed whers lete blight reeched epiphytotic conditions. 
On July 21 a field in Uherlestown, Weshington County, was found with 



eon ger ant ete hi dahes. - The field was extremely weedy and a poorly 
arranged spray boom resulted in- coverage of only the tops of the plants, 
The disease was checked when the spray boom was rearranged'and the 
coverage improved. On August 27, during the heat wave, a field was 

visited in Tuckertown, Washington County, in which’ 30-40% infection of 
late blight was present. Fair Bordeaux coverage existed on the plants. 
Although daytime temperatures were 96-98°F., this infestation had 

resulted in 60-70% defoliation of the plants by September 10. On that 
date only a trace of: active late blight could be found in.the field, 

_ The majority of the growers effectively controlled late blight of 

potatoes with a 10-5-100 Bordeaux Mixture. Many growers in Newport 
County use neutral coprer dusts and lete blight was more vrevalent in 
their fields, with losses of 10- 20% from defoliation by early and late 

blights. The overall loss for the state this year is difficult to assess, 
probably not amounting to more than 5%. Most fields died back from 

drought and a Fusarium complex causing foot and root rots: uel ees in 

yields that were 50% of dast year's crop. : 

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
RHODE ISLAND STATE COLLEGE 
KINGSTON, RHODE ISLAND 

LATE BLIGHT IN SCUTH CAROLINA. IN 1948 

William i. Epps 

. Late blight was ‘first. observed on potatoes in Bramies ton County in 

South Carolina on April 16, 1918. Within the following week blight was. 

found. in two oth er locations in Char?eston County, indicating simultan- 

eous anpearance in at least three Locations. It was not. possible to 

determine the source of inoculum altnough blighted tubers were observed 

inthe seed used in the state in 1948 and it is probable that this. 

infected seed served as a source.  5pr “ead over most: of the votato-growing 

area of the state occurred very quickly. The weather following was 

_ generally dry, however, and the disease never became really serious on. 

Beiiess. oxeent in’ certain nice eine a 

ene es were mostly hae eee ‘by ae * aid ae. ‘net suffer savereiya 

Losses in yield veried from nothing to about 50% on various farms. Totel 

loss wis estimated. cat pabout 15%. Most of the growers applied fungicide 

dusts which combined with the weather to keep. losses’down. About 75% 

. of. the pote to growers. applied fungicides to their crop. ‘A dust contéeining 

6% metallic copper, derived’ from one of the fixed coopers, was used. almost 

exclusively. An occasional grower used Dithane D- vie spray; Dithane Z-78 

dust, . fixed copper. spray). or Parzate- det de de or: pores Lee 
indicated 
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sprays. superior to.dusts in controlling disease but no- significant . 
differences among materials. -About 25h. of the dust -was ao nlied by air, 

the remainder by ground-.machines. fei | ) 

SCUTH CARCLINA TRUCK =XP"RIMENT STATION 
HARLESTO! , SOUTH CAROLINA 

LATE BLIGHT IN SCUTH DAKOTA IN 1918 

CO. Me Nagel 

Late blight was free mobed August 20 in Cepiphyeeeie conditions: a ith ‘one 

it was probably. distributed considerably earlier than this date. Con- — 
ditions were cuite favorable much of June and July-as we had about normal 

rainfall However , the . week of August 18 was unusually warm, nearing the 

1CO ree or above and this perhaps kept late blight somewhat in check. 

Following this pericd we egain had more favorable temperatures, par- 
ticularly et night and late blight became quite severe, particularly on 

tomatoes. In fact our first observation was found on tomatoes in which | 

100% of the plants were infected and about 25% of the fruit.. It, was.a, 

very active epiphytotic. 

On Sentember 1 we examined three fields in the “atertown pvotato-growing 
section. This is the center of the »sotsto production area. in these 
fields virtually every hill had tubers with late blight infection. As 
a result of this injury secondary soft ret organisms took over and com- 

pletely rotted abcut 65% of the votatoes in these hills. This was true 
for certain.areas in the other two fields comprising about 300 acres of 
certified potetces. I have been advised in talking with the county agent 

that about 20% of the potatoes in these three fields were not dug. In 
general,late blight was apparently Cisseminated throughout the area as 

well as in gardens in the eastern counties of the State. The overall 

damage from lete blight would avpesar to be 5%. This may vrove to be low 

as the storage season develops. In this eastern area about 35,000 acres® 
of potatoes are grown, including table and certified seed stocks. The 

same area holds for the tomato situetion although tomstoes in general 

are not a commercial venture in this state ona large scale. Late biight 
on tomatoes was still very active until October 9 when we had our first 
frost. In areas which were lightly frosted, late blight is still #ctive 
on the fruit. 

We are of the, opinion that late blight origineted from potato fields. 
Because our season wes rather idezl for lete blight since June, weather. 

factors may account for the general distribution of this disease through- 
out the eastern portion. of the state on potatoes-and tomatoes although . 

blight wes not »ctually observed until August 20th... We would say that. 

late blight was more destructive on potetoes in the Watertown area, while 

a ae 
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in Brookings County it was more destructive on. tometoes. However, this 
may be merely a matter of stage of host development as most of the 

potatoes were near maturity when late blight was first observed and it 

is likely much more foliage damage occurred on potatoes than was recog- 
nized, By August 20th many potato fields "matured", At least the 

foliage was dry. Since we did not have time to observe the potato 

.fields -prior:to this date, it. might: be assumed late. sig ple see was aie = > 

‘ple. for.certain of this: ie wrath of the vines; — 

With regard to keine’ méasures, the gee reports were not too 

.cai:favorable. 1 have: the facts on one area near Watertown in which about 
veol,600 acres: are controlled by one concern which followed a definite :- 

,ispray schedule; However, their reports of: the advantages are only — 
~fair but.this might. be owing to the. fact: that our most common disease. 
in this area: is early blight and,.as youu will note, the predominate. - 

- spray was zerlate which is not a recommended sprey for that disease. 

In: the meantime, late blight became established instead, Further you 

will note, that the potato fungicide report in the Clark area is only 
fair. This is the second important potato section: This might be owing 
to the fact that late blight was not as severe in that area; usually 

early blight is the more important. A 

MATERIALS USSD AS SPRAYS AND DUSTS IN 1948 

Soniesl.ot oats blight. on potatos: 2.) e072: 

Percent. Percent applied by* Acres 
| growers i aaae air- «« ** Re-.. | in- 

Fungicide Formula using machine plane sults** volved 

CLARK AREA ; | Haid a 
Peet ev cuppecide (dust) 30 lbs...60....°.50 4%. .....50 ., » Fair. .@000 
a Yellow cuprocide. eee Me ay i nOOe | oe Ag dee 5 EO 

ae Pa AO BL) Day 6G LOR e Ree Poor 2000 
Yellow cuprocide™ yest Ot Orr) ane Ae $o, fais 6 

8 ‘Dithane wie ae : Gee ese TOO 

. ee a the growers. Papel ae Mctieiaes. as sprays or’ dusts 

a county agent's estimate 

Loss on 300 acres of potatoes = 15 =~ 25: percent. Overall loss = 4 percent 

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE 
BROOKINGS, SCUTH DAKOTA 
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LATE BLIGHT Ii IN TENNESSEE IN iN 19K8 

Be J. Felix. 
ag J» Bard 

Potato and tomato late blight avparently occurred-in Tennessee in 1918 

only in the extreme east portion of hiddle Tennessee (Cumberland Plateau- 

Overton Renita area) and. fee Hast Temnieo=ees | 

Potato helt eligi eee appeared in June ‘qedohacia and. foals Counties, 
in the extreme eastern portion of the State,-where:high altitude and heavy 

rainfall prevail and late blight is said to occur almost: évery year. Late 
blight. on potatoes appeared in Knox County in August and anvarently- through- 

out East Tennessee and to a slight extent on the Cumberland Plateau. — 
Environmental conditions except for the extreme eastern part of the State, 
were: characterized by intermittent periods of hot, dry and’cool, wet — 
weather. oss for the state was insignificant; loss owing to late blight 

tuber rot in Johnson and Carter Counties - 5%. 

UNIVERSITY CF TENNESSEE 
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE 

LATE BLIGHT IN TEXAS IN 1948 

WESLACO AREA 

by G. H. Godfrey 

Late blight on potatoes was first reported March 3rd; general in a field 
at Bayview, near Los Fresnos. Fungicides applied immediately, generally 

throughout potato erea. Another field near Brownsville also reported with 

blight. Most of the 12,000 acres free from infection. Later it was de- 
termined that light infection was also present at the same time near 

Raymondville about 50 miles distant. By April 16th there was no further 
spread. By Vay 18th, since there were no "effective" rains since February 
2nd, blight entirely ceased its activity. Potatoes were mostly harvested. 
The original field in the Bayview area was damaged in yield by at least 
50 percent. ; 

TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
WESLACO, TEXAS 

Jaye ee 
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YOAKU"{ a ie ped oe a haa 

ne A. IT. Harrison 

_.I have py hive tb report on the control of late blight. This disease . 
was not observed in the Yoakum erea last spring because of the extremely 

dry season. te 

TEXAS ! AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
SSNs eS 

LATE BLIGHT IN VIRGINIA IN 1948 

MS I Nugent 

During the week of May 10th to 17th approximetely 2 1/2 inches of © 
rain, accompanied by mean temperatures ranging-between 67 and 73°F., 
made conditions favorable for late blight of potatoes in the Norfoik 
area and around Cape Charles on the Eastern Shore of Virginia. Late .. 
blight warnings were given the growers on May 17th. During the week of 

May 18th to 25th terperatures remained favorable but there was no rain. 

Late blight began to make its eaxpearance in scattered fields throughout 

this area around the 22nd to the 24th of May. It was chiefly confined 

to those fields in which air drainage was poor owing either to wind- 

breaks or low areas. 

In some cases the blight apparently pose Beige on. certain 
plants and soread out from these centers of. inféction., Other instances .- 

showed a véneral sorinkling of infection throughout low ereas or near 

a woods. Volunteer’ plants were suspected in one fasta.) inthe Cape 

Charles area there was some indication that the initial infections may 
heve originated from infected tomato olents but this condition could 

not always be correlated. No tomatoes were present in the Norfolk and 

Princess Anne Counties whers late blight was oo on potatoes as soon.as; 

or sooner than, on the Shore. ; 

Further spread ‘of this disease was ‘slow until the first vart of June 

when heavy rains made conditions ideal for blight and cuite unsatisfactory. 
for control measures to be followed. By. dune 9th late blight had become 
quite serious in some fields in the Norfolk and Cape Charles area, Little 

damage:was done to potatoes by late blight in the northern vart of Northamp- 

ton County oo Accomac County. . 

The chief eter in the spread and severity of late blight in this erea. 

was the amount.of rainfall. ©In the Norfolk-Cape: Charles area the cumula- 

tive rainfall line was above (sometimes consi iderably above) the critical 
meee 
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rainfall line as determined by H. T. Cook in his late blight forecasting 

method, In the Accomac County area the cumulative rainfall line was 

never above the critical rainfall line, The temperatures averaged about 

three See lower for the Accomac area shan for the Norfolk area. /See 
Jil eae) 

Practically 100 per cent of the materials used for ccntrol of late. 
blight wes a form of insoluble copper used es a dust and applied witha 

ground dusters. It is estimated that 75 to 90 per cent of growers at— 
temted control at one stege or the other. Some growers failed to heed the 

warnings until it was too late for control measures to be of value. x 

_ .1t.is impossible to come to any true percentage figure of loss. Sone 

growers lost 100 per cent of their crop but this loss was not elways owing 

to late blight alone. Sott rot was prevalent in fields where wet soil 
conditions necessitated delay in harvest. A loss owing to lete blight 

ef from 5 to 40 pér Cent 1s estimated forthe pees Virginia erea as 

a whole. 

VIRGInIA TRUCK EXPERIMANT STATION 
NORFOLK 1, VIRGINIA 

LATE BLIGHT IN WEST 1 VIRGINIA | IN 1948 

G..2.. Bashop 

Most of the contributing factors attendant to late blight of tomatoes 

apply also to potsetoes /see report for WHST VIRGINIA under section 

"Late Blight of Tometo in 1948" /, Late blight of potetoes was found in 
Randolph Vounty on June 26th on Irish Cobdlers. This disesse wes found 

in most of West Virginia at about the same severity as tomato late blight. 

Control! . (potatoe late blight) 

MATERIALS USED AS DUSTS IN 1948 

Percent Percent epnlied by 
growers ground 

Fungicide Formul2 using mechine airplene Results 

Yellow copper Met. Cu, 4.8% LO% 100 @) Fair to poor 
oxide 

Tribasic Copper Met. Cu. 7% 20% 100 0. Good 
Sulfate 

Copper-lime Copper 20% 5% 100 0 Good 
Lime 80% 

_——a EE NY SE: | TE ET Tg ES eer = a tomy. 

Loss estimated at 15 to 20%. 
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| MATERIALS JSBD AS SPREYS.IN 1918 
Percent Percent applied by 

pat a ee ae 
Fungicide -. Se ema eek) nach ine airolane Results | 

Bordeaux Mixture ~ 4-h~-50 ee TOBY < ik OA eee 
(on 3) sca lc) 0) ey aera eae oe a | * See 
eee te ee. pada 208 S100 2) | Good 
Pee ee ime a aR > 00 Oy. oe 
= sees 
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WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY 
MORGANTOWN, WiST VIRGINIA 

LATE BLIGHT IN WISCONSIN IN 1948 

R. BE. Vaughan 

Late blight. of potato was first observed in Portage County August 3, 
and in Walwcrth County August 5. This was at a time of local showers. 
Soil in the Portage County area is a silt loam, in Nalworth a muck. The 
Portage location was in a small farm field. There was no widespread dis- 
tribution from this point although foliage infection was found in about 
ten days in adjacent Merathon County end in Langlade County. There was 

widespread foliage infection in Jalworth County in the muck areas of Turtle 
Valley where severe] large potato-growing farms are iocated. By mid- 
September late blight was observed generelly on farm fields that had 
received little or ro sorey protection in northern “lisconsin from Ashland 
to Marinette Counties. Large commerciel fields that had been well 

sprayed showed no blight. 

The source of lete blight inoculum is unknown. The most probable source 
is chance seedlings in the field. Seed dumps were examined frequently 
in Langlade and Cneida Counties and ne blight was found. 

The distribution of late blight infection seems to be most devendent on 

local rains. Since Wisconsin was generslly dry and in some sections, 
note»ly northwestern “Wisconsin, very dry, little late blight occurred. 

Dry weather after the first appearance of late blight was a deciding 

factor in keeping the disease from spreading. Protection of the foliage 
with a fungicide wes also important. Late blight spread most destructively - 
when the vines vere wet with rain, dew, or fog, and did not dry off until 
_ mid-morning or leter. The condition of the plants at the time of greatest 
spread was full foliage after blossoming. 

Re pre 
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Control materials used were: Bordeaux Mixture, tribasic copper, copper 
oxychloride sulfate, Dithane + zinc sulfate.+ lime, Dithane 278, and 

Parzate. The kind of fungicide seemed to be less important than the 
timeliness and thoroughness of avolicetion. The Dithanes and Parzate were 
more efficient than the coppers in contrclling early blight. The growers 
liked these newer materials because they were easier to make up than 
Bordeaux Mixture. This is an important point where labor is a factor. 
Bordeaux still ranks high because many growers have the know-how of making 
it and sre skeptical of trying new materials too extensively. ‘The uSe of 
materials was much influenced by the activity of local distributors and 
state agencies. a ih 

a 

The losses from late biight in ‘Visconsin in 1948 were very minor, a 

race would be enough. Even the bedly blighted fields in Walworth County 
yielded over 25C bu. per acre with aimost no throw-outs from rot. 

+ 
10) 

AGRICULTURAL EXTEFSION SERVICE : : 
UNTVERSITY OF WISCCNSIN 

ON 6, WISCCNSIN 
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“FORECASTING LATE BLIGHT FOR THE CHARLESTON, SOUTH 
CAROLINA, AREA a SORFOLK) VIRGINIA 

by Harold T. Cook, formerly Plant Pathologist, 
Virginia Truck Experiment Station, Norfolk, Va. 

_ Late blight forecasts were made at Norfolk in 1948 for the Charleston, 
South Carolina, area to see if the forecasting system develonred for the 
Norfolk, Virginia, area would work in other places and to see if accurate 

forecasts could be made froma distance of several hundred miles. The 

forecasts were mailed weekly to the Plant Disease Survey larning Service 
and to Dr. %. N. Epps, Plant Pathologist of the Truck Experiment Station 
at Charleston. ; : 

~The Charleston area was chosen for this test because it had already 
been the subject of a previous forecasting attempt (Moore 1937) and as a 

' result there was a considerable amount of published data on the occurrence 
of late blight there. Also, since Dr. Epps would be making regular 
reports to the Warning Service, it would be possible to compare the 
forecasts with the observed blight situstion,. © 

The April and May weather data from the Charleston Weather Bureau for 
the years 1917 through 1947 were analyzed and a critical rainfall line 
develoved. The 1948 temperature and rainfall data for Charleston were 
obtained daily from the. Norfolk Veather Bureau and were plotted on the 

forecasting chert shown in Bree Tew 

The forecasts made by the writer and the ectual blight situation as 
observed by Dr. V.. XY. Epps and revorted to the Plant Disease Survey Warn- 

-ing 2eP vice ere compared in parallel columns een 

ee eee made. et: hosteik : Blight. situation reported 

Por Upariestorn< 9"  : from Charleston 

Apr a). The Pelaeanl during the April 20. "Late blight was found on 
first week of the critical period potatees in Charleston County, South 

(April 10-16) wes unfavorable for Carolina, today (April 16). Only a 
an epiphytotic. There was only .14 few lesions were found in one. field. 

inches for the period ending April A survey made in several fields on the 

16th and .60 inches would have been same #nd adjacent farms failed to re- 

necessary ‘to reach the critical veal any other infected areas. A more 

_ Moore, “7. D. The-relation of rainfall to the development of late blight » 

of Irish potztoes in the corstal section of South Carolina. 
Peeoute Cardline Apr. -—xpt, Sta. Circ, 5721-6. 1937. 

ee 
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reintell lines. - 

varied fron 70=73. degrees end 
would heve fevored blight if there 
hed been sufficient. rain". 

April 23, “"Yhe rainfall during 
the second week of the critical 

‘period (Apr. 17-23) continued to 
be unfavorable for a late blight 
epiphytotic, The .44 of an inch 
of rain on the 17th wes still .1 
of an inch below the critical 
line. There was no rain during 
the next 6 days and the rainfall 
line was .7 of an inch below the 
critical ling on the 2érd. 
Temperatures during the week 
ee 60-700F, 

. The blight reported 
by Dr. Epps on the 16th probably 
resulted from the heevy rains 
during the first ten days of 
April which was before the criti- 
cal period. Some spread may have 
resulted since the 17th as a 
result- of the rain thet day, but 
lack of rainfall. since then is 
unfavorable for an epiphytotic." 

April 30, "Rainfall during the 
third week of the critical 
period (April 24-30) continued to 
be unfavorable for late blight, - 
There was no réin after April 6th’ 
until April. 29th, when there was 
Ske Of “an. /i1nen- “The rainfall for 
the criticel period in 1948 is 
now 1:3 inches:-belaw the criticel 

line and 1.65 inches less than © 

the same period in 1946. Only . 
one week of. the. critical period. 
remains. Since two consecutive 
weeks of favorable weether during 

~- the critical period: are required. 
for an epiphytotic, it is very 
unlikely thet the disease will 

cause serious damage this 
season," 

The tempereture 

* Charleston:: 

detailed survey ‘will be made Wied 

- the next..few- days to determine | 
present distribution and ettempt to 
determine the source of the primary 

' inoculum." 

April 27, "During the past week 
potato late plight has been found 
in two new locations in Charleston 
County. - A survey -made. on'April:.22 

on di sto Islend on the seme ‘farms 
where blight wes first seen in 1946 
end 1947, revealed lesions quite 
-generelly. distributed over the area 
and at least one small circular. spot 
where the plants were almost com 
pletely dead, Late blight was 
reported on April 22.by a grower 
located just west of the city of 

‘These two new reports, 
plus the report of last week from 
Johns. Islend,; indicated the diseese 
is spread over the southern helf of 
Charleston County where most of the 
Stete's potetoes are grown, A sur- 
vey of severel farms: in Beaufort 
County.failed to reveal any late 
blight. The: weather for the past 
week- hes been clear, -cool, and dry,. 
and épparently Little or no spreed 

‘ has oceurreds The many frésh lesions 
found were inititeted during the 
nignt of April 15-16 --when the:last 
period favorable for spread: occurred’, 

May 4, "The once for he ioe 
week in Cherleston County has been 
unfavorable for the spread of late 
blight. There has been no rein and 
‘no Gloudy ‘weathér>~ HBerly morning 
visits to the fields wheres late 
blight was first found revealed 
that the lesions are still actively 
producing spores. No new lesions 

could be found. Very: little, if 
any, spreed hes occurred. since the 

rainy period of April 16-17. 

Late blight is distributed 
so.widely over.the county that e 
single wet, .cool period could cause 
severe damage. We are recommending 
regular usé of fungicides so that 
the crop may be protected if such 
weather should appear. : 
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Mey es -Reaintall during. yee 

fourth week of the critical peri- 

od (May 1=7) amounted to 1.87 in- 
ches. This brought the rainfall 

line up to almost in contact. Ao Qi onlabtin, 

the critical line within a peri- 

od of four days. The temperature 

(averare for previous 7 days) was 
74 on the last day of the week and 
therefore still favorable for 

blight. 

— "Some spread of bla phe may be 

expected as a result of the re- 

cent heavy rains. However,.. the 
blight, if it does develop, will 
have come too late to Fave much 

effect on yield of potatoes this” 

season except in very late plant- 

ings. Normally the temperatures 
should be above 75° F by about 
May 25th and prevent any great 
amount of damage by blight during 
the rest of this season." 
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May ll. "Late blight on potatoes 

in South Carolina has still made 

no visible advance since mid- 

April. The lesions continue to 
show. some--Spores each morning, 
indicating that the weeks of dry 

weather have not destroyed the 

fungus in the lesions. Three 
heavy rains, each accompanied by 

considerable wind, have. fallen. 
ji wethim the-dast four deya. «Tex 

tal rainfall for the four days 
was); 2.75:igches. It ws still toe 
early to determine the spread 
that occurred during these rains, 
but itis anticipated that at 

““least some local spreed occurred 

even if the spread was not suf- 

ficient to distribute the dis- 

ease generally over the county." 

No forecasts were issued after May 7 since the analysis of the data 
for the 40-year period 1917 through 1947 had shown that the critical 

period was the four weeks from April 10 through May 7. 

-Although no forecasts. were made after May 1) wihe Ses] and tempera- 

ture data through June 24 were plotted in Figure 7 to indicate how near’ 
correct the last forecast was in regard to the temperatures that were 

expected to follow. 

were predicted. 

(except for one day) from May 17 through May 29. 

In that forecast temperatures dove 75°F. by May 25 

fhe chart shows that the temperature was 75° or above 
Six days with tempera- 

tures 1 or 2 degrees below 75 at the beginning of June favored blight, 

but the outbreak . that resulted was curbed rapidly by temperatures con 
siderably above 75 that followed, even though the rainfall by that time 
was considerably above the critical line. 

The success of the forecasting attempt for the Charleston area may, ee 

judged best by comparing the forecasts with the observations of the . , 

blight situation reported by Dr. Epps and his finel estimate of the rel- 

ative impor tance of late blight in 19A0 on pages aoe 210 [poteto].. ., ie 

The results obtained in “1948 indicate that: 

1. The forecasting method may be used at Charleston a other areas 
where there are sufficient blight recor ds: on which to base a eritical , 
raintall line.: 

2. It is possible ‘to estimate the blight Situation from a distance on 
the basis of the weather reports and a forecasting chart without observ- 
ing the fields. 
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LATE BLIGHT ON TOMATO IN 1948. 

a LATE BLIGHT IN ALABAMA IN 1948 

Coyt “Wilson 

There was some late blight on tomatoes in Baldwin County but it did not 
cause any loss. The disease was not reported on tomatoes outside of Bald- 
win County. ASO eae Bete 

Dry weather after April Ge appears to have been the limiting factor in 
late blight development in ca @. 

ALABAMA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATICN 
AUBURN, ALABAMA 

LATE BLIGHT IN CANADA IN 1948 

NOVA SCOTIA 
Sx 

by Ke. A Harriscn | 

The tomato crop in Nova Scotia is limited and is largely produced in 

the Annapolis Valley. Plants are raised locally and planted so as to 

obtain a maximum yield of "mature green" during September and early | 

October, There is no problem of introducing late blight.on the plants. 

Late blight developed very much later on tomatoes than on potatoes, 
and the first infection-found was September 7 at the Experimental Station, 

Kentville, Kings County, on some unsprayed varieties near unsprayed 

potatoes. It was reported ina number of gardens the next two weeks from 

from the same district. : 

All commercial producers do some spraying. Bordeaux 4-3-40 is most 
generally used against late blight but some of the fixed coppers are 

used as well. Control was good except where spraying was “stopped too 
early in September. Some growers are having some loss at the present 

time and what the total loss will be is not known, 

Excellent experimental control was obtained with Bordeaux, Basicop, 
Phygon, and a schedule of Zerlate early and Bordeaux: or Basicop late. | 
Deetrox dust was also effective. Applications were at 10 day intervals. 
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The check plots on September 30 showed 75 per cent infected fruit with 
sprayed plots completely free. 

DOMINION LABORATORY OF PLANT PATHOLOCY 
KENTVILLE, NOVA SCOTIA, CANADA 

EASTERN ONTARIO 

yi Biehardson , 

See report for OANADA - Ss a under section "Late rte Blight of of 
Potato in 1948". 

by J. D. Mackachlen 

aoe pow for CANADA - ONTARIO under section "Late Blight of Poteto 
in 1948". 

QUEBEC 

by C. Perrault 

Late blight wes not observed on tomatoes until the middle of Sevtember 
in Drummond County and toward the end of the month in the vicinity of 
Quebec City and in the Lower St. Lawrence. Light infections were re- 
ported on late hervested tometoes. However, the disease develoved rapidly 
on green tomatoes once these were brought indoors for hastening maturity. 

In general, no loss was reported on this crop except in a few isolated 
cases in the Lower St. Lawrence Valley, where tomatoes are grown on e 

small scale. In this region,as well as in others, late blight. on tomatoes 
appeared several weeks after it was established. in potato fields. Such 

difference is much more interesting, knowing, that tomatoes are not given 

any protection oe the disease. 

“DOMINION LABORATORY OF PLANT PATHOLOGY, 9° st Kea 
STE. ANNE DE LA POCATIERE, QUEBEC, CANADA 
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LATE BLIGHT IN CONNECTICUT IN 1948 

Saul Rich - 

See report for Connecticut under section "Late Blight of Potato in 1948". 

LATE BLIGHT IN DELAWARE IN 1948 

J. W. Heuberger 
Kk. F. Stevens 

Late blight of tomatoes was first found on er 10 at Rising Sun and 

.the next day at Laurel. The source of infection at Rising Sun most likely 

was wind-blown spores from infected potatoes one mile distant; at Laurel, 
source of infection was infected, southern-grown plants. Spreed of - 
infection was slow in late June a July owing to adverse weather conditions 
Wet weather early in August, followed by cool nights and heavy fogs and 

dews, allowed the disease to develop rapidly at that time and it~ became 
destructive in untreated fields, A heat wave the end of August (August 26- 
31), followed by dry weather in September, stopped further development 

until the. ‘bulk of the crop had been harvested, 

It is estimated that 80-90 per cent of the growers used some control 
measure, most of them using dust. Loss is estimated at 10 per cent of 
the crop. 

Control: See report for DELAWARE under section "Late Blight of Potato 
in 1948", 3 ; 

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 

UNIVERSIT:1 OF DELAWARE 

NEWARK, DELAWARE 

LATE BLIGHT IN FLORIDA IN 1948 

BELLE GLADE 

by David L. Stoddard 

Late blight of tomatoes appeared at Belle Glade about December 5th; West — 

Palm Beach about December 20th; Indiantown about December 27th, Ft. 

Pierce and Stuart about December 3lst: and Okeechobee a | the first 

week in January, 

The inoculum was probably air-borne for all except Okéachobee which 
was so isolated that air-—borne inoculum must not have been the source. 

For other localities no effort was made to find infection source nearby 
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but all are old potato and, tomato-growing sections. 

- Data in ‘the first paragraph indicate northward spread. Bellé Gladé to 

Okeechobee by airline about 40 miles, Eelle Glade to Indiantown -by air- 
line about 20 miles. Impossible to figure if spread to Indiantown, Ft. 
Pierce, and Okeechobee was up coast from West Palm -Beaeh, from Belle 
Glade, or both. 

Goneerame. environmental factors, data are ore available for Belle 

Glade.only. For eight days before first appearance temperatures had 
averaged 73. 5°F, during the day and 65.3°F. at night for an overall 

average of 65.3°F. During this period 1.54 inches of rain fell. -In 
. spite of the fact that little rain fell during the 5th December - May 
. period, dews and fogs were apparently heavy enough to provide the necessary 

moisture for the fungus. In fact, it is a rare morning here when there 
is not a heavy dew. From Townsend's report in "Plant Disease Reporter", 
[P.D.R. 31:58, 3C9. -1947], his verbal reports to me, and my observations 
this year, it is avparent that the classic conception of temperature 

as it relates to late blight development end continuation is not quite 

accurate. Possibly temperatures below an average of 70°F. are necessary 
for the initietion of infection. Once established, however, the disease 
spreads around here long after the average temperatures have risen over 

the 70 mark. | 

Tomato late blight disappeared from the Belle Glade area by April 9th 
only to reappear again by April 24th following a drop in temperature which 

brough averages down to about 71°F. At this time there were no stem 

lesions, few leef lesions, but heavy fruit infection. . Leaflets died - 

very guickly once infected. This expression of the disease was not 

“typical of its appéarancé in the winter when stem lesions were common, 
and leaf -nd fruit infection was heavy. I heve no particular cxplanation 
for this unless it might be strain difference. Specimens were sent 
to Dr. Cox at University of Maryland around April 24th. - If he has.had 
time to compere them with "normal" strains, he may have found some 

difference. 

Late blight was noted during the seeson on plants of all ages. 

Control: The figures in the trble ere rough estimates but probably 
accurate within 10 percent. The percentege figures are based on totel 

acreage rather then on number. of growers. The grower number w's small 

and I felt that eny figures given”on that basis would be misleading. . 

Control of late blight on Tomsto: [19481 

Percent Percent applied by 

growers Ground 

Fungicide Formula using machine airplane Results 

DUSTS 

Indiantown 

CuA 71% Cu 30 0 Serres 16) & 75% loss 
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Percent Percent applied by 

ro Ye oon eT OMSES, |) "| Ne eetiaen ean She) SRS Seen 
Fungicide | ‘Formula using machine airplane - Results 

SPRAYS. | mes 

Indiantown - experi- 
mental . aoe yh ee 
Dithane D-ly 2-1-1/22100.. + x - Good control 
Parzate 2-100 A I eee " 
Bape ee een. = Se + -° 90% less 

“Indiantown es Memes Ayo Bega ih {2 ; “ re : 
CuA Gisey2\ 8 Sree SO] TOO) *. 0 Good control 
Dithane D-14 2=1-1/2-100 30 100 Ors ca ~ 

¥ Belle Glade - 
grower = | APSE NE | 

_Dithane D-14 etal OO — 10 VOOR YE 0 — Good control 

Belle Glade - experi- 
mental . z 

Nachane Day” 12-1 =779-100 - ; me - Good control — 
CuA 5-100 - x aS Se See ROO aeliosss 

“Okeechobee oe nti : : 
pUawhene DoW, 2-117 2-100 =. 400 LOO: OQ. Oe Loss* 

ve eDeay applied improperly. Represents 90% loss in 100 acres. 

- EVERGLADES EXPERIMENT STATION 
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA | 

BELLE GLADE, FLCRIDA 

_ GAINESVILLE: 

by George F. Weber 

See report for FLORIDA - Gainesville under ere "Late ‘Slight of 
Potato in 1948", 



by George D. Ruehle 

Late blight of tomato was first noticed in Dede County on December 13, 
1947 in a roadside tomato seedbed about 7 miles west of Florida City. 
‘This seedbed was an estimated 5 miles from other tomatoes and an estimated 

9 miles from potato plantings. Weather - leng, cool nights attended with 
heavy dews and ground fogs. Day temperatures moderate. The source of 

inoculum Wes unknown, 

The period cf greetest pie ee was eeween December 20 and January 30, 
with attacks cn tometoes of all ages.. It was found in vegetable erea east 
of Homestead on December 15th and well-distributed over the area by 
December 20. It built up rapidly, reaching a peak in early January, 

_ began declining 3 in late Janucry and eerlv February,’ but svoradic outbreaks 

continued end were observed as late as April 28th. 

Pea on, the weather during the winter vegetable-growing season is 

optimal for lete blight development. Conditions were such when late 
blight anveared the past season as is attested by the ronid svoread and 
Se of the disease after its initial appesrance. - Factors thought 
to be associcsted with decline of disezse severity: (1) higher temperetures, 
(2) dfter weether, (3) less inoculum (digging of potetoes; tometoes which 
were poorly cered for had been abandoned end were dead). 

Control: Most commercial growers used Dithane D-l4-zine sulfate-lime. 
This spray gave excellent disease control where it wes spplied thorougnly 

at 4-6 dey intervals. Copper sprays and dusting for disease control did 
“not give commercial ccntrol when blight wes severe and were little used. 

The tom:to sprey plots for the 1947-8 seeson were abandoned because of 
drought, salt intrusion, and severe mosaic. No data on late blight con- 

trol were ooteined. a 

SUB-TROPICAL EXPERIRENT STATION 

UNIVERSITY OF FICRIDA 
HOMESTEAD, FLORIDA 

LATE BLIGHT IN GEORGIA IN 1948 

fie. 2s perders 

In gene erel, environmental conditions during the 1948 season were fevor- 

eble for infection by the organism and spreed of Alternaria blight Bb 

(Alternaria soleni (E11. and Mart.)). £lternaria blight was first’ observed © @ 



6 - Ot, Nae were heavily , affected. It was, also observed ‘in stake sd tomatoes 

in the south Georgie plant-growing area about the 15th of Asril;194,8, 
and although some Alternaria infection wes found in every sortion of 

the vlant-growing erea during the growirig season, there was only a 

light outbreak for the industry as 2 whole a as comps red with incidence 

ofthis diseese in other years, Ne 

eout GD per cent of the tomsto ‘slant growers engaged in _ the production 

of. certified tome to transplants ‘used tribasic copper dust in ‘their 

fungicide progrems, the rest used tribesic copper. F's, A) suray, de is’ 

understood that ouite a number of the grovers who dusted during 1948 

_ intend to. go back to spraying qe the 1949 season. 

No late ‘blight, Phytophthora infestans (Mont.) de Bary: infections 
were found during the 1948 season in spite of diligent searches made 

by those engaged in reseerch, inspection, plent’ production, olant buying, 

and ‘others: ° This; of: course , does not preclude the possibility or 
probsbility of thé presence of late ‘plight organisms and/or lstent infec- 
tions inthe field; in fact, severel.reports were made of plant shipments 

arriving at destinetion showing considerable late blight a 

GEORGIA. COASTAL PLE IN EXPERIMENT STA TICN 
TIFTON, GEORG TA. 

“TATE BLIGHT. IN ILEINGIS IN 1948 

le ie ‘Behon - 

Late blight on tomatoes was first observed by : . Boéwe in Tilinois on 
August 26th at Belleville and Collinsville, St. Clair County... Mine ee. 

ease. probably sterted during the first week in anaes Canning comp: ny 

field men noticed the disease during the second week of August. There 

was excessive rainfrll during the latter pert of July and the first pert 

of August in this region, with comosretively cool temperatures, es- 

pecially at night. The disease soresd more extensively * and affected 

more fruit in the ee area where a heevy rain occurred on 
August 16th then in Belleville where no rain occurred on the 16th. 

The source cf inoculum is not known. Late blight occurred first in 
tomato fields which were: direct seeded -and in fields set with home-grown 
plants. From there it spread later to fields set with southern-grown 

plants. PRTG Aimy) Ea 

In the Collinsville area, where the most rainfall occurred the disecse 

spread sos tao idl 2) Ole acres on one farm.’ At Belleville prob:bly 10 acres 

growing in shade in a garden dear Belleville. Field men of the, Suppinger 
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1g | ‘thoughi:the ekgesse' might be present at Jaterloo, Monroe 

y, since , weather there was similar to that at Belleville, but they 
Ona no puar tie report of its presence. The disease was present in 
some farmer' S fields but we do not know the extent of infection. 

‘During the first part of August there was an abundance of.rainfall and 
temperatures were rather cool, especially at night. Then it turned hot 

aud dry and the diseése gas its spread and apparently died out. 

Late blight spread oars: just before the fruit began to ripen, probably 

from August 5 to August 20..: = 

ag do not think any — measures were used by any commercial growers. 

feaa was Taaited eh eS areas in the See so far as we know. The 

loss probably was rot over 10% in the oa fields. For the state, 

much less than 1%. 

Summary: There probably was no ective development from introduced tomato 

transolants in 1948 as infection seemed to appear first on home-grown 

plants. 

The role of spore showers is not known. -The source of infection is not 

known unless the disease were seed-borne. 

No late blight was observed qn notatoes. 

No control program was used so far as we know...” 

Ye estimate the loss in tomatoes for the state as not to exceed .5%. 

Actually the loss occurred in two fairly localized areas, the Belleville- 
Collinsville area in St. Clair County, where we..estimte the loss locally 
not to exceed 5%, and in an area in “Jarren County where again we estimate 

the local loss not to exceed 5%. 

pede ER S444 POE ne ae ae eee er ae 

‘Dr. if. B. ah clays in a letter dated October 19th, comments as follows: 

| In Ogle ene foe owing to = te blight wes estimated at 
30 per cent in a late-planted. wh are field of Garden State. This 

will not change the loss for the statc as a whole but I thought the 
a incidence was worth recording. £. a6 not have a record of the date of the 

above infection." [From Agriculturel Experiment Sea ogee ES] 

“STATE NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY DIVISION 
3 URBANA, ILLINCIS— és 
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R. W. Samson 

See report for INDIANA under section "Late Blignt of Potato in 1948". 

LATS BLIGHT IN IOWA IN 1948 

W. F. Buchholtz 

See report for IOWA under section "Late Blight of Potato in 1948". 

LATS BLIGHT IN KENTUCKY IN 1948 

W. Dz. Velleau 

Tomato late blight was reported July 17, 1948 from Jefferson and 

Jackson Counties. The source of inoculum was not known, 

So far as I know spread did not occur or was extremely slow because of 

dry weather. We had no further reports, 

UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY 
LEXINGTON 29, KENTUCKY 

LATS BLIGHT IN MAINE IN 1948 

M. T. Hillborn 

See report for MAIN# under section "Late Blight of Potato in 1948". 

‘LATE BLIGHT IN MARYLAND IN 1948° 

Go Hho 

_ Precipitation was above normal in Meryland from march through June. 
Rainfall in may was 0.03 inches below the all time record of May, 1924, 

During May temperature and hours of sunshine were below normel and 

cloudiness and relative humidity were above normal. 
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Late blight was first observed this season on-dune 3rd on tomatoes in 
- Somerset’ County and on Soe Sih eka County. This was 3 days 
earlier than in 1946. The next day late blight was found on tomatoes in 
Wicomico County and on June 7 in Dorchester County. In each case the 
infected tomato fields were among the earliest fields planted in their 
respective communities. Stem lesions on the tomatoes indicated long 
standing infection-and suggested that’ the plants may have been infected 
when brought into maryland from the South. ‘Circumstances surrounding 
the first ooserved infection in potatoes suggested that the pathogen had 
overwintered in Be seed potatoes, | 

The month of June was the wettest such month in ten years. Late blight 
spread rapidiy. By mid-June late blight was almost universally distributed 
on the lower Eastern Shore and rather general over the lower two-thirds 
Gr the /ahore.: Froat rotting was serious in some fields and a few fields 

were abandoned and plowed under. ‘Wet weather prevented the use of ground 

equipment in the southern counties but much of the infected tomato and 

potato acreage there wes dusted resularly by airplane. Inthe: northern 
part of the area ground equipment was used more generally. Fungicides 

held the disease in check and with the advent of higher temperatures 
and lower relative humidities in early July, late blight became relatively 
inactive on the Eastern Shore. eos ened rains in August blight 
became active egein but was responsible for a smaller portion of the re- 
duced yields then wes flood damage ony “the Septoria leaf soot. which 

became’ very ee at that time. 

Late higaht ee Daver in Uke season and did coe litte 

dema ge in = fost counties of ta 1e Eastern Shore. 

West of the Bey lete blight wes first observed on June 23 in Anne 
Arundel County. During the next two weeks it was observed in Harford, 
“Baltimore, slontgomery , Prince Georges, end Garrett Counties but was 

confined to localized areas until after mid-July. The week of July 19 to 
25 was one of high relative humidity with shower's almost every day over 

Western Marylend. During thet week blight was very active, soread 
rapidly, and was first found in Carroll and Washington Counties. The 
disease soon became generally distributed from Harford County westward 

through “lashington County and remained active throughout the Season. 

Many untreated fields in this area were almost a total loss while yiclds 

in treated ficlds were in general in proportion to the degree of blight 

control obtained by use. of fungicides,. .: 

Late blight was more serious this ycer than in 1947 but less destructive 
than in 1946. On the Eastern Shore late blight caused an estimated loss 

of 20% of the potential yield while west of the bay the estimated loss 

was” Loe of the ‘potential yield. EY 

f 
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The extent to which fungicides were applied vsried greatly in different 

parts of the Stete, but a larger percentege of the acreage was treated 

this year than in 19h7. oeades obtained by following a regular schedule 
of spolication vere superior to those cbtained by growers who resorted 
to use of fungicides only after the diseese appe2red. 

The majority of the treated acreage was dusted; exceptions occurring in 

Washington, “ontgomery, and Howard Counties where spraying exceeded 

dusting. In the latter county a large pert of the acreage was treated 
regularly oy é custom spray operator. Dusting gave good results where 

applied in time end on 2 proper schedule. Airplanes were used pike be 
on the a adebcve Shore but not elsewhere. nl 

Fixed copocrs were the most widely used fungicides. They save excellent 

results when epnlied on a regular schedule. Two adnlicetions of Zcrlete 
followed by three or more anplications of fixed copper gave good results 

gencrally anc especially in Carroll County where snthrecnose is a problem. 
Bordesux Mixture (8-8-100}) as a spray was more effective than fixe 

copper as a sprey or dust in salvaging fields in which late blight had 
becom: established before any fungicide was spplied. Dithsne wns used 
to 2 limited extent with good results. , - 

Wider spacing of plants to meas ‘te epplication of fungicides is 
becoming more generelly adopted. Cver helf of the comm rcial screage 

Was- SO. sieeae this yeer, up to 90% in some ereas, and indicstions »re 

that the orectice will be more extensively used next year. 

mp 

a 

The average cost of applying fungicides to tomtocs in Maryland seems 
to be about bia dollars per appliction. per acre. Thus, the per acre 

Me cost of 2n ede cuete orogrem of vrotection SRROnea, the season would be 

roughly cgquivelent to the value of one ton cf tomatoes. any grower 

and canners ére of the opinion th2% the cost ‘is more than offset by 

increased yield and improved quality even-in the absence of late blight. 

Some canners ere undertaking to soply fungicides to their contr>-cted 

acreage on 4 cost basis. Neue Gna bail | 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND 
COLLEGE PARK, MARYLAND 

LATE BLIGHT IN MASSACHUSETTS IN 1948 

0. C. Boyd: vei yt 7 “a Saee 

The first report of late blight. on. tomrtdes ‘was on August 19th in. 
Hampden County srd Plymouth County. In Plymouth County the grower first 
observed it sbout August 15th where the disease undoubtedly was intro- 

duced on plants from Virginia. Source in Hampden:County in all 

be Rc, 
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aoe bilit: + from oie beteand blighted poteto field. The disease, as a 
aor otatoes, went. through only one vroncunced period of develonment 

immediately folloving the wet-period on August.12 - 13. - This. develop- 
ment was not widespread and extensive but limited to localized unprotected 

gardens and fields mostly in the Connecticut River Valley. The hot - 
period of August 26-28.stopped the diseese "cold" as it did the corres- 
ponding disease on eae aoe 

Al Se tions ¥ scart aan except the one in Plymouth County, 
appeared to represent local origin from blighted potatoes; and in most 
of those cases, the fungus appeared to be in the transitory stage between 
the potato strain end-the typical, virulent tomato strain -- not very 
destructive or highly svorulating on tomatoes 

Loss - - a trace. 

Control (of ete blight of tonto) 

_. .- MATERIALS USED AS DUSTS IN. 1948 

j aes ! = ee Percent anplied by 

q cei Steet ee Se growers Ground. 
Fungicide = Formula _using mechine Airplane Results 

p- Neutral toppers. . st ae eae 
P (various brends) — An Guie. .0 “fish cp ie - Good. 
: Disease not ae — easy we control. 

3 aoe - MATERTATS USED AS SPRAYS IN 98 

E. Bordeaux — ee b-l50 Fo a: Bebra He Osteen Good 
g Neutral coppers | ss Direction - Meee See pe ee 7 
ep tees ae of te nO RG | Good 
BS Disea ase hot widespread ~ easy” to control ; 

‘ 
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2s “EXTENSION SERVICE eee 
_ MASSACHUSETTS STATE COLLEGE © ~* 
AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS 

LATE ‘BLIGHT IN MICHIGAN: IN 1948 

. M. C. Strong 

- ae forty-eight was an excellent tomato season in this state end 

large yields were reported, 12 to 15 tens per acre on the sand in south- 

jestern Michigen and 15 to 25 tons per acre on the hea :vier soils in the 
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southeastern region. No late blight apveered in the southwestern : 

area. In the southeastern tomato-growing region, late blizht started 
on the leaves in the early part of September in some fields but was 
quickly checked by a period of not weather. However, the fungus re- 
mained viable on the fruit and, with the advent of cooler weather, 
started sporulating on the fruit about September 20th, subsequently 

causing slight losses - not over 1 or 2 per cent of the crop. In tw 

untreated fields the loss was about 80 per cent of the expected yield 
but these fields represented only about 2 per cent of the total acreage 
of that region. The source of the initial infection is not certain 
but I do not believe the disease wes brought into the state on scuthern- 
grown plants. The plants from the south this-year were about the best 
IT have ever seen. 

According to the State Bureau of Agricultural Economics 7,400 acres 
of tomatoes for processing were grown in Michigan this year. Of that 

acreage 4,100 acres were contracted by seven major cénning companies. 
At a minimum cost to the grower five of these processing camnpanies 
take care of applying any fungicidal treatment used for those growers 
who wisn this service. The other two companies leave it to the grower 
to avoly his ovm fungicidal treatments, but they had accurate informa- 
tion on the acreages involved, materisl-used, etc. I have contacted 
the managers end field men of these compenies whom I know can be 
depended on for accurate information end whom I am sure are familiar 

with iate blight. On the basis of their reports to me I can make 

an accurate report on 4,100 acres of tometoes. 

For the rest of the Michigan tomato acrezge, which represents market 
garden '7,40C acres) and small -locel c#nning acreage (3,300 acres), 

I have consuited with the county agricuiturel agents of-the vorincipsl 
counties involved. They say only about 25 per cent of their growers . 
use any fungicidel treatment on tomstoes. In southwestern Michigan, 
which is a fruit region, the growers who do anply fungicidal treatments 
use a spray beceuse they have spray eouipinent. The material used is 

whatever they heve on hand to-sorey fruit. Probably 50 ver cent use 
Bordeaux. In the southeast counties most growers who treat tomatoes 
dust them with an alternating insoluble copper-zerlate schedule. A 
few used a dithane dust. No accurate information was 2vailable. 

The following report compiled from the information furnished. by seven 
major canning compenies is on an acreege besis which, in my opinion, 
is more valusble then the percentage of ‘growers using this or that 

treatment: 
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"acreage treated Material used | ‘application | ‘ Results 

es 1600: 100 Dithane ..- Lae Sure) ene Failed to controi late’ 
tg blight unless SRT TER 

; ail: at 5-day intervals 

| Boo? 5, Tribasic Spray Dope Ceategl ted blight when 
taken es copper gen applied 7- to 10-day. 

intervals ~:~ 

a 500 " Aeroplane. -—s- Controlled blight 
' | aren : See ees ie “GUuUSbEG —+ 2b ne ete we eee 

eee re Ground dusted Controlled blight 

10CO0 250 ; Bordesux Spray : No late blight present 
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LATE BLIGHT IN MINNESOTA IN lous 
Carl J. Bide 

No blight was reported on tomatoes except for | a single specimen from 

Bemidji received in late September. 

DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY AND PLANT PATHOLCGY 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

ST.-PAUL 1, MINNESOTA 

LATE BLIGHT IN MISSISSIPPI IN 1948 

Douglas F. Bain 

This revort is restricted to the Crystal Springs (Ccpiah, Lincoln, 

and Hinds Counties) area and is not to be considered for the state as 

a whole. 

The disease wes first noticed in a field of Rutgers tomatoes a few 
miles northwest of Crystal Sorings on May 11. The weather had been 
fairly dry, but not unduly so, with daily temperatures around 80° and 

nightly temperatures between 50°-6C° - dews were heavy. There is no. 

. doubt that the disease came in on these plants from Texas. Almost 

simultaneously late blight showed up in fieids in other parts of Coviah 
County @s well as in Hinds County. These fields were set with plants 
shioped in from Texas, Florida, and Georgia (?). Fields set with 
home-grown plants were free of the disease at this early date. However, 

in instances where different parts of fields were set with out-of-state 
and home-grown plants, the disease snoread into sections of local vlants 

within about three weeks. Evidence indicated that the fungus was spread 

by growers. Hot, dry weather and warm, dewless nights set in shortly 

after late blight was found, consequently spread was not rapid. . 

Copper A Compound was recommended &s 2 spray and dust, but more dust 
was used because growers were not equipped for power spraying. It was” 

difficult to tell just how effective the meterial was in most-cases 
because weather conditions undoubtedly reduced spread considerably. 
Incidentally, spray was applied by small knapseck sprayers (this method 
wes discouraged in favor of dusting) end dust was applied with rotary 
hand dusters: It is difficult to tell how many growers used control 
measures becfsuse such recommendations were not always followed through. 
However, figures given by local merchents show that over 800 pounds of 

Copper A per se were sold during the eerly tomato seeson. Little as 
this is, the writer is very much encouraged because prior to a year ago, 

no control meesures had been used by the growers at all. 



Spread of late blight from transplants was rapid at the time the 
disease was first found - there were diseased fruits, and the stem 

cankers were restricted to those plant which ected as a source for 
secondary infection. So far as the writer knows, the dise?se did not 

spread to potetoes - no late blight was found in potatoes in this erea. 
Late blight this yeer was much more widespread then last year, and 
anpeared in e dozer or more widely scattered fields almost simultaneously. 

Loss, in general, cennot be estimsted; however, it was not considered 

great except in a known dozen or so fields (averaging 4-5 acres) where 

over half the acreege was plowed under - over 50% loss to the growers 
concerned but-iess then an estimated 2% for the crop as a whole. 

TRUCK C20PS ERANCH EXPERIMENT STATION 
CRYSTAL SPRINGS, MISSISSIPPI — 

LATE BLIGHT IN NEW HAMPSHIRE IN 1948 

M. C. Richards 

We have:few commercial tomato growers but all of them dust with neutral 
copper dusts. No losses were encountered by these growers. A few home 

gardeners sustecined slight losses up to 10 per cent where no control 

measures were epplied. 

BOTANY DEPARTMENT 
AGRICULTURAL EXPERINENT ST:TION 
UNIVERSITY OF NEV, HAMPSHIRE 

DURHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE 

LATE BLIGHT IN NEW JERSEY IN 1948 

-C. mM. Haenseler 

Average state lésses owing to late blight of tomstoes are extremely 
difficult to estimate. The disease wes probably somewhat more severe 

than in 1947 but lesses were less then in 1946. Heaviest losses oc- 
curred in the central and in localized areas of the southern part of 

the state. A few fields were almost completely destroyed but in many 

other fields where blight broke out eerly in the season on both the 

_ stems and foliage the disease was arrested sufficiently by fungicides 

and Pagel toxther so that satisfactory yee tess were obtained in most 

cases. 
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In the southern portion of the state the losses vere estimated at ye 

about 10 per cent. The northern half of the state Likewise fared — 
rather well and losses here were also fairly light. In the more cen- 
tral counties, cn the other hand, there were certain areas where ~ ‘ 
blight was very severe. Here heavy. lossés occurred on fields that 
were not adequately protected with fungicides. Since the central” 

counties have a large tomato acreage, the prevalence aL: blight © in - 
this area probably raises the average state loss to something like © 

15 per cent. 

There were many cases where blight was rather severe'on foliage 
without affecting a large percentage of the fruits. “The effect of © 
the foliage blight on yield and fruit cuality in the fields when the 
fruits largely escaped infection cannot be estimated so there may have 

been some losses owing to blight: which were not pera. determined. : 

Fungicides were used almost universally on tomatoes tis | year. 
Probably over 9C per cent of the canhouse acreage received a fungicide 
treatment at some time. It is believed, however, -that not over 25 

per cent of this treated acreage wes sprayed or dusted frequently 
enough or thoroughly enough to give nerfect blight control. 

_, Without exception growers who did a good job of spraying or dusting 
with ground ‘equipment held the disease in check and were satisfied with 

_ the results. Airplane dusting, on the. other hand, proved preety 

in some cases but failed completely in-many ie orld 4, 

DEPARTMENT OF PLANT PATHOLOGY 
RUTGERS UNIVERSITY 
NEW BRUNSWICK, NEW JERSEY 

LATE BLIGHT Ih NEW YORK IN 1948 

LONG ISLAND 

by H. S. Cunningham © 

General report on weather conditions: Rainfall was approximately normal 
for the months of June and July. August and September were hot and dry. 
Rainfall records at Fwerhend show the: fot enes August 0.97; September 

US ees MS ie ae 

Tomato late: blient was first found et Medford hrsstden Sache County) 
on August 14th. Found at Riverhead a week later. These were isolated 

infections and, with the exception of the Medford field, confined to the 

fruit.for the most part. No spread was noted from these infected areas, 
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No rain fell in the Riverhead area until the 10th of September and thet 
was very light. Heevy dews occurred at times but conditions on the 
whole were unfevoreble for the spread of blight. 

Precipitation in western Suffolk was somewhat heavier, especially in 
- local areas. ~ 

“here control measures were used the growers applied either Bordo, 
‘Tribasic copper, or Dithsne as sprays. Where dust was used, it wes 
largely tribesic. Disease incidence wes so light that the value of ény 
of these is problematical. 

Loss from late ni on tomatoes was virtually zero. 

NEW YORK STATE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATICN 
RIVERHSAD, LONG ISLAND, NEW YORK 

UP-STATE NEV YORK 

by K. H. Fernow 

Late blight on tomatoes was first reported on May 17th on southern- 
grown plants transolanted to greenhouse in Crange County. No information 
is available to indicate any mrked spread of the disease to tomatoes 
or potatoes. Could be found in tomato plantings towards the end of 

August but no reports of damage. No observations on spore showers. 

_ Weather unfavorable for epiphytotic. Consequently no information on 

: control. Losses negligible. 

[See report for UP-STATE NEW YORK under section "Late Blight of Potato 

in 1948" for discussion of the Ss weather conditions. | 

NE" YORK St! TE AGRICULTURAL S¥PS SRIMENT STATION 
ITHACA, NEY YCRK . 

NORTHESTERN NEY. YCRK STATE CANNING CCUNZIES 

by Otto A. Reinking 

Bie! ~ Late blight of tomato was first noted on August 27, 1948 in Vayne County. 

_-—~—s«sTt was found on tomatoes in strins in field where spray booms failed to 

overlap. The source of the inoculum was not known. 

. _ The disease was later found in other varts of Wayne County and in Monroe 

4 and Ontario Counties in fields not sprayed. On September 24, 1948 it wes 

= noted in Brockvort, Monroe County, in an unsprayed field. It had been 
<i 

x 



there from-the middle of Séptember.: October 12; i948 ~ no spread into 
‘sprayed -portion of field throughout rest::of- season: in- field revorted to. 
have the disease on August 27th in Wayne.County. : | f Boats PAA Eat HRN F 

In Wayne, Onterio, :and Monroe Counties, where rainfall was more plentiful 

during the tomato season, the disease was only observed in non=sorayed — 
fields. Spreying without a doubt keot down spread. Yields were high in 
these counties. No disease was reported in Orleans, Niagara,:or Erie. 
Counties. -It was very dry in these counties during the growing séason;:. 
yields were low and blossom end rot bad. ‘Lack of tomato late blight~::. 
could have been owing to the dry seeson. Jn those counties: wnére blight: 
was found it came late. starting in on August 27, 1948, with most disease 
reported from the middle of Sestember... Spread apparently was slight. and 
slow. 

Control: Practically all control was done by ‘spraying. Little eirplane 

dusting, vossibiy not over 10 acres in the commerui.ai canning creas. 
Some ground dusting was done but very little. ‘the most common spray 

used was wnat receommended by the New York State Agriculturel: Experiment 
Station, the zerlate-bordeaux schedule. This spray was thet recommended 
for control of ell tomato diseases and nct only the late blight. 

Schedule and formula as follows: 

—Herlates 1... 2 Des, to 166 gaktons water 
l“Zeriate > We te: AS ey SEO eC amu eS water. 

;.~Bordeaux =; « ~ 8+-4-100. | 
LerLatve ye. 20's a a LOC eae water 
pee 5 URS A Tet Mea ial 

One or the nehee of the following iiceleere coppers 1 W328: . used throughout 

the season to some extent: COCS, Compound A, Microgel, or Tennessee 

Tribasic. Effective or of late eee was’ produced. 

Dusts used: Jae or the thee of the above “Eueol ete copper dusts with 

/ per cent metallic copper content. From 40 to 60 lbs. per acre applied. 

Some dusted with 10 per cent zerlate, along with insdhsbie soaneeg. 

Forty to sixty lbs.:of each applied per acre, 

Loss or importance: Late blight.'of. tomatoes in the canning areas of © 
northwestern New York State was about as important as during the “years 
1943-44-45. The disease was late in occurrence and only develoved in 
unsprayed plots. It wes primerily ccnfined to Wayne, Monroe, and Ontario 

. Courities, possibly 2 per cent. loss occurring in:the unspreyed:fields. ° 
The other tomato counties. further west airs the lake shores: had 2 ra 

season with no disease. reported. 

NEW YORK STATE AGRICULTURAL EXPRIMENT STATION 
GENEVA, ‘NEW YORK 
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Qur commercial tomato acreage is very small and is limited largeiy to 
the Coastal Plains area, probably because late blight is so frequently 
a serious factor in the mountain.area. Late blight was present in 
several eesterm counties in June but the overall damage. was vorobably 
quite low. I visited two or three small plantings which were from 5C 
to 90 per cent losses owing to the disease but, in general, most plantings 
were sufficiently. late to escape serious damage. In Carteret County one 
canning company contracted for about -1,7CC acres of tomatoes and all of 

their dusting wes done by plane. This explains the 90% figure under 

airplane dusting in the table given below. Late blight, however, was 
not an important fector in this county, and I don't have any detailed 
record of the effectiveness of dusting in control of other foliage 

diseases. 

In the mountain area late blight caused from 50 to 95 per cent losses 
in home garden plantings. Many growers dusted or sprayed with very 
good results but here, again, the estimates are purely guesses. I just 
had a revort [middle October] from Cleveland, North Carolina, in the 

upper Piedmont of one grower who lost a one-half acre fall planting of 
tomatoes.owing to late blight. He spraved one or-more times with 
Bordeaux Mixture but apparently it did little good. 

| Control: 

: Percent Percent applied by 

oe growers Ground 
Pe Fungicide Formula -_- using machine Airplane Results — 

3 DUSTS. 2 wes. Pete 
a Commercial: | Br Ss TNO ih tis ie Bone mea 
- . + ‘Fixed coppers Pei tae) 2. 5O raping’ 90 Fair 
eS Home Gardens: _ metallic cu. | ht ch ree 
Bes: Bexed coppers 6, ..R. 7. M: Liles OO: Bussais - Good 

3 Commercial: 1-2 lbs. ey 

Br: Fixed coppers Mota acven Qed: ak: LOO Fe: . Good 

Sou etys per 100 gal. “ 

Home Gardens: Big ies | 
poeerxed coppers. 2% 8 yu 2 - 100 0 _ Good 

PLANT PATHOLOGY SECTION, "DEPARTMENT OF BCTANY.. 

re NORTH CARCLIVA STATE COLLEGE 

_- RALEIGH, NORTH CARCLINA 
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LATE BLIGHT IN NORTH DAKOTA IN 1948 

W. E. Brentzel 

There was no development of late blight of tomatoes reported in this 
state. This disease did not apnear on the Experiment Station grounds 
and our extension pethologist, Dr. Butcher, saw no outbreaks anywhere 
in the state nor heerd of any. So I am concluding that late blight 
did not develop in tomatoes this year. Cf course, in this connection, 
there is always a possibility of the disease having developed in some 

scattered areas without attracting our attention. 

NORTH DAKOTA STASTE COLLEGE 
FARGO, NORTH DAKCTSA 

LaTE BLIGHT IN CHIO IN 1948 

Js De-Yzison 

Late blight was reported first on tomatoes in Southern Ohio about 

May 1 where it came in on southern plants. It appeared in ground 

tomatoes at Mariette about July 10 ane at intervals thereafter west 
of Columbus and then north to Lake Erie. Specimens came in from the 
vicinity of Wooster as early as August 1. The disease was widely 
spread throughout northwestern Ohio in fields of canning tomatoes by 
mid-August and would probably have been very destructive had not about 
fifteen days of dry and really hot weather occurred during the last 

nat of Ee cay 

Most of ne affected acreage was dusted two or three times with fixed 

copper or Zerlate, or both in an alternating schedule, the Zerlate 

being used to check anthracnose fruit rot which is usually, and was. 

this year, quite serious in Ohio, especially on sandy soils. Most 
of the dusted acreage was treated by airplane. Perhaps 30 per cent 
of the canning acreage was dusted by one method or another, but the 
operation was discontinued after a few days of hot, dry weather had 

checked the further development of late blight. 

A comparatively small percentage of the total acreage was sprayed 

(possibly 5%) and then mostly with Bordeaux which was applied in a 

desperation effort to check late blight in the few fields where it 
was causing loss before August 20. Fixed coppers were quite generally 

used as-sprays or dusts in home gardens and loss from late blight was 

inconsequential. However, the disease did cause a considerable loss 

-in-untreated gardens in some portions of the state, Total loss from 

oe See el ata ag gow 



Tbe bili atit in yee eee in Ohio orobably did not exceed 2 se ieatiis in 1943. 

OHTO AGRICULTURAL ECERIMENT Rees "OOSTER'* 

LATE BLIGHT IN oe suis See a IN 1946 

| R. ‘Se. xarty- 

pe Tomato late blight wes first observed on] May ll, 1945, in greenhouse. 

.. All plants were destroyed and no further. spread found. -It was found in 
the field on June 20th at Yardley, Bucks County, Pennsylvania. 

Most inoculum came into‘the State on transplants in 1948. in 1947 
most came from infected potatoes. in: 19 946 it cane from infected trans- 

plants. 

In the first field blight spread rapidly over the entire field and it 

became general over the state within three or four weeks. Cool, wet 

weather of June to August 24rd favored spread. Hot weather of August 

25th to 27th checked blight and dry weather of August 25 to @tober 1 
held it in cheek. In cool, wet weather of October, blight again became 

active. 

Control: 

Percent 
Percent applied by 
growers Ground :Air- pony 

Fungicide and Formula .- usine  machine:plane ____ Results 

SPRAY ‘i | i 3 = 
Zerlate 2 lbs. per 100 in © 7 M Late blight: good+ 
2 to 4 sprays, plus. copper -EKarly blight: good 
(either 2 1b. actual cop- 85 100 Anthracnose: good 
per as Fixed Copper per 
10¢ or 6-4-100 Boréo 

Dithane - 2 qts. D144 Late blight: nearly 
1 lb. zine sulphate 10 100 as good as Zerlate- 

eee eee EN e copper when applied 

eee be erty often enough 
Harly blight: good 

. ahs Anthracnose: good 

DSTS i eae ia o 
Zerlate dusts ERS ES rc oy aah Late blight: medium 
plus copper beens Pe eran Pega, _.Early blight: medium | 

eo. Be ae , ; thracnose: medium 
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=. Loss -in Pennsylvania in 1948 - 10%. Without spraying or dusting loss may 
would have been at least 35%. Heaviest loss in south eentral - least in 
central. 

Summary: V:hen wet, cool.weather occurs.after infected tomato transplants — 
are set in the field, the late blight fungus spreads rapidly and kills out 
the plants. Many acres have been killed out this way in 1946 and 1948. 
Again, the blight fungus lives on the tomato plants until favorable con- 
ditions occur when it spread to leaves, stems, and fruit. Infected trans- 

plants introduce the tomato strain which becomes destructive. on tomatoe s 

‘as soon as favorable weather occurs. poe a 

In 1948 the first blight found on potatoes: (June 15th - Manheim) was the 
potato strain. This was able. to make only small dark, almost non-fruiting, © 
spots on a few lower leaves of tomatoes growing next to the ootato field. 

“Blight found this year’ seemed to fit quite close to normal. It may be 
able oe ot at: “slightly higher temperatures. 5 

PENNSYLVANTA STATE COLLEGE 

STATE COLLEGE, -PENYSYLVANTA 

LATE BLIGHT IN RHODE ISLAND _IN 1948 

J. 8B. Rowell 

“A trace cf ieis wast Or ees was observed on August 16th in Kingston, 
Washington County. This did not increase and no further infestations 
of the disease were observed in this state. 

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
RHODE ISLAlD STATE COLLEGE 
KINGSTON, RHODE ISLAND 

LATE BLIGHT IN SOUTH CAROLINA IN 1948 

William M. Epps 

> — 

Tomato late blight was first observed in Charleston County on May 11th. 
It was obvious that it spread to tomatoes from potatoes during the net 
weather of May 3-6. Little loss occurred until the general rains of May 

28-31. After June 1 the weather was generally favorable for blight develop- 
ment and little further spread occurred. Harvest began about June 1-10. 
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Tomatoes in Charleston and Beaufort: Counties suffered only where no 
fungicide had been used. Unprotected fields lost heavily, In Orange-— 

burg and other inland counties blight caused some defolietion and some 
losses owing to fruit rot. Tomatoes represent a secondary. crop on farms 
in these inland counties. Few of the growers are equipped for fungicide 
applications and only a small percentage of the tomato-crop is normally 
protected. The growers along the coast, on the other hand, dust or 
spray regularly. For the state as a whole probably 30% of the crop 

. received fungicide application, about 5% by sprayer and the remainder 

by duster. Sprays used more Dithane D-14 and fixed copper, Dusts used 

were almost exclusively fixed copper with some small acreage of Dithane 

Z-78. All proved effective. Losses probably amounted to about 20% for 

the state as a whole but varied greatly from farm to ferm with almost 

complete crop failures on coastal farms where no fungicide was used and 

very little loss where a fungicide was applied. 

Late blight did not appear in summer or fall tomato crops. 

SOUTH CAROLINA TRUCK EXP“RIMENT STATION 
CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA 

LATE BLIGHT IN SOUTH DAKOTA IN 1948 

C. M. Nagel 

.See report for SOUTH DAKOTA under section "Late Blight of Potato in 1948", 

LATE BLIGHT IN THNNESSER IN 1948 

Tomato late blight first appeared in June or early July-in Hast 

Tennessee where it became widely distributed but caused little loss. 
Loss for the state - trace; loss on 60-70 acres in Overton County from 

late blight rot and defoliation 5-10%. 

UNIVSRSITY OF TENNESSEE 
KNOXVILLE, TENNSSSZE 

LATE BLIGHT IN TEXAS IN 1948 

G. BH. Gedirey 

No blight found throughout the season on tomatoes, 

TEXAS AGRICULTURAL SXPZRIMEKT STATION 
WESLACO, TEXAS 
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LATE BLIGHT IN VIRGINIA IN 1948 

BLACKSBURG. Sars oS ee 2B 

by Sui Ae Wingard, Rs G, Henderson; and: S.. “By Penne. ee 

om eastern Virginia tomato’ late blight eee ha pe pee of 

- Georgia transplants, resulting in severe loss:to those infected plants. 

There was practically no spread to adjoining. fields, ::Hot ,’ dry. weather 
occurred about this time and late = was not: a problem..in eastern 
rents until late. in the Sensei Pre Spe hoe ne 

Late pin ont in he mountainous areas’ of Virginia was sapiens severe 
in 1948 because of frequent. rains and moderate to cool temperatures. 

Severe injury occurred on practicalty: all tomatoes that were not - 

sprayed or: dusted properly. It is estimated that there was a 715% Legs ia 
to the tomato crop in the mountain’ ‘areas of Virginia... However, growers 

who followed the prescribed. spraying or a program were fairly 
successful in controlling late blight. SEA fincs ohne fs “ 

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE 
BLACKSBURG, VIRGINIA 2-0... 

NORFOLK 

~~ by T. od. Nugent 

On April 27th tomato late blight was: found near Cape Charles, Virginia, 
on southern-grown tomato plants.. Part of the growers who had set these 
plants olowed them under. and reset their fields with other plants. Cther 

growers attempted tc reset the missing hills but found that other plants _ 

of the first setting continued to develop cankers and die. These growers 
were never able to. get. a. - good, stand. 

“Harting May- arid June asa ‘tomato fields in the cape. Charles area “and 
Northern Neck area showed some leaf infections and some ‘of the early 

set fruit ceveloped late blight fruit rot. Late blight was: not a factor 

on tomatoes in Accomac County. pes rey gel). 

It was estimated thet about 50 ver cent of tHe: growers need: fixed 
coppers in the form of a dust. Most of the dusting was done with ground 

machines but somé:dusting was done by plane. | 
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Little loss was experienced by the tomato growers from this disease er 
except where southern-grown plants were infected at time of setting. 

Some loss from late blight fruit rot occurred early in Northampton Pe 
County and in the Northern Neck area but during the peak of the harvest ‘ 
season late blight was not important. 7 

VIRGINIA TRUCK EXPERIMENT STATION : 
NORFOLK 1, VIRGINIA pee i 

LATE BLIGHT IN ‘VEST VIRGINIA IN 1948 

@. er pishop 

Tomato late blight (loss estimated at 25 to 3C%)- was not observed in < 
West Virginia this year until July 14th. This date. was about three to 
four weeks later than the records of certain previous years. However, 3 
the olanting date. of most tomatoes was also two or more weeks later this ~ ag 

year_owing tothe unseasonably cool weather in early Maye 0 < 

This disease wes first noticed in Randolph County (élevation 2,000 fts) . e 
in 1948 at a noint anproximtely 25 miles south of the location of the 

first renorted occurrence in 1947. Spreed of the disease was rapid in 
the higher eltitudes. “leather records for “est Virginia reveal thet the ES 
rainfall during the growing season of 1948 was substentially 2bove the ba 
average of precedirg years. Daytime temperatures were moderately high, a 
but night temperetures were usually low; |... 

No definite case was recorded to show that infected tomato olants came ; 
in from other areas. ll -evidence seems: to indicate that the inoculum .° * 

source is local. .My personal ‘conviction is that the mountainous areas ; 
of “Test Virginie aré the source of most of ‘the inoculum. However, it | 

r is quite interesting to note that whenever. late blight is severe in the 

—— and pee Leek oe it is also severe in the os 

This year Pertens. measures in the form-of ppestive Hise ippenie ae ig 

4 to be the-main reason why an eviphytotic did not result.: It could be 

: safely steted that at least 75%-of the tomato growers practiced Late 
blight control measures. Infact, some weird contraptions were used es 

spraying devices. Cne outfit, in particular, was-of great interest to: 

me. A discussion of it would be too lengthy here but suffice to say this” 

7 outfit was used on 5 acres of staked tomates with avoroximately 0. 25% late 

: blight and all of this was found only on the foliage. bei one fruit was 

: lost owing to late blight! From pictures taken. October 8, 1948 of this 

ee. field it can be seen that the tomatoes look better than mest tomatoes do 

: on the fourth of July. 
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Control: 

Percent _ Parent pee by 

_ growers - Ground : 

Fungicide Formula using machine aioe eae - Results 

DUSTS 
Yellow copper 
oxide Do et is Pee Be 25 100 O oS Fear 
Tribasic copper 

sulphate Ny ao) Th LO 100 0 Good 
Copner-lime Copper - 20% | re 

lime - 80% 10 100 @) Fair 

SPRAYS 

Tribasic copper 53% Met. Cu. BO oi a 0 _ Good 

sulphate eS Rais ) . 

Bordeaux Mixture. bli 50 | ee 100 0 Good 

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY. 
MORGANTOYN, VEST VIRGINIA 

LATE BLIGHT [CHT IN WISCCYSIN. IN 1948 

R. He Fees 

Late blight on tomato was first observed in * ‘“fisconsin in 1948 on . 

September 14th in a farm garden near Dodgeville, Towa County. .. Bae. Dlants 
were obtained from a local greenhouse end set in 4 new location. No 
potatoes nearby. The second observation on late blight on tomato wes 
from Sturgeon Eey, Door County, on olants thet were started at the EX- 

_ periment Station, Madison, and sent to the Branch Station. No late blight 

whatever was found in the truck garden end tomsto canning area in Mil- 
waukee, Racine, and Kenosha Counties. The loss for the stite as 2 whole . 
should be =C. ho sprays or dusts were enplied to tomato. . 

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSICN SERVICE 
UNIVERSITY OF. WISCONSIN 
MADISON 6 “JISCONSIN 
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BLUE a Ae es IN = 
seat 

ra or ach. s 

The oresence of blue mold of tobacco-in Ontério, Canada, was confirmed © 
at least one cay eérlier during the past season in the new tobacco belt 

of Ontario (Norfolk County) than ever before. In the old tobacco belt 
of Essex County the disease developed a few days later which nearly 
equalled last year's record early‘occurrence. ‘Earliest occurrences wére 
carefully investigated. Temperatures during this period ranged from 46°- 

77°F. Various circumstances, including location of initial attacks in 

Seedbeds, presence of weeks, and developmental stages of the host strongly 
indicated overwintering of the causal organism in most of these instances. 
Not only did they occur in-.widely-separated areas (200 miles)..but also 

“in areas where seedbed steaming is consistently practised, as well as 
areas where the seedbed muck is merely repleced annually. The usual 
source of overwintering material would appear to be dead eee ge plant 

Poe remaining in me ‘permanent seedbeds. 

A few seedbeds in Essex County where control measures were not initiated 

until blue mold became severe were destroyed by the disease. In other 
cases of moderate or severe infection seedlings were retarded and trans- 
planting delayed both in the old and new tobacco belts but overall damage 

to tobacco seedlings in Ontario owing to blue mold was less this year 
than last. During the latter voart of the transplanting season the 
disease was prevalent throughout all Ontario tobacco-growing districts 
(exceot East of Toronto).-although overall damage was.consistently mild. 
The exolanation would appear to be in the fact that approximately 95 
per cent of Ontario tobacco growers used control measures in the form 
of Fermate or Kerbam spray or sake aie some growers in the old tobacco 

belt using PDB crystals and also a few using the new aerosol type of bomb 

corttaining benzyl salicylate. Weat ther conditions throughout the critical 
period were not “unfavourable: for development of the disease. 

ee aes to plants in ‘the field diets June and early July; — 
particularly in the new tobzcco belt, was greater than ‘ever before. 

Similar damage wes observed in the old tobacco belt although it was 

less prevalent, indicating: the greater ebundence ‘of inoculum and host - 

meterial in the flue-cured districts. In some fields even top leaves 

were affected and damage was consistently more severe where 2ir dreinage 

was poor. 
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The oldest Canadian tobacco-growing areas, namely those in Quebec, 
remain completely free from attack by this disease. 

Control: Tobacco blue mold - cs Canada 

MATERIALS USED IN 1948 

Material Formula % growers using Results 

Fermate - spray 2 ib sO gal, 65 Good 

Fermate - dust _ (Can. Ind. Ltd. Co.) ° 25 Good 

PDB - crystals 3 1b.2100 sq. yds. h Good (where 
- | property 

Benzyl salicylate - (Innis, Speiden & Co.) Less than 1 Uncertain - 
(aerosol bomb) : 7 (minor 

injury) 

A few tobacco seedbeds were destroyed completely by blue mold in certéin 
Ontario localities where the disease had not previcusly been severe and, 

consequently, where control measures were not practised. Also, in some 

localities delayed transplanting was experienced owing to seedling attack. 
Damage in the field was more severe than ever Peele, with some crops 

manifesting severe leaf-spotting. 

DOMINION LABORATCRY OF PL:NT PATHOLCGY 
HARROW, ONTARIO, CANADA 

BLUE MOLD IN CONNECTICUT -IN 1948 

P. J. Anderson 

Blue mold damage was so light this year thet it was almost negligible. 

Since the weather during the seed-bed period was cold and rainy and pre- 

sumably favorable to development of mildew, we are inclined to believe 
that our freedom from damage was largely owing to the almost universal 

use of Fermate by mee as a soray in the seedbeds, : 

First cases were a eal on May 24 (unsprayed eae During the fol- 
lowing three weeks it was found in a few scattered beds but in no case. 

were the beds lost and there was no shortege of plants, | 

In our spray experiments on the Station Farm, the beds were inoculated 

regularly and the unsprayed checks became 95 percent infected. Adjacent 

bed sections sprayed with Fermate (one pound in 50 gals.) and with 
Dithane Z-78 (one pound in 48 gals.) remained entirely free of disease. 

le tr oe lien en let 
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Althoy igh we have demonstreted now for several years that these two. 

fungicides are equally effective, almost all growers use Fermete - 
possibly on acccunt of the dark green color of the leaves. Phygon 
was tried agein this year but caused severe leaf burning and had to be 

abandoned. Cxyquinoline benzoate Cie pound in 50 gals.) caused stunting 

of plants and leaf burning and hasbeen dropped from further trials. 

Field infection in June and early July occurred in some scattered 

Shade fields but wes not considered of serious importance except on two 
or three plantations. Although we have not recommended svraying in the 
field, one grower, who had an eariy infection, sprayed one field with 

‘Fermate twice a week with a power sprayer. He reported that this field 

suffered no loss from blue mold while there was a considerable loss in 
his adjacent unsvrayed field. As far as 1 know, this is the first attemot 
to. control tees Bi the rela by Soray ing. 

_THE CONNECTICUT AGRICULTUR AL EXPTRIMENT STATION © 

NEY HAVEN 4, CONNECTICUT ee 

~ 

BLUE MOLD IN FLORIDA IN 1948 

BELLE GLADE, 

by David if » Stoddard | 

No blue mold ace 

EVERGLADES EXPERIMENT STATION 

UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA 

BELLE GLADE, FLCRIDA 

GAINESVILLE 

by George Weber 

‘Blue mold, Per onospora tabacina Adam, was first reported | in the tobacco- 

growing areas of North Florida late in February ; possibly earlier than 

ee Applicstion of fungicidal dust was made at that- Caner 

yee ‘Early in Merch pepper plants for the first time were observed infected 

; by the fungus in Florida. Additional reports from scattered areas in the 

tobacco region showed the disease in scattered areas but usually isolated 

ene: not Se severe throughout the month of March. Field plantings 



from seedbeds in March and warm weather closed out. the AYE of. 

this disease in Florida. ae : 

UNIVERSITY OF FICRIDA 
GAINESVILIE, FLORIDA 

QUINCY 

by R. R.- Kincaid 

This is a summary report on fenaees blue mold iar 1948 for cigar- 
wrapper tobecco in Gadsden County, Florida, based on conversatioris with 
growers. and a limited number of plant bed observations. 

The disease was first noticed near Gretna, Florida, February 23rd; 

weather mild and damp. The source of inoculum presumably oosnores in 
soil; bed treated with Uramon and Cyanamid. Other cases appeared during 
March, widely distributed in the County [Gadsden]. Spread and activity 

appeared to be greatly reduced by the application of fungicide and some- 
what by warm weather - Merch 17-2h. As usual, the disease developed in 

this locality beginning two or three weeks before transplanting and 

continuing until checked by warm weather. 

Control by Fermete dust (20% Fermate dust, 80% talc) used by roughly 

75% of growers with satisfactory results when used on a preventive 
schedule as recommended (three times a week, dosage increasing with the 4 

size of the plants from 15 to 35 pounds per acre per application). Control i 
with 10% Parzate dust in test plots in 1946 and 1947 appeared slightly | 
better than with 20% Fermate; no results on disease control in 1948 because 

infection was slight. 

Summary: 

1. Cld beds, treated with Uramon and Cyanamid, are genera sl 

used. Circumstential evidence points to primary infection in a few-¢ases, 
followed by infection by air-oorne spores, During mild winters volunteer 

and overwintering plants occur, but their imnortance is not known. 

2. Teas spotting by blue mold in-the field: was very ‘Light. in 
1948 owing, presumably, to dry weather in May. .In general, soots eppear 
when cool weather follows rain; below 50 degrees, large (1/2 - 1 inch) 

spots with sporulation;.50 - 60. degrees, small spots, often very numerous. 

This vhase of the disease is. occasionally serious. on early transplanted 

crops. 

3. Control of the disease in cigar-wrapper tobacco >lant beds 
is important especially to avoid delay in transplanting. Even with 
satisfactory control growers sow as a rule LOO square yards of vlant bed 
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for each acre of shade. This is intended to insure an adecuate supply ‘ 
of good seedlings at the most favorable time for transplanting. In 
1948" delay in. ee ee salir, to blue mold was negligible. 

<n = re we Nt 

Ase aegooce of Féermate aust in’ various diluents from one season 

to Che next: In Diluex obvious deterioration (fading of color) in 

one year; in talc, very slight deterioration (first complaint came in 
1948); in Pyrax, small small sample in screw-cap jar appears unchanged 
after five years. | ; 

NORTH FLORIDA EXPERIVENT STATION 
"UNIVERSITY. OF FLORIDA . 
QUINCY, PLORIDA eee 

* > |, ¢ BLUE MOLD IN GECRGIA IN 1922 

J. G. Gaines 

Barliest blue ae pe eee tabacina) symptoms in a pomieeeie le 
tobacco bed were observed February 6th in a Cook County new bed.. Source 

of: infection was thought to have been infected hold-over tobacco :nlants 

surviving in 1947 beds. The disease had been reported on hold-over plants 
in at least three Georgia counties during the last two weeks of January. 
There were several mild, cloudy days with high humidity during this 
period. As late as February lst the largest plants were still in the 
four-leaf stage with stands incomplete in many locations. The unusually 
wet weather following seeding kent the soil cool, delayed germinstion 
and early growth. Bécause of the smell plants heavy spcre rodu ction méx repid , 

spread were .delayed until the end of February. At this time widespread 
light attacks occurred in those areas where primary Gone had developed 
earlier in the season. Freauent heavy showers in March delayed further 

widesoread development and reduced intensity of the disease in affected 
- beds. As late as: the first of Avril some few beds remained free of mold, 
but even these suffered a light attack during the succeeding two weeks. 
Thus,. all tobacco beds throughout the entire tobacco-growing area of: 

South Georgia became affected by mold during the period February 6 to 
April 15. At no time was a definite peak of activity reached and disease 
spread was slower than usual. Only a very small percentage of beds 

_ suffered appreciable plent loss-and all: of: these had been affected early 
when the plants were small. Overall plent loss from the unusually light 
attack was estimated et not over 3 percent of the plents. This was in 

contrast to 85 percent loss in 1947: Tobacco plants were more plentiful 

in 1948 than any other year. since 1940. Wet weather delayed transplenting 

at least two weeks in low areas where it wes not possible to orenere the 

land on time. The disease attack wes so slight that affected beds 

rapidly recovered with little further delay. Bulk of the tobacco acreage 

was set before April 20. The few very slight field infections observed 
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during May were of no ccnsequence. 

The almost negligible disease damage in 1948 was owing in yart to 

unfavorable weather conditions for optimum disease activity and in part 
to widespread use by growers of ferric dimethyl dithiocarbamate scrays 
and dusts. 

Controls 

MATERIALS USED IN 1948 : 
3 (Grane es Sheeoners 

Fungicide Spray Formula Rate of Application using 

Ferric dimethyl h lbs.-100 gals. (spray) 5 gals. per 100 yds “Soray & 
dithiocarbamate dust = @ 
spray and dust 15% (dust) Z2le lbs.) " es 82% 
(Fermate) ae oa Ne mane 

Avproximately three percent of the growers sprayed with Bismuth sub- 

salicylate, Dithane Z-78 (zine ethylene bisdithiocarbamate) and Dimole 
(Fermate - salicylic acid mixture) . Growers obtained almost perfect 

commercial disease control with these materials as well as with ferric 

dimethyl dithiocarbamate sprays and dusts. | 

‘GEORGIA COASTAL PLAIN EXPERIMENT STATION 
TIFTON, GHOPGIA 7 | 

BLUE MOLD IN | KENTUCKY Te nope | | 

Wy. Mouuheai, 
er 

Tobacco blue mold was first revorted April 29, 1948 in Simpson County 

and during the next 10 days as far north as central Kentucky. It gradually 

spread until it wes general but very mild over the entire tobe cco-growing 

areas of the state. The season was dry for some time after sowing. 

When plants were 1/5 setting size there were frecuent rains 2nd wildfire 

became severe. As setting season anproached there was an extended dry - 38 
PELUOG . fe in ae 

So far as we could determine the source of inoculum was second yeser beds 
in which oospores initieted infection. 

During the preplant- setting period rains were infreouvent and the amount 

of inoculum wes limited because the disease got off to a late start. 
Therefore, there was little injury except to shaded beds. The -Sinese- 5 

spread as during the month before setting. 
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Growers were prepared to usé Fermate as a spray or dust and Dithane 2-78 
as a dust but very little was used because of the extremely mild outbreak. 

UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY 
LEXINGTON 29, KENTUCKY 

~ BLUE MOLD IN MARYLAND IN 1948 
a re ee ee ee orn mee ee 

Que z. Os \rs 

The tobacco~producing area in Maryland lies between Chesapeake Bay and 
the Potomac River and extends southward from a line drawn from Annapolis 

vo) VWashaneton, J. Ol. Tas area is composed of ,five counties - B*ince Game, 1. 

'Anne Arundel, Charles, Calvert, and St. Marys. i 3 

Both temperature and rainfall were above normal during March and the 
first half of April. JDuring the last half of April the temperature was 

below normal and both rainfall and relative humidity were above normal. 
Percentage of sunshine was:below normal, There wére daméeging frosts on 

tee 4th, lObn 16tm and end. : ae iy a : 

Blue mold was first observed on April 23rd in a single’ old bed in Anne 
Arundel County and in several beds in Calvert County. These are the two 

tobacco counties bordering on Chesapsake Bay. On April 27th the disease 
was reported in several plant beds in St. Marys County and on May. 3rd 

was found in Prince Georges County. By mid-May blue mold was widely dis- 
tributed througnout the area. The month of May was slightly cooler than 

normal with cloudiness and relative humidity. above normal and sunshine 

below normal. Reinfall was greetly in excess of normal averaging only 

0.03 inehes below the record rainfall of Mey, 1924. 

In spite of. apparently ideal weather conditions'for the disease, and 

between 60 and 90 percent of all beds in the area showing ‘some blue 

motd infection, losses from the disease wer2 considered light, This 
probably should be attributed to the immediate, wide sobeed! aud Gonbyneen 

auplecation.of Kermate! 9. : Se ua ene paren 

The. outbreak wes considered the seme or less serious than in 1947 or in the 
average year except in Calvert County where it was more serious than in 
ee ace year ae Much More serious) then in 19477. 

ee ee was ae pe may in old bed sites nhicoimhout the area except 

in the two lower ‘counties where no difference wes: observed in this respect, 
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lt has been estimated that from 60 to 90 percent of the beds in the 
“area were infected, many of them lightly. The higher percentages of infec-— 
tion were in Calvert and Anne Arundel Counties. From 50 to 85 percent 
of the beds (varying by counties) received some fungicide, but only 10 
to 15 percent received regular applications. Or these beds treated 
about 75 percent were dusted and the remainder sprayed. Fermate was_used 

almost exclusively and gave excellent to good results when used properly 

and in time. A very limited area was reported to have been treated with 

Dithane Z-78 dust with good results. Untreated piant beds were seriously 
damaged with few exceptions. In general, growers are satisfied that 

Fermate will control the mold but, nevertheless, many farmers are 

planting double the amount of beds nesded vefore blue moid appeared and 

by this method have sufficient plants to set out. their crops. In 1947 

the area producea enough plants to set the acreage, but there was con— 

siderable movement of plants from farm to farm and from county to county. 

Growers who escaped or prevented losses from blue mold supplied plents 

for the less fortunate, It was after mid-June before all transplanting 

was completed. The delay was owing in part to blue mold and in part to 
wet weather which made it impossible to prepare tne soil. 

Blue mold appeared in the field after transplenting in Calvert County 

only and there the demege was slight. 

Wildfire was more serious then fer many years.: 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND 
COLLEGE PARK, MARYLAND 

BLUZ MOLD IN MASSACHUSETTS IN 1948 

Oran C. Boyd 

Blue mold first reported to me on May 20th from Franklin County in an : 

old bed that had not been treated for the diseese. Other scattered cases 

of primary infections soon followed. In view of what was considered a 

more favorebdie season than usual for such disesses, it was surprising to 
find blue mold no more prevalent and troublesome than it really was. 
There were not es many early-season cases (cerryover in old beds) as in 

most past seasons, even in old beds thet had not been dusted or spreyed. 

However, as in most years, the diseess did show up in many additional 

beds during end following the field-setting season -- cases representing 

secondery infections where bed protection was not maintained. Although 

the disease remeined inconspicuous in the fields during the comparatively 
warm, dry months of July, quite a few scattered ceases of activity on 
plants in the field were reported and observed during August up to the 
abnormally hot period of August 26 - 28. 
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EXTENSION SERVICE 
MASSACHUSETTS STATE COLLE 
AMEERST, MASSACHUSETTS 

BLUE es ae MINNESOTA TAIN. 1948 

Gark g ‘ Bide 

No bDlue mold on tobacco in Minnesota. 

DEPARTMANT OF PLANT PATHOLOGY AND BOTANY 

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA ~ 
ST. PAUL 1, MINNESOTA 

BLUE MOLD IN NORTH CAROLINA IN 1948 

Howard R. Garriss 

Blue mold in North Garolina appeared on March 23rd in one. bed) ay 

Columbus County and by April 2nd had spread to scattered locations 
throughout the county. At-.the same time three. occurrences, confined to 
2-3 small spots in beds, were observed in Bladen County near the | 
Columbus County line. In early April, too, blue mold wes found in. 
Wake County. a ea 

By the middle of April blue mold was known to be present over the 

eastern half of the state with the exception of eight tobacco-producing 

Counties in the northeastern section of the state /see map - Report No. 14, 
April 20, 1948/. Western county limits onthe occurrence of the disease 
in North Carolina were Counties Lee, Moore, Scotland, with unconfirmed 

reports as far west:as Guilford County. in the old belt. Northern limits 

were Martin, Edgecombe, Nash, Jes and Guilford County. 

In early June some putas ae iw mature tobacco in the eastern 

§ area were severely dameged with blue mold. Reports of this occurrence 
came. from. Craven, Onslow, Duplin,-Mertin, and Beaufort. Counties. The 

= “situation developed.as a result. ‘of an extended period of cool, rainy 

weather. and high humidity es the. previous | two and one-half weeks, 
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In summary, blue mold in North Carolina in,1948 occurred throughout 
the flue-cured and a part of the Burley area. In all cases it was | 
more severe in beds on old sites. Stands were generally good throughout 
the flue-cured area and the disease was generally lighter this year 

than in 1947. There were no serious plant shortages or delays in © 
planting. 

Control: Fermate spray and dust were widely used and also some Dithane 
Z-78 esnecially in the eastern area. About forty-six percent of the 
growers used fungicides - Fermate spray at the rate of 4-100; dust 15%; 
Dithane Z-78 - 3-100 with excellent results when spray or dust material 
was properly applied. Also, good control of blue mold was obtained when 

treatments were begun ahead of the disease. 

NORTH CAROLINA STATE COLLEGE 
RALEIGH, NORTH CARCLINA 

BLUE MOLD IN PENNSYLVANIA IN 1948 

Re Ss. Kirby 

Blue mold of tobacco was first observed in Pennsylvania in 1948 on 
August 4th in Lancaster County. Spread was slow. Anthracnose in many 
beds was so severe as to cover up downy mildew aay 

Neate 65% or over of the growers in Paine fives spray with Foaiste 
and another 15% spray with Bordeaux - 8- Mai - or fixed copper (2 lbs. 

actual.in 1CO gallons). 

Loss - not likely over 1 to 2% in 1948. 

_ PENNSYLVANIA STATE COLLEGE 
STATE COLLEGE, PEINSYLVANIA 

PLUE MOLD IN SOUTH CARCLINA IN 1948 

T..W. Graham — 

_ Blue mold in South Carolina in'1948 caused little damage to tobacco 
plants as compared with 1947 and 1946. Although the disease appeared 
relatively early (March 15), it spread slowly and became general by 

April 15th. There was only a brief period during the week of April 11 
when cool weather and rain allowed a mild peak of blue mold development. 

Continuous warm weather since that time checked blue mold activity so 

that damage to plants was of no serious consequence and most trans- 

planting was completed during the last two weeks in April which is about 

normal for this area. The absence of favorable weather for blue mold 
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is regarded as the principal factor in this year's light attack. 
Although there has been a marked increase in the number of growers 
using control measures during the past three years, this cannot be 
regarded as responsible for the reduced damage to tobacco beds this 

season. Although direct loss or damage by blue mold is hard to 
estimate, we usually regard the principal damage as that caused by 

delay in setting, usually 10 to 20 days in years of average severity. 
When the disease starts early on voung plants, however, the entire 
beds may be destroyed so that reseeding is necessary. Such damage 
is always correlated with, favorable weather for blue mold development 

although severity véries greatly from one locality to another depending 
largely on bed location. During a season.of moderate to severe blue 

mold damage precticelly all untreated becs suffer from blue mold 

depending on weather conditions and size of plants when the disease 
appears. During 1948 very few beds suffered any delay in setting and 
no plant losses were reported. 

We have not been eble to spend enough: time in surveys to get an 
accurate estimate of the percentage of growers treating their beds 
for blue mold. The oniy information we obtained in 1948 were from 

short surveys on April 9 and 19 when a.total of 17,000 yards was ~ 
observed. and only 4,000 yards were being:.treated.. Practically .ail’ ne 

treating done in South Carolina is with 15%: Fermate’ dust. ‘Effectiveness 

of Fermate against blue mold.has been. proven without doubt by. many, 

age, Me used oe &s .a Bea or as a. ae ; 

We ne not been apie ‘to et critical tests of the newer Punpieiieen 
at the &xperiment Station during the past two seasons. However, © 
‘Dithane 'Z-78 end Karbam Black, in so fer cs we have tested them, show 

promise as being just es effective as Fermate. Parzate, although . 

effective ageinst blue mold, has caused some injury to plants... Bismuth 

 Subsalicylate hes continued as cone of _ the most .effective fungicides 

eet ge Pane welee Pai: Hive eens Ae 

“In herd 6 the uae ae nee be aie beds" Ani - caine tee the. qieneae 
over winter, almost without exception, the initial appearance of blue 

mold is in old beds and:from this we believe thet blue mold:‘overwinters 
locally, presumebly as oospores and that initial infection is not de- 
pendent on wind-blown inoculum from areas south of us. Overwintering | 

con volunteer tobecco plants or other hosts is not regarded as a Pee © 

in carrying the disease over winter in South Carolina as freezes are 4 

hard enough to kill out possible overwintering hosts. : 

Occasionally we have seen blue mold on field vlants, but this is ie 
relatively rare end this kind of demage is of minor importance : 

PEE DEE EXPERIMENT STATION ° | | ae ie a 
FLORENCE, SOUTH CARCLINA. 9 | ee , i 
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BLUE MOLD IN TENNESSEE IN 1948 

GREENVILLE 

by H. E. Heggestad 

In Lou and again in 1948 first appearance of blue mold was in old 

plant bedsites. The beds with early blue mold were either in a woods 
of Tava protected spot near the woods. It is. guite probable that we have 

sufficient inoculum built up locally in these old bedsites to account .— 
for later diseese development. Certain beds in new sites usually show 
the disease about two weeks after its appearance in the old sites. Reds 
unorotected with fungicide at the stetion during 1947 and 1948 did not 
have the disease for more than three weeks after it was first observed 

jm the county. 

Field infection was not observed. 

Most growers attempting control used fermate soray following formula 

recommendation by Dr. E, E, Clayton in "Blue Mold Control in Tobacco 
Beds", U.S, Dent. of Agricultura AIS-37 Issued December 1945, and 
slightly revised January, 1947. Generally growers delay treatment until 
the disease is reported in the county and in many instances treatment 
is applied only after the disease is present in their pliant bed. Ap- 
proximately 25 per cent of the growers attempted some control of the 

disease. 

Because of extremely dry weather during the normal transplanting season 

very little loss of plants occurred even in untreated beds in 1948. One 
half inch or less of rain fell in any of the East Tennessee counties . 
between May 8 and Mey 26. The burley belt of Middle Tennessee was nearly 
as dry during the same period, having one inch or less of rainfall. 

During the same period in 1946 and 1947 we had about 1.50 inches of rain 

and loss of several plant beds owing to blue mold. Usually farmers sow 
more bed svace than necessary and sufficient plants have been aveileble 

to set the crop in spite of lasses due to blue mold. 

TOBACCO EXPERIMENT STATION 
GREENVILLE, TEMNESSEE . 

KNOXVILLE 

py-E. L. Felix and J. J. Bird . 

Tobacco blue mold was first reported on April 28th in an old bedsite 
in Greene County, becoming widespread throughout East.Tennessee and the 

Cumberland Platesu (Burley area). Although intermittently dry and wet, 
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Mi eavy dews app: Aue permit ted survival of the itildew. Considerable E 
loss for state, but no acute ia of plants reported. a 

UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE 
KNOXVILL®, TENNESSEE 

lope BLUE MOLD IN TEXAS IN 1948 : 

GC. H. Godfrey 

In early Spring blue mold was abundant on Nicotiana repanda.. By May ‘ar 
18th none was to be found and it remained absent all summer. By October 
Lith, in spite of heavy rains, high humidity, and heavy dews, none 
made its appearance on the heavy stand in orchards on the eae in 

which the disease was abundant last winter. : 

TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
ss li Nem ial 

BLUE MOLD IN VIRGINIA IN 1948 

S. A. Vingard 
R. G. Henderson 

S. B. Fenne 

Tobacco blue mold was generally severe in old plant beds. Fermate 

spray or dust proved to be very satisfactory; however, sorays appeared 

to be somewhat more effective than dusts. Parzate was used in about a 

dozen demonstraticns and results were very satisfactory. In these 
demonstrations blue mold was controlled eoually as well with Parzate 
as with Fermate. Some growers voreferred the appearance of the plants 

sprayed with Parzate since, in their opinion, Parzate did not stimulate 

as tender a growth as Fermate. In many cases the loss from blue mold in 
-unsprayed beds was very severe and some plant beds were a total loss, 

In beds properly sprayed, however, blue mold was very well controlled 

and ample tobacco plants were available in the proper season. 

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE oe 
BLACKSBURG, VIRGINIA : | ae 
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BLUE MOLD IN ‘YE3T VIRGINIA IN 1948" 

Ce Os BLSKhOp 

In 1948 blue mold was of moderate severity in the burley-producing 

tobacco areas in Mason, Cabell, Yayne, Putnam, Lincoln, and Logan 

Gounties but did not cause serious.losses.primarily because of th 
excellent control vrogram which was practiced. Blue mold appecred 
fairly early in scattered areas which-enabled growers to prepare 

before their plents were attacked. 

~ Controls | , 

eee forewile AL growers ‘using . eer 

Fermate (spray) 2# per 100 ie 7 Owe Or ® ~~ Good 

_ Fermate (dust) 15% fermate Wop eae 

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY ie Bat 
MORGANTOWN, “EST VIRGINIA palit: Bene oe 
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DOWNY MILDEW OF CUCURBITS IN 1948 

2 DOWNY MILDEW IN DELAWARE IN 1948 

cw. Heuberger 
R. F. Stevens 

Downy mildew of cucurbits appeared late, being first found on July 
26th at Rising Sun, Delaware. Source of infection was presumed to be 

wind-—blown spores. Infection was general on cucumbers by August 5th 

after five days of rain starting the first of August; on cantaloupes 

only light primary infection was present. By August 18th the disease 

was present all over the state but it never beceme a serious factor 

in production of cucurbits. A control program by 80 per cent of the 

growers was a major factor in holding downy mildew disease under.con- 

trol. Crop loss was less than 10 per cent. 

Most growers dusted with Zerlate but some used Dithane Z-78; very 

little copper was used on the cucurbits. 

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE 
UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE 
NEWARK, DELAWARE 

DOWNY MILDEW IN FLORIDA IN 1948 

BELLE GLADE 

by David L. Stoddard 

I saw so little of downy mildew during the past season that a full 

report cannot be attempted. North of Pompano the disease wes of no 

importance. Around Pompano and Ft. Lauderdale it was apparently in the 

near-epiphytotic stage but it is difficult to estimate the causes and 

damage resulting, Prices were so poor at the time that many farmers 

had virtually abandoned their fields, This probably pleyed a part in 
the disease situation. As far as I know few fields were treated with 
a fungicide. I know of one case where a grower had good results from 

spraying five acres with Parzate (Z-100). 

EVERGLADES EXPERIMENT STATION 
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA 
BELLE GLADE, FLORIDA 
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GAINESVILLE 
ae ieee, 

ws ae 

by George F. Weber 

Downy mildew, Peronoplasmopara eubefsis (B. ana 6 1.) "Rost. [Pseudo~ 
peronospora cubensis B. and ©.], was ooserved in ai squash and cucumber 

plantings in early February in frost-free areas in coastal South Florida.. 
These were mostly small few-acre fields. . By the end of the month it had 
appeared in Central Florida in destructive form, In March the advent of 
dry weather partially checked the Vepee and. eswehit¢ of the. disease. 

The first Florida poaeees for 1948. of this’ suka on watermelons. sake 

South Central Florida were as of April 15th.::.After May'lst the disease : 
Was ° ‘generally prevalent but not- severe. At this time the. cucumber season | 

was past the peak.and. the disease was not- = except as a source. 
cos inoculum for. melon infections. caf oa OS PA aes eee 

hedagte a OF FLORIDA 
GAINESVILLE , FLORIDA 

HOMESTEAD ~ 

by George D. Ruehle nee 5, 

day schedule obtained Baba intenen of poo mildew. “Giies Sei eo 

plantings were abandoned to ea ee during this ae tees 

SUB-TROPICAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA 
HOMESTEAD, FLORIDA 

DOWNY MILDEW IN ee IN 1948 

W, D. Vallecu Lee 

No reports from the, state in 1948, 

UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY == Pe er 

LEXINGTON 29, a a a ne. A gah | 

DOWNY MILDEW IN MARYLAND 3 IN_ 1948 1948 

C. E. Cox 3 

Downy mildew of cucurbits would normally be expected to appear in 

Maryland from about July 10th to 20th. In 1948 rether extensive- surveys 

of cucurbit plantings in the Salisbury erea on July e3rd and in the ee, ~ 
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Hurlock area on July 26th revealed no downy mildew. On July 29th 

Dr. Russell A. Hyre of the U.S.D.A. found downy mildew in two cucumbers 

fields in southern Caroline County and in two fields in northern Dor> 

-chester County. He found none in other parts of those counties. While 

reports from County Agents end others indicate traces of downy mildew 
late in the season in various parts of the state, I did not observe the 

disease at all during 1948, In any case dovny mildew never became wide- 

spreed or destructive this year and wes not a major factor in defoliation 

of cantaloups and cucumbders as it usually is. Losses from downy mildew 
were negligible. Macrosporium leaf spot was widespread and destructive 

On cantaloups and there was considerable enthrecnose on all cucurbits 

observed, Angular leaf spot wes destructive on cucumbers. 

In the cantaloup-producing area centering around Salisbury it is 
estimated thet 25 to 30 percent of the acreage was treated with a 
fungicide with about 20 percent receiving a regular schedule of applica-— 

tion. In the Preston-Hurlock erea almost 95 percent of the acreage 

received some fungicide and most of this acreage received a regular 

schedule of application. West of the Bay in the Anne Arundel County 

area an sstimated 5 percent of the acreage was treated with a fungicide. 
Sixty to seventy percent of the trested acreage received a fixed copper, 

about <O percent received Bordeaux iyxture, and the remainder Zerlate. 

About three-fourths of the fungicides were applizd as dusts, the re- 

mainder as sprays. EveeiLeally no fungicide was applied to cucurbits 

other than cantaloups. 

Zeriate did not give satisfactory control of Macrosporium leaf spot 

and fixed copp2r and Bordeaux gave only fair control. 

Failure of downy mildew to develop normally in the ereas to the South 
probably accounts for the almost totel absence of the disease in Marylend. 

Weather conditions seemed to be fevorable for development of age mildew 

if sufficient inoculum hed been present. 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND 

COLLEGE PARK, MARYLAND 

DOWNY MILDEW IN MASSACHUSETTS IN- 1948 

Gor C2 Boyd 

Downy mildew did not meke its appearance on cucumbers in Bristol 
County (where it usuelly shows up first) until the first week of September. 

County Agent Herris reported it there on the 9th after it had been 

present for e few days. The weather wes abnormally dry in the south- 

eastern part of the state throughout August and September. The disease 
appeared on rements of ‘cucumber plantings in the Connecticut Valley 
around September 10-15th, having mede considereble Sees by September 

i7th, date of first ouserystion there. 

. ar Ate talent By Me ae ea 
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ie Loss. —. trace, having arrived too. late to. cause dameze even “to the aig 

.. latest plantings c of. cucumbers, BEB was not sibs gt on melons oF squash, 

eet _Control: The: eases "struck" so late in ‘the season What ® no ‘informe 

tion was obtained on Gone or by different materials, ~ 

” ExteNstow SERVICE - 
Sacer ageamr STATE COLLEGE - 

"AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS 

DOWNY MILDEW IN NSW YORK IN 1948 

LONG ISLAND 

by He 5: Cunningham. 

AG ane: § personally did-not- see. any downy mildew this season. L£ it occurred 

on Long Islend no report wes made of it as far as I am aware. Most 

_ gtowers sprayed or\ dusted as a protection against its appearence, Most 
of them use copper in. some. oe either as.a spray. or dust. Some few are 

NEW YORK STATE AGRICULTURAL EXPTRIMENT STATION | 

RIVERHEAD, LONG ISLAND, NEW YORK : 

UP=STATE NEW YORK 

by) ee, peraat 

Downy mildew was not evened in upstate New York. 

NEW YORK STATE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
ITHACA, NEW YORK 

DOWNY MILDEW IN NORTH CAROLINA IN 1948 

Dy Bo Ellis 

ie Downy ‘mildew, which apparently arrived in North Carolina about as 
early as last year, developed rapidly. between June 8th (when we first 

observed it) and about June eend, causing rather sérious losses to 
the cucumber crop in the. south-central, counties of the eastern part 

of the state..: Between June 22 and July 15th, excessively hot, ary 
weather apperently held it in check and. clowed its movement Juta_rounties: 

farther north, Ba pt yi. Find ek Sree 4S 

ee ae | 
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(pickle) area July 23rd. Cucumber downy, mildew was first found in 

this county on July 3rd. While cucumbers there showed generally 

-heavy infection, we found only a few scattered lesions on cantaloup. 

Some of the cucumber receiving end grading stations were still operating. 
In 1947 they were forced to shut down about July 10 because of downy 
mildew. - 

' Cantaloup harvest in the Ridgeway area (Warren County) approached 
its peak near the end of July. A very good crop of high quality 
centaloupes was produced without serious demage from downy mildew. 

In the Laurinburg (Scotland, Count = canteloup-area, drought did much 

more damege than downy mildew.~ At-McCullers (Wake County), where it 
was very dry until near the end of July, we first observed the disease — 

ay on July 17th, more than 30 days later than in 1947. 

PLANT PATHOLOGY SECTION, “DEPARTYENT. OF. BOTANY 
NORTH CAROLINA STATE COLLEGE 
RALEIGH, NORTH. CAROLINA : 

Control: 

Percent 

4 Famaepstie one ater ie Abs pa 5 a eee eee ot so 
F Host =... 222 wungieide ..... Formula .. ,using Results | pee eee} OT mUrS Leo. ee Soe 

: - Cucumber .  Bribasic copper 5% metallic eis. 50: eg 
_ and Canta- sulfate - used cu. 
2 loupes. ieee CUBE 2 PERE 

re ge Sr =. DOWNY, MILDEW IN PENNSYLVANIA IN 1948 

Se a ae : re ence 
Se f* = zs - Z — Eee ae 

_ _.-Downy mildew of-cucurbits wes first observed on August 21, 1948 in 

‘Lancaster County. . The:source of inoculum was likely bei rick ae oe spores. 
_ .; The hot weather. of late August seemed to check the disease. It sPEeee 

slowly: ‘end increesed in & few cases to 100% infection. 

- contro}: Copper sprays and bis cerbametes seemed to hold downy 

mildew in check. Likely over 75% of commerciel cucumber and melon 

es oe tay or dusted. . eae 
-s = 

- pamsmvas STATS COLLEGE 
“STATS COLLEGE, PENNSYLVANIA 
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_ DOWNY MILDEW IN RHODE ISLASD IN 1948 

ene a) iss Rowell. 

Downy mildew of cucurbits was not observed nor reported in Rhode 

Island during 1948, 

AGRICULTURAL EXPSRIMENT STATION . 

RHODE ISLAND STATE COLLEGE 
KINGSTON, RHODE ISLAND 

DOWNY MILDEW IN SOUTH CAROLINA IN 1948 

William M. Epps 
Morris B. Hughes 

CHARLESTON 

Cucumber downy mildew was observed in South Caroline for the first 

time May 31, 1948. Two earlier reports from growers were received 

on May 11-12. The case reported from Cherleston County proved to be 

angular leaf spot. That reported from Colleton County was not verified. 

In view of the general and unusual prevalence of angular leaf spot, it 

seems quite likely that this second case might also have proved to be 

this disease. Mildew spread rapidly in the cucumbér crop, but the 
harvest season was about completed and toss was only about 10%. Most 
of tne growers (about 70%) dusted with a 6% fixed copper dust, using 
ground dusters almost exclusively. Owing to ths lats appearance of ~ 

the disease only slight yield increases were obteined from the use of 

dusts. 

The fall cucumber crop in Charleston and Beaufort Counties was 
planted mostly to the downy mildew resistant Palmetto variety or 

unnamed sister lines. About 30% was planted to Marketer, the standard 

susceptible variety. Mildew appeared before the plants began to 
flower. All growers used fungicides so far as is known. A Zerlate 
dust was used on about 75% of the acreage. Two growers used a Zerlate 
spray. <A small percentage of the acreage received a fixed copper dust. 
Dusts were applied by ground machines exclusively, except where wet. soil 
necessitated the use of planes for one or two applicetions during mid- 
season, 

Mildew was not significant in the resistent varieties and. losses were 

negligible. In Merketer the disease was generally held under control 

satisfactorily until the windy wet weether of September 22nd to October oth 

—_- 
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when dusts could not be applied satisfactorily. After this the vines 

declined rapidly and the yield was reduced by about 75%. 

BLACKVILLE 

Downy miidew wes first observed at the Edisto Experiment Station 
near Blackvilie, South Carolina, on June 7th on a single cucumber plant. 
This disease had been reported several times in Barnwell County during 

late May but indications are that it was confused with angular leaf 

spot which was very widespread. 

The period following June 7th was hot and dry with little or no dew, 
Daily maximums from June 4 - July 8th were from 84 - 102°F. In only five 
of these thirty-four days was the meximum temperature below 90°F. Only 
one rain sufficient to be of benefit (.75 inch) fell throughout the 

‘month of June and that not until the 2lst. 

Scattered lesions of the disease were 2vident on the various cucumber 
plantings at the Station but no appreciable damage occurred throughout 

the picking period, Angular leaf spot, however, wes both widespread 

and serious, Some plantings were almost completely destroyed by this 

disease berore any picking was done, 

In cantaloupes, as in cucumbers, the late appearance of the disease, 
followed by a month of unfavorable weather, resulted in no appreciable 

damage to the crop. Quality end size were reduced from excessively 

‘dry weather but not from disease. 

SOUTH CAROLINA TRUC EXPERIMENT STATION 

CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA 

_ DOWNY MILDEW IN TENNESSEE IN 1948 

CO eal fon ly bp: < 

J: do spare 

The only reported occurrence of downy mildew was on muskmelons in 
experimental plots at the Plateau Experiment Station, Crossville, 

-’ where it. appeared during wet weather. about the middle of July. This 
disease disappeared on application of Copper A and the advent of dry 

weather. 

“UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE 
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSZE 
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WHSLACO 

Y G. H. Godfrey Se 

on ag 1gth ee was no downy mildew on, ‘dantéloupes; even on 

ee a warieties, By June 1st ait Was Oy ase Bae “not severe on 

susceptible ‘varieties. 

On the Fall crop, planted July 23rd, in lete September downy mildew 
‘first appeared in: some abundance on susceptible varieties, On October 
2th Impérial No, 45 killed by downy mildew. By October 15th-other 

>-varieties, including several U.S.P.I. numbers undergoing: test, -killed 
or ‘badly Hee Some resistant strains were ‘still ho teins up with 
+) per cent or less damage; -:. 

" gExas AGRICULTURAL ‘EXP EREMENT:. STATION. 
WESLACO , ‘TEXAS. ba 

YOAKUM 

2 Dy. one Li - poaeagne 

soeny ee ae unin es was not. observed in’ the: Yoakum area last 

spring because of the extremely dry: season. 

TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION - 
YOAKUM, TEXAS 

DOWNY MILDEW IN VIRGINIA IN 1948 

BLACKSBURG 

Py S. as ees R. G. Henderson, and S, B. Fenne 

! Downy melaegs of Sune ae was. of léss importance! this year than usual, _— 
-chiefly owing to the fact that the disease appeared late’ in the season, 
While the disease on pickling cucumbers was rather severe, “it appeared 
late to cause very much loss, Weather conditions were any in the 

cucumber area during the infection period. Perhaps 10% of the growers 
dusted with copper. Because of unfavorable. weather conditions for 
disease development, the profits from dusting | were * “not ae 

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE 
BLACKSBURG, VIRGINIA 
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ie et Mal Gis 

iets. acy: of cucurbits Wes : relatively unimportant this year because 
of the fact that ee hecame establ ished SO late in the oe ‘season 
ae little economic. loss. resulted, | 

‘this pee was “first observed in the’ ‘Norfolk area on ‘Cucumbers on 

July <lst, on cantaloupes August. ena, and on watermelons on August 16th. 
og this was: considerebly later’ than anticipated. Based on reports: from 

7)» further. ‘south, downy. mildew was expected to, make. its appearance on 

<5 cucumbers some time during the first week of July. 

From June 28th to July 14th only 0:64 of an inch of rain fell in this 
area and the mean daily temperature ranged between 70 and 85 # On 
duly 14th more than-3 inches of rain fell and for the next. ten days some 

rain fell. every other day. The mean daily temperature ranged between 
HCO CO 86°F, “After this disease became established, it continued to 

spread despite the fact that only a trace of rain Feit for a week and 
mean daily temperdures remained about the same. Indicetions are that 
this disease is unable to make broad jumps fetlnen day conditions but 
once esteblished in a locality morning dews will keep it spreading, 

Probably ten percent of growers used a 5 to 7 percent fixed copper 

dust during the first three weeks in July. The season was advanced 

_ far enough by this time that control methods were discontinued. There 
was little to no economic loss from this disease in this area this year. 

VIRGINIA TRUCK EXPERIMENT STATION 
NORFOLK 1, VIRGINIA 

DOWNY MILDEW IN WISCONSIN IN 1948 
SAN ets mgr 

‘R 3, ‘Vaughan | it 

Downy mildew on cucumbers was not observed in 1948. 

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE : 
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 
MADISON 6, WISCONSIN 
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FUNGI CLD HeioJLTS —- 1948 
ee 

In the following Tables 1-4 data are presented on the material, type, 

and amount of: fungicide(s) used by percent growers in each state, with 

method of application and results obtained. . Proper. and regular applica- 

tions of these fungicides seemed to contribute much to the effectiveness 
of the material itself. In the case of potato and tomato late blight 

fixed coppers, Bordeaux, and the cerbamate sprays and dusts gave varying 

results ranging from poor to good with, perhaps, the better results 

obtained with sprays. Blue mold control was obtained in satisfactory 
to excellent fashion with the use of dust or spray carbamates, and downy 

mildew, although not quite so serious a factor this year, with copper 

and carbamate sprays and dusts. 

Table 1. CONTROL OF LATE BLIGHT ON POTATO: MATERIALS USED IN 1948 

- | Percent Percent applied by. 
Slate or), ~~ Material and growers Ground ~ Results ant 

Province Formula using machines Airplane kKemarks 

‘Ala. °  - Neutral copper (COGS 20 BDA ne ee Materials abou 
: and Copper-Hydro) 6% : | 8 - | equally eifectively 

metallic copper — dust : , Fair to good di 
eS aie 4 ease controlwt 

Z-78 - 3.9% dust 10 . eee 15 ; yield increases 
of 5 to 20 per 

' cent. 

"Dithane D-14" (spray) 2 100 Hxcellent disses 
control. Yielt 
increase of 

eo per cent. 

Del, fixed Copper dust 2 © wre5 15 10 Fair 
. (Copper A; Tribasic) 

5-7% Cu 

"Dithane Z-78" dust 6% 20 10 10°. - Beda 

"Dithane D-14" + zinc | oe 
sulfate spray, 2 ats.— | ass 
1-100 » 20 20 Good 
"Dithane Z-78" spray, 
2-100 

"Parzate" spray, 2-100 | 

10° 
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Percent Percent applied by 
State or Material and - growers. Ground Results and 

Province “Formula using machines Airplane Remarks 

Fla. : wee ae 
Belle Glade "Dithane Z~78" dust, 80% O .' all {Blight did not 

10% . acreage have an appre- 

ee ‘ Ciable effect 
"Copper A" dust, 7% Cu 10% 0 all |on yield. 

acreage OS 

yt. Myers Copper-lime dusts, 20- sa 7D -- 25. Poor 
80 

"Copper A" dust | 7, i ase eS Bb Poor 
Other dusts . a) all O Poor 
"Dithane D~14" + ZnSOg# 90 _— all. 0 Good 
lime spray 2-1 1/2-100 

9. 

~ Bordeaux, 4-4+50 + 5 all O Fair 
sticker 

Dade Coun- "Dithane"-zinc sulfate 95 all O Good 
ty 2-1-100 

Bordeaux spray . ew : Not good 
Fixed copper _ Few | Not good 

Hastings "Parzate” dust 6h Riedie? Galo None Good where 
"Copper A" dust 6-9% 20 | | | epplied reg- 
Basic copper sulfate 70 | 95 5 | Dlarly eae 

dust - 6-10% _ ence.a week 
<S or oftener.. 

Copper-—lime — dust 6%-- - & oe Net is good 
eet ; 68 Ditheane © 

| D-14 _+"zine 
| sulfate 

"Dithane D-14" + zinc SS 21 eee None Excellent where 

sulfate 2 qts.-l 1b.- applied Doperly. 
. 100 gal. ae at 5 to 7 day 
— ie | intervals. — 
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tied rea, 3 Percent Percent applied by He i : 

Stane: or Material and - growers Ground — Raat | ‘Results | 

Province Formula using machines “Airplane ‘Remarks _ 

Ind. "Dithane D-14" -spray 50 50 .. Doe a Good 

Bordeaux - spray LO. br OSA aay ee Good 

(mostly as weekly spray schedules - 

9-14 applications during asergen 

La. OCS", dust 12h | 5 al 7 age 
"Di thane Z~78" dust 6% seo a att i, aaa eee, Peale 

PDDE: 15; Meee 4 Oita): Gtaeed 

Bordeaux spray 4-4-50. 10 se 7 7 Oe Seni 
..1 "Dithane D-14" + zinc 20 all: : ° 0.0 Good 

noi] sulfate + lime spray aera eRe 
1 1/2-1-1/2-+100 

Manitoba: ° +. Bordeaux spray - ~ A Seca A ieee 

> Md. Bordeaux spray 8-8-100 30%. nitkoesa ota Good i 

erie : | | ee 7 ec tis “ot 

Fixed copper spray: 4-100 5% pices aeeriaon © (013/55 

acreage 

Fixed copper dust 5-7% 20 er Peer cali Fair. to Goo¢ 
(largely by plane on Tih illest “a 

lower eastern shore) ne f 

-"Dithane 2-78" . trace ieee Good 

Mass, <2) + BOPREE MORSE S (various) : 5+ mo st trace Poor to fai: 

“h 6=-7% Cu ‘ 

Bordeaux spray, . ie) SEO. estat MO ta O°" Geed 
10—-5~100 : . e : P hake net z ie 0 Pe 

Neutral Copper sprays, 15 abl er, ee Fair to Goo 

6-7 Ou wae 
on “wiithene Daa", 25 qtin BO ca CNR 0 Fair to Goo 

100 a 



SOS Ba A UP eaeeue applied by 
grower s Ground | : Results and 
eae hes Ae machines. ‘Airplane ‘Remarks. 

I Copper dusts 265... most 5 
Ly ‘ ‘ihe Carbamate dusts AES oe ae aes ae eae 5 DA RRL hs 

Pa arta Ye: Copper sprays sees et, ae Me: BW Ste Sp Pea © 
Carbamate sprays Pet: i bes Pe : 0 

‘New Bruns~ Sprays - DE TIE ais GRIM.) tia ce O ‘ee 
wick | BrOWer ex. is nd eae ae Be 

yur Bordeaux spray, 4-2-40, 50% gic a --Has given vest 

¥ | | or 4-4-4090 acreage ede an —— 

Fixed Copper sprays Moisi ot rest... 5 

4 | ae . of sprayed ee 

acreage 

Bessie hay "Dithane" spray _ - smell 
oe re Fae a acreage. 

et mists 2 i, ae a ea | 
I ine Re pean ran Pekin | @rOwers aL aren 

ee: 3 YS ieadyomixed Copper: '.’> < Practicaliy ” : 

a SB iat basic sulfate baie at “OF GaSe em P02 We: 

2 acreage 

eo f= Neutral Copper dusts, 50 |)... all’..'.: 7 0 Good 
ee Te da ie a 

cat | Bordeaux spray or neu- He rk Pa age @ Good 

S55) % tra coppers, 10-5-100, +. 
Bie ty 26% Cu, 6-8-100 : 

Reiewdus Copper spray, 4 1bs./ 25 ¢ ald!) cone” Vera eon " 
Bee ea +. 100 eal, af a bop tu ; | ai 

ree 

| Organic sprays, verious [OY Sop pee oo. nine. Good 

— 



a elGen EL Prey Seam Percent Percent anol tea by ee 
State or Material and © growers Ground — “Results a 

W Province. i: (4 Bozmilatem ising machines Airplane : Remarks _ 

Nw. mS ; Sat . a 

pene Island Sarde - Bordeaux, Copper se Diseese never 
ee ee erious in © oxychloride sulfate, tri- Ph properly = 

basic copper sulfate, treated 
"Dithane™ fields 

Dusts - Coppers as with 
sprays 

N. Dak. es | 
Red River Copper dusts 85 90 10 Questionable 
Velley "Dithane D-14" spray LS all oes — 

Nova Scotia Dusts 3 “T Used only in 
: | small gardens 

Basicop spray, mfr. AG!) 25 ae Gog ; 
Bordeaux spray, 4-2-40 30 all O {Good when ~ 
Other fixed Coppers 30 all 0 a regulsrly aDq 
"Dithane". slight all | plied 

Ohio Bordeaux spray Most. generally % Good 
used in commercial 

Fixed copp=r sprey or ~- Gradually increasing Good 
"Dithane" spray . | 

"Zerlate! some Not good 
"Parzate" some. , Good 
Dusting - mostly small 

gerdens 

Pe 5 
— 

"Ontario Fixed Copper dusts 50 all. none ! Good where 
(Zastern eae . - properly apa 
countics) Bordeaux spray, 10-10- 50 ali none ‘ plied 

200.4. 10-6200. 3, | ore 



Percent | Begone applied by 
growers Ground‘! 

Un ea ne machines Airplane 

Bordeaux spray, PI cc eats MeN GN Se : Very fine 
S-44100 - - . See Ge | | 

Fixed Copper spray, 2 25 

: los. metallic Cu per mice | : 

4 100 gal, M ai wien i : 

za | “Dithane D-14" + ZnS04,, 20. .- all» ., %,0 Good, If 4M 
RO es 2 qts.- 1 1b. | Aas periodbétwear = 

igs a“ i “ df NCPC ei Cat applications © 
tae a Hie oe Sk ig SY becomes too 

: : Dh ho: long, contro: 
: OMe oe UO MGL nasal ed a tea aN! OE COMM DR Pe chor ne! 2 =) 
Di: : . Baan ieee nea oa aay Aoi BD ha. 

eB A ah ae "Parzatel, 2 Ips. > 5 ee eae era hcg 

Bee es. 100. gal, : 
| : fe aie en 
_ Very little dusting Hot Bane ie ~Na&t so good as 

sprays : 

‘Dusts — *cocs" eva a eC 

yi Sprays - Bordeaux, 50 all ie Good 
ee ae 4-440 

e. +fincee-id—. Bordeaux, Dribasic copper. 93.0" <> 
ward Island sulfate, copper oxychloride 
ON ee agen - sulfate, cuprous oxide ah 

| ts ("Perdnox")),, "Dithane! (small. Ua yes Control with | 
amount), mostly spraying Pee ee persistent 

eG ; heats Haake: ses AY We program a 

eaetds Neutral aes dust, <0 all 0 
re eS CR Cu iS ei winveke tae ua Yr 

ie aa . Bordeaux spray, BBs) ee ee 
GP ehee set 10-5-100 Nah EG eae nam 

aed e “i Neutral Copper (50%) Py, eral eat ear 
any, spray, 4a ‘ibs. /100 gal. ta ana Mee Psi 

_ Ethylene eae ee eucee 1 | pads. 3 ie 
bamates 2 lbs. gies gal. 

Gi irons Lib fare re Re 
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‘State or. 

Province 

‘Soa sy 

be Dake. 

Clark area 

Watertown’ 

area 

Tenn, 

Va. 

Blacksburg 

Norfolk 

Material and. 
Formula ~ 

eae Copper dust, 
6% Cu 

- Percent 
‘growers, 

using 

20 

Practically no dian 

"Yellow Cupnocide" 
dust, 30 1bds..- 

"Yellow Cuprocide" 
Spray, 2.0 lbs, 

'Werlate"™ spray, 2 Ibs. 
"Yellow Cuprocide" 
spray, 1.5 lbs. 

"Dithane™ D-14 (spray) 
4-1 1/2 

Sprays - 

Tribasic coppersulfate, 

4—100 

Bordeaux, 8-8-100 
"Dithane D-14" -zine - 
lame, 2 dts.—-i4/e- 
100 

60 

15 

ZO 
1G) 

S. 

10 

Few 

Few 

some alternate epplications 
of last two 

Very little potmenne ol tae eae 

Fixed copper dust, 5% 
Cu with 3% DDT 

Bordeaux spray, 8-8-10 

"Dithane Z—78" 

Fixed copper dust, 5- 
7% Cu 

ra) 

1-2 

trace 

Percent opplied oy 
"Grounar 2 
machines | ‘Airplene— 

90 

5c 

all 

a 

“ro 

or 

Fair 

5 a Satisfactory 

Fair 

Poor to fair 

ee + Te gee 

Favorable = 
with all . @ 
materials 

Variable 



ee ae ae ees growers 

eo ae “using 

. Percent Percent applied by 
Ground: i est! 
machine s.. _Airplene |. 

_Results: fond 

Remarks 

x Dusts -- 

F ~NXellow eopperoxide™, « o-) *: AREER - Re | 
7 4.8% Cu 2s AEG) all 0 Fair to poor — 

Tribasic cia laaacss te 20 etd ea nO Good a 
7% Cu a 

Copper lime, 208 © Ce ee eee ao Good : 
80% lime | 

Sprays -- i ‘ 
Bordeaux .4-4-50 hee Ok all. on. Goud. a 
Tribasic copper, 536. 20 all O Good ch 

; Cu (4 1b./100 gel.) | " 
z 'Dithane"-zinc—-lime a ell 0 Poor 

| Wis: Tribasic copper and es G36 50 No blight 
ete Copper A dusts present) 

Sprays ne ae ea ae ue 

"Dithane D-14" 8 all Q | ALT Sprage 
"Perzate 1 1/2" 2 all @) tr eres, Ge good. 

2 ~Tribasic copper, 4: lb... 5. all -O .. / Dusts. and 
ae Bordeaux 8-12 Boles AG all O ‘' sprays all” 
ah 100 a “with me 

‘able 2. 
Cana “i Wine w0 

Pe GeeB or 
Province 

ve 3 Percent 
Material and growers _ 
Formula using 

Fixed Copper dust, : 80 
(Tribasic; Goposr aS 
57% Cu 

"Dithane D-14" + zinc | 
sulfate spray, = qts.— Lara 

1-100 PO OMe # 
"Dithene 2-78"! sprey, 

2 2-100 apoE 

‘"Parzate! spray, F100: : 

as 

Percent applied by 

Ground 
machines 

OS a 

wens 

CONTROL OF LATS “BLIGHT ON TO:ATO: UATSRIALS USED IN 1948 

eee Ls 

15 870 

Ox. 

we UR Se 

Results and 
Remarks _ 

Fair 



ee ee ee ee - , 

pe F 

State or 

Province 

eS. 

Indiantown 

Belle Glade 

Bradenton 

Dade Coun- 

CM. 

Ga, 
Greenwrap 
area » 

Certified 

tomato plant 
growers 

Meterial and ~ 
Formula 

Copper, al dust, 

Percent 
growers 

using 

7% Cu 30% 
acreage 

"Copper A" spray, 30% 
5-100 

"Dithane D-14" 
2-1 1/2-100 

"Dithane D-14" 
2-1 1/2-100 

spray, 

acreage 

spray, 30% 
acreage 

100% 
acreage 

wwhDithanerD=14" .4:29ae..cs75 
sulfate + lime spray 

2 Qt. Pp, =100; aan. 

"Phygon" spray, 

Copper dusts and sprays 

3/4 1b. 10 

'Dithane D-14" + zinc 30 

sulfate + lime, 

1 AF PROD 

Tribasic copper 
4-100 

Bordeaux 2-2-50 

~ 

Tribasic copper 

" copper 

a- 

GESt. are 

spray 25 

Little. 

> Baar. 

ALE” 

all 

all 

all 

“eo AERA 

Percent applied by 
Ground. 
mechine Airplane. ~ 

all 

- depending 0 
- thoroughnes 

tion 

‘greenwrap & 

Good — 

Mostly used 
seed beds. 
Good result 

from both. — 

rt. 
14 

Did not give 
commercial 
control ~@ 

Fair to ex 
cellent 

of appl 

No blight i 

except slig 
amount in 0 

location | a 
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a So ae 
5 <Fa seme 

- t 
¥ 

’ os 

a 

q 
fe 

La. 

vie 

ae eo 

¥ ty 1 

Er 

“>? Bastern 
-- Shore 

- 

‘ 

Ay ? 

Highs Si 4 Ucadin te Be 6 ae fae +. 

. 7 ' “ ‘ } 

2 EPR igo heal Sn oy 2 mee eg ~se Se 
7 — 

ee i 
h < 

=, a - 
= - — 

xs i 
3 4 

. ox - 

A a Bas aa ae + 
Sas ae ae = ¥ AAA 

lied ; 

» « 

ie Seis wet 

2 fof 

eer, 
Fis Se = 
+. , a 

7 * a ise 
San Sareea eae = 

"> beatae . 

nf 

a ty 
North ee 

“West of 

. Formia == ssssing machine Airplane. Remarks 

~ — a3 Ee > < 4 a ont ert Re ee a aE a a er eet 
S = - ~ = 

Ne we 8 te mie See ne eee ee ary =. ee res . Pas Cee > 

+ "Di thane °Z~78" 2-100 | acreage 

eastern shore by air- - 
plane, practically none 
elsewhere). 

Fixed Copper (past > a) a 
ene s TO ba Ck ee ee 2 

‘Fixed cone (Spray Veretiee si 
4~100) _* acreage 

ay eee ‘Percent Bereknt applied by 3 
G waterial and - growers Ground ~~ SS Beene ties 

Fixed copper 7% dust 15 | 6 te ey, “Unsatisfac 
Fixed copper spray, 5 Sao ‘oF 

4-100 : 

"ithane D-14" 2-1-1005 5 
(ill-timed and insufficient number of applications). 

a sree 

"cocs" dust, 12% ye ee ee ad Ar 0 
"Dithane Z~-78" dust, a all 0 
6% + DDT 

(laden ey,’ 35d 
4-4-50 sae ae Sas: 

‘Fixed Copper (Dast 706° 
5-7%) A GaLercene acreage § ~- 

Fixed Copper sprays at Ea OM ee tee 
(4-100) ag, acreage eee 

Bea (G2e100) ae 
\ 

*Di thane D-14" (zat. 
TEC Sc Sree AIG so ocr ies anon ane eee Ree 7 el eee 

application on lower 

Bordeaux spray 8-8- -- 208_— 
100 (some ready “acreage ~ 
mixed) 

ene 

SAME EAN une One, iat cay 
FER aN Le a Oe ee ae Tee) 



TENE PEST SEES SIMS IA ANS ERO SEE Cea a 

; =o) _ Percent Percent applied by : A 

State or - Material and growers Ground Results an 
Province Formula _ . 2 using. magnene: Airplane | . Remarks 

Mass. Neutral Copper dusts. 40 =: oo el BOE i Good from all 
(various), 6-7% Cu eee | materials but 

easy to con-— 
trol a 

__ Neutral Ganen sprays HO) ti all 0 
(various) ~~ a Saal ara e: 

Bordeaux spray, ho. ees @) 
4-4 50 i | 

Mich, _ See separate table below 
for Michigan data 

Miss. “Copper A" dust, Lease) gem O | Obscured by — 
? 12-10-78 than 10 weather 

"Copper A" spray, iene Mees . 0 
4-96 ) than 10.” 

Ny H, Neutral copper dust, ~All com- all 0 Good 
5-7 Cu “¢, (mewraie E 

growers 

Ne J, Copper dass, (hCu,’ 368 2 oo Good a 
(ground) BY a anton : 4 
14% Cu, (air) antes Fair to poor 

Organic dust. (various) (20) _ 50 50 Fair for 
largely "Zerlate’,’ °° included blight 
mostly with Feret in also with’ tans 

program also «Cu. users 

Copper spray, ‘ap Ops v 20 1S ee _ None Excellent to 
100 gal, of a 50% Cu | good : 

Organic sprays beeen 7), all —s None Fair 
dusts) e, 
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. Percent Percent applied by 

Piuospeale Or ne Material and growers Ground Results and 

fo ETOVINce Formula using machine Airplane Remarks 

Bg to Eat: 
Northwest- Insoluble Copper dust Pe fee. Sk re Poor 

ern Canning (COCS, Copper A, 
Section Microgel, Tennessee 

Tribasic), 76 Cu 

"Zerlate 2-100 —- 90 aan 0 Reeliens 
Bordeaux 8~4-100 spray BCE Rs GIA en : 

schedule 

Insoluble Copper Spray 10 aus O Excellent 
(as above), 7% Cu 

Also 10% "Zerlate! 40-60. ~— few 
along with insoluble lbs. of 

Copper dust each per 
acre 

Long Sprays -- Bordeaux, | | Weather unfay 
Island "Dumione” . Or Ut= ... orable to 

basic Copper Dust -- Nie disease 
largely Tribaesic 

Copper 

See SS RE RR SS 

Ne CG, Fixed Coppers 6-7% _ 

metallic Cu — dust 

Commercial 20 10 90 Fair 

Home gardens S 100 O Good 

Fixed Coppers - 1-2 

lbs. metallic Cu per 
100 gal. mrs 

Commercial O.1 . 100 0 Good 
Home gardens 2 ; 100 0 Good 

N. Dak, trivasre Copper idasps CR all None Fair 
Tribasic Copper or 5) all None Fair 

Bordeaux spray 

v 
3 th a a
 

— —— ~ a 



Rect Tes SICCE Tg he EEAGEL OM ORE RE 
ty es ? ; x hed o hes % ae sbi ee aye r, in rGe Sgro 2 3 

5 , 74 Bs bi ee Aas a 55 

Nes : a if 

State or 
Province :*/*: 

Material and 
- Formula 

“Percent * 
FEATS iO CHE REN . . , a te | inf 

Percent applied b 
“Ground — . growers © ao) ee 
machine Airplane . 

using | bs ea 

Nova 

‘Scotia BS a ae RE ee NT 

Pa, 

Dusts used only in 
small ‘gardens _ at es 

Bordeaux spray 4-3-40 Most 

~ A [Pewast? e 

Fixed Copper spray aay 

\ Se er ar ap 

Dust —- Copper or 
"Zerlate" or mixed 
schedule 

Bordeaux spray its 

Fixed copper spray or = + 
dust ia atthe 

Sprays ~ "Zerlate" 85 
o Moss per TOOian 2 

5 to 3 sprays + Copper. 
(2. kb. méetalite: Cw asi ts 
fixed Cu per: 100 or: 
6-3-100 Bordo) 

ee Di thene DL14" + gine, 10 2) 
sulfate 2 qts.—-l 1b. or 
'Pargate” 2 lbs. nt 

Dusts —- "Zerlate + 5 
copper Ae 

{caro Fixed Copper dust, 15 
ie practically no — 

spraying, 6% Cu __ 

general 

Most of 

affected 
) yaCh ease et 

7 ali 

all 

“Most. - 

eel 

ieee 

tS) C 

S10 Satie 

95 

10 

pm Excellent 

ease 

Nealyjas good 

Copper when 

-Wxeellentas 

Dry weather 
checked dis- 

Used> in 
home gardens 

Good 

as "Zerlate 

used often - 
enough ar 3 

Medium 



VS s Pe enbant ° Percent sEpehye Dy. 
lstet ial’ and: ee growers Ground . -, Results and 
Formula le .. dasine machine. _Aizplane Remarks 

~ 

ae Tenn, Fixed Copper: ‘dust, LOjs 3) Band: 2. ae Poor = meee 
| 7% Cu 4 Se machined s+ 3 ty agplica 

Ree ae us tion 

Bordeaux spray 88-100 Few * O- 

"Dithane D~14" — zinc - Few Bg @) 
lime, 2 qts.-1 1/2 

Blacksburg Fixed Copper dust, aati Bo he all ie ROS Satisfactory 
J Sf Cu ear | Se, ee tay if-properly 

yh . used but pooRiias 
SRS ae ; alee in general, oe 
Rae ee eee ene aera | | Frequent ap- — 

TS Si a one nanan j plications 

necessary. 

| i Bordeaux spray, 4-4-100 Trace Aly Very good 
; ..Fixed copper spray, a Lone Very good 

1b. /100 

ae Beer oe tae 7 ae es tiy Trace. -abd Very good 

Be  arzatet spray all Very good 

se ae : 
Norfolk | Fixed Coppers 5-74 Cu 50 ~-° 90 LO Blight of no_ 
‘SoS hiee see 3 importance ex 

cet) Sat St dy et EOS Sr : het cept early in 

; ; | | season 

a PMiboeihs sa 6 it eee fa 
an eek eal copper oxide, 25 all 0 Fair 

4.8% Cu 
ae Sag Tribasic copper sul- 40 all 0 Good 

oS eae : cia ae TORE Tar nn o 

mee Gipncr—liue, 20% Cu- 10 all ©) Fair i 
: Bia lime . | . 

‘Bates -- 
Tribasic copper sul- 50. all 0 Good 
fate, ae Cu (41h. Z 
100 ae aa 

_ Bordeaux 4-4-50 
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. ; fasoores . Percent Percent applied by © a 
State or Material end erowers  Groung 273s - Results an 

Province » Formula). using macnine Airplane Remarks 

Wis. Tribasie Goppers 4 Lo. 5 ade s Aku Sa 
Bordeaux 8-12 + 8-l2+ 40 all os 0 
100 . 

Michigan 

MATERIALS USSD BY CANNING COMPANIZS IN TOMATO LATS BLIGHT CONTROL 

fouxpsay °° ee pions c 
total 

tomato Acreage Material Method of . 
acreage treated used application Results 

1600 100 Dithane spray Failed to control late — 
| | blight unless applied ~ | 

5 day intervals q 

300 Tribasic copper sprey Controlled blight when |} 

2 Ra applied 7 to 10 day 
intervals 

500 Tribasic copper Aeroplane Controlled blight 

. dusted ns en 

200 Tribasic copper Ground dusted Controlled blight 

1000... 280 Bordeaux spray. Yo lets blight present 

25 Zerlate spray No late blight present 

125 Fixed copper sprey No late blight present. 

400 150 Dithane dust (ground) Late blight sither — 
| “negligible or control ® 

— good 

50 Fixed copper dust (ground) Late blight either . 
a de negligible or control — 

good 

300 300 None | Ho late blight present. 

Continued 
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285 | 

Company . 
total ch 4 
tomato -— Acreage - Material Method of 

acreage ~ treated | used Jip. > Spplicakien Results 

300 > #150 Alternating Zer- Groumd dusted Slight late blight 
late and cuprocide 

250 200 Tribasic Copper Ground dusted Slight late blight; 
A 4, Ti control good . 

poe con, 2 oheU _ Tribasic Copper Ground dusted Late blight control 

B : 

Table 3, CONTROL OF TOBACCO BLUZ MOLD: MATERIALS USED “AND EFFECTIVENESS 

IN 1948 s 

Percent 
State or Material and growers 

Pere eeeg.s- wormula. 7 Pimteho suet Results 

? Com. # " WRermate! 1-50 oS SS Ona - Exosiient 
WDithane Z~78" 1-48 (spits BN. Good... 
"Phygon" 1-50 ‘Masici) °° Bayard leat burning 
ee renter eyte -- Stunting and leaf burn 

l/2 = 50 3 

2 Fla, _  t'Permate" dust (20% "75° Satisfactory when used as 

"“Fermate!", 80% talc) Nat Recah ‘récommended 

 tParzatel! dust, 10% Tests -—«Infection too slight to 
| : RE ee aa oe: 

Ga, "Wermate" spray, 4 lbs.- 82° ‘Almost perfect commercial 
100 gal., and dust, 15% og PEORELrO. Wrap call. materials, 

Bismuth subsalicylate ee 
: "Dithane Z-78" spray /3 
. "Dimole" -("Permate!™ —- 4 

¢ _ salicylic acid mixture) 
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| Percent 

oF State or Material and growers . 

Province Formula using . Results 

Ky. ‘Prepared to use "Fermate!! | Very little used because 
q spray or dust or. : -» of very mild attack 

im "Dithane Z-78" dust sig oe 

3 Md. "Fermate™ (15% dust) 70 Excellent | a 
4 "Fermate" spray (2,4- IS Excellent 

100) 26. | he ge 3 
ke Other organics Trace Mostly tests; results 

variable, mostly good 

‘ Mass, "Fermate" spray 2-100 legs Good 3 F 
. 'Fermate"” dust 20% hac Ohare saith GEOR cw Ole Tee rye @ 
| Peradicnlorobenzene used "  GOGdiy ya oo 

occasionally along with | SN Fe 

"Fermate" to eradicate | . | 
the fungus from infected 
beds 

: Neti: "Fermete" spray 4-100 eins . Excellent where epplied 
; "Fermate" dust 15% TIES ts properly . = 

"Dithane Z-78! 3-100 sel ye | 3 a i 

Ontario "Fermate" spray 2-40 65 Good 
"Fermate! dust (Mfr. ) 25 Good | 

. Paradicnlorobenzene 4 Good (where properly used) 

( 5 1b,—100 sq. yds. ; ee 

Benzyl salicylate Less Uncertain (minor injury) © 

(aerosol bomb) than 1 

Pa. "Fermate" spray 65 or more 

Bordeaux 8-4-100 Heed 
Copperspray (2 1b. Cu- r1s 
100 gal.) | 

Ca "Fermate" dust 15% ¢ 95 Good to excelient 

—_— 



Pay sa 

: Percent 
State or  Materteal and." growers: 

Province Formula ane Ws ane. veld : Results 

Tenn. » "Fermate" spray 2-4/100 - Most: . ‘Fair 
"Fermate!! dust ae ~ Some i) 

Va. Fermate" spray 22100 “BO | An Good 
. _ "Fermate" dust 15% 0 Tamale Mier ore crel 

"Parzate" Bust and sorey Grace, 7; % 4. . Good 

Le a ae ‘SFermate" spray 2-100 PAG es oad ; 
oh ze halt MBerme et dust 40 Good 

WA Ss Lae “Npepnete! spray ‘in ex- 7 farms Disease was not found 
Tagan oct i perimental spraying in survey of tobacco 

SR AIM i Nitig ilgench Py eRe ie area. 

Poiibe te? as 

Table 4. CONTROL OF DOWNY iY MILDEW OF CUCURBIT CROPS: AERIALS, USED IN 1948 

Mages akon AO aie 

Fungicide and {growers 
State Formula usin aie a. Results 

Del. "Dithane Z~78" dust, 6h LE 
ns "Dithane 2-78" FDry > ae Sea Cre mildew not much factor 

c-100 » salle sbilgiue anda pupae CY aha 
"Zerlate ee 8-10% 70 
meerkeabe spray”, 2100. 27 5 

Pie th 
Bradenton Copper dusts, 7% Cu 20 Poor 
nS a "Parzatel a Be active | (is | WON 

Mh eta cachet oe. a aan 
"Dithane D 14" + zine sul- 50 iy ‘ ie 

‘~ LTate-+-lime spray, c~l- ‘ Both sprays good where ap- 

— 11/2+100 i plication thorough 
_. "Zerlatel spray, 2-100 . een up Sn 8: alten 

Dade Co. "Dithane D-14" + zinc sul- one = Good 
fate + lime, 2 1.1/2- grower 

RO) 



State 

Mad. 

Lower 

Hastern 

Shore 

Gentral 

‘Hastern 

Shore 

Tenn, 

Va. 

Blecksburg 

Norfolk 

Bordeaux (6-3-100) sprey 

Zerlate (2-100) 

‘Fixed coppe 

Tribasic Copper sulfate 

1 >] 2 ie’. a. £ 7 +p 
p aA tare le at ee Cee etd Weds es q "= : 

bids ta a Be aaa aE) ar ih Fo ih eA 3 

. Fixed coppers (5-7% dust) 

"Zerlate (10% -dust)- - - 

Fixed copper (4-100) 
spray 

"Zerlete" dust 10% 

5% metallic Cu 

Copper sprays and bis 

carbemetes 

On muskmelon — "Copper A!" 
spray, <-100 

Fixed Copper dust, 56 Cu 

Fixed Copper dust, 5-7% 
Gu ie 

er dust (4-74 ae 

Percent 

Fungicide and growers. 

Formule using 

Bordeaux sprey, 2-2-50 Very 
Tribasic Copper, 4-100 few 

"Fermate" dust, 10-100 5 
Copper dust, 7% Cu 50 
Bordeaux spray, 4-4-5 40 

(15%. 
acreage 

‘trace & - 

acreage 

55% 
acreege 

10% 
acreage 

20% 
ecreage 

10% 
f acreage 

y= 2B 

Plots 

ake) 

10 

- widespread, : 

: Mildew too late to detes 

Results _ 

Good 

Good 
Good; moderate injury 

Downy mildew wes not a 

problem in 1948, Macro-— 
sporium leef spot wes | 

Copper com 

pounds gave fair to poor 
control end Zerlate poor 
control of this disease. 

Good 

Good, Probebly over 75% ¢ 

commerciel growers spreye 

or dusted. : 

Obecurea by weether 

Good 

mine. 
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Pern rete ee rene 

Late Blight es . Cree oe 
Potato Tomato Blue Mold | Downy Milc 

Indiana os 4 SOR | oo 

Iowa Be eS ae 

Kentucky eta. s Bee 

Maine 32 ser . 228 ; 

Maryland ) 196° ogee 1s Sie eee ee ra 262 

Massachusetts 199 . .. 280 . «12 et. * 263 

(ees | oS eat 

Besdendih 200 ; 254 a: igh aehe rey 

Mississippi s 2 Bsa : 

New Hampshire OO) 2. Bee 

New Jersey PO Fea 

New York ,! 

Bong Island 20a sh Gs eae ee 264 
Up-State New York BOS ev eae Pe ene 2 
Northwestern N.Y. Aim 

Canning Counties ‘oor 

North Carolina 204, jtega 2 A Be ee 

North Dakota 205 fase 

Oks o 206 . . 240 

i Pennsylvania eO7 . . e41 2... 256 . 4 aes 

Rhode Island 208 . . 242 ee ee 

South Carolina | a st aes: 
Chaerléston. OOO. ge Sa “si ge ee. Se ee 
Blackville. ; : = ee 

South Dakota ai ys 243 : 
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old VE Ae NS Sa, i es carecane i eT Raa 

ss ennessee | Bleep. eas cs Eee eh! B67 
a | Greenville era teh. OO 

Best (Monee 
3 . Weslaco area Pee Mele EO ye aa OO ae OBB 

| Yoakum area 213 PAL Sg s oe 

Virginia 33 
Blacksburg: | Bue Roe eee ao! ae BO 

, Norfolk 3 Fe a ge Ee Mamas Mate MeO 

| West Virginia A gee Mee a 801 260 
P § ¥. e 

a _ Wisconsin . Bie et eds SPN Og Seg 

SPECIAL REPORT: "Forecasting lete blight for the Charleston, 
a South Carolina, area from Norfolk, Virginia 

; by Harold T. Cook NS SRG roe weap EE TRU an Re aban gear gr 

z ‘ 
_-—s- FUNGICIDE RESULTS, 1948 

Bs ten Table 1. Control of late blight of potato: Materials used in 
3 - 1948 ee ¢& e e e » ~ . ° bs: e ° a oa . . e a 

Bets.” ‘ 

Bs: Table 2. ae aerail of late blight of tomato: Materials used in 

= 3 1948 Tinks eek eel Came oe nt hae Sse) Ris) Wei io ne) (enki sam en al seatem 

= © sable! 3. Control of tobacco blue mold: Materials used and 
effectiveness in 1948 Pic HEL eee TASES A Ag ne EN Bal eM cS 

Table 4. Control of downy mildew of cucurbit crops: Materials 
a pe used in 1948 BE ear yeaa sr eats ge Vidal aNd) Ja) anton i neared ae 

7 ‘Distribution and importance of in 1948: 3 
Tomato late blight Bye Sale CTR ee ee ys a ee 
perro late blight ET iy UA ie aie Gt a vee a ee 2-178 

_ ‘Dis tribution ofS 

- Tobacco blue mold NPE AIMCO IS elses ee Sec Sm Rae eRe BP 
+. Cucurbit downy mildew 
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